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PREFACE

on in tfM •dentWc litMiUiira «• to the propw t»M of the atomic

and molecular hypotheses in chemistry ; and the conviction is

rapidly gmininu ground that these hypotheace sbottid be excluded

altogether from the earlier atafca of imttmUm Mid ikonM be

introdiiMd only after tlw pnpii Mw aciiiiirad faariilnritx with the

fiiiiilwanlBl concepUona and quantitative laws of the science. In

this way only is it possible to achieve that distinction betwe« -»

fact and hypothesis so lonj; recognised as necessary to den.

thinking.

Some timm ago Meeew, Gt^ mni Camfwy nAad «n te fre>

para • book on chemistry tiented fimn tiiis jioint of view. We

felt ourselves unable to comply; we were unwilling to be

financially interested in a book, the very necesMty of which might

be, or mi >' "o be, traceable to oorsehres, that », to new

mt^hpi** 5' . s4it or newbmncbes ef chemistry reconunended

by na fiir vinnicaliHn.

When, however, Mr. Mills had prepared the manuscript for a

text-book and asked us to revise it, then, since we have a great

interest in the teaching of chemistry in the schools of Ontario,

we could not refuse his request, mnd hnwe acconHngty done our

best, in the HmHed time at ourdtapoaal, by revising and rearrang-

ing the subject matter, to bri^ the bo<* into accord with modem

^ews and to reduce the hypottietieal element to a minimum.

F. B. ALLAN,

FRANK & KBNUCK,
W. LASH MILLER.

University of TottovrOt

SeptemlMr, 190&
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CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS

CHAPTER i -RBACTIONS

SUBSTANCCS.

Objbcts about us are distinguishable because of
ttieir properties, racli as form* site, hardness, color,

odor, taste, density, combnstibiUty, iohibafty, etc. AH
of Aese properties, however, are not of equal interest

to the chemist, who concerns himself mainly with those
which are not affected by changing the size or form oi
the oli^' Tidies, Mn, Md doofs, lor iastaare.

have each a definite form, by which we rsoogniae and
distinguish them; while with respect to their other
properties, density, combustibility, etc.. they art the
same : il broken to pieces the sise and form are altered,

while tiM otfaen remain nndwaffed. Tliate ^^??et8
are therefore said to consist of the same ' ariMance,"
namely, wood. Similarly, if a knife blade, or a window
pane, be broken, the "substance" of which each is

oomposed-stad or glass—remahis nnaHered.

Pfopwtks of a Sutataaee.

SUfPunt riMi of roll Milpbur, gnuluate. dry cell, electric bell,

tmt. tube, tmbom iWiii»tl il i , wmfmuOm^Uk* lilw mhi.

Experiments

:

1. Examine a piece of roll sulphur and note its

color, its lustre ; tmM h§f^am by scrsttdiing |twith
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2. Weigh a piece of roll sulphur, about 20 grams

;

partly fin a graduate with water uid read the volume,
drop is the sulphur and take the readis^ again. Find
the weight of 1 cc. of the sulphur or its sped&: gravity.

3. Connect the wires leading from the poles of a dry
cell to an electric bell, so as to form a complete circuit.
Di^CMUWct the wire and place in the circuit a piece of
dry salphor.

4. Rub a piece of roll snltdtiir, the end of a fomttaiii
pen, a rubber comb, a piece of thick glass, or sealing
wax, with a dry cloth, or on the coat sleeve, and bring
it near a small scrap of paper.

5. Draw the blade <rf a pocket knife across the end of
a bar augnet and bring it close to an inm tack or pin.
Repeat with a pleoa of snlplrar.

6. Place a small piece of saH^hvr in a test tite, add
water and shake. In another test tube place a similar
piece of sulphur, add carbon disulphide* and shake.

7. Put a piece of sulphur in an evaporating dish and
heat over tl» flame oi a spirit lamp.

8. Ignite the melted snlphnr hi the evapoiating dish
with a l^ted splinter.

• 9< Rnb some flowers of so^hor on a ^ver cote.

The above o^Mvimsta aerva t» acqoafait ns wtdi Ae
color, lustre, hardness, and specific gravity of sulphur;
they show also that it is non-magnetic

; that it is not a
conductor of electricity ; that it may be electrified and
«^ed, and that it Uackms silver, and dissolves in
carbon dianlphide. AH these tm "properties" of
sulphur.
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Necessity for QaantttatiTC Detemunation.

In most cases the properties, as determined in the

above experiments, are not sufficiently <fefinite to

identify a snbstaiiee. Fbr instmce, to cKstinsruidi be-

tween sulphur and butter by the hardness, it is neces-

sary to know how hard each of the materials is ; and to

distinguish between sulphur and wax by their
'

' solu-

bility" in carbon disnlphide, it is necessary to know

htm selidUe famf am, or kow much wtQ dkwolve ni a

certain Maocmt of the liquid. Generally the degree to

which a property is possessed by a substance may be

indicated by a number, and in such cases the property

is said to be expressed qoantitatively. In the above-

mentknttd experiments, the only property that was

determined quantitatively was the density. By experi-

ments that will not be described here, the color, power

to conduct electricity, melting point, etc., may also be

dstermiaed qBantitativeisr, aad it k only when tiiis has

been done that a substaass^Mi be coiMiMefed to be

compl^ly described.

CBAMQBS TSAT «I9STANCB8 UNDiaea

In tlw tost sectksi a taomSatt tA ^e properties <A a
substance have been illustrated ; the present section

will deal with the changes which substances may
undergo when heated, electrolysed, or brought together

with other materials.

We reeognise ebasges going oa evcrywheie abont ns,

as in the crumbling of rocks, in the growth of animal

and plant organisms, in the burning of lamps, wood,

coal ; in the i»reparation of food, as in baking and boil-

ing; intbedecompositicMiof «i^ic raat^»tlwnatia[g
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of iron, the sonrray of milk, the fennentation of fruit
the process of digestion, etc.^and it is the task of
chemistry to find out the laws of aa sich phenomena.

icopper sulphate), and sawdust.

Experiments

:

1. Heat a piece of platinum wire in the flame of a
spintlamp. What properties change in the flame ?

Lrt t*e wire cool. Has the platinum unde^rone any
permaaeot diaage ?

2. Repeat with copper or iron wire.

3. Fill a flask completely with water,
and close it with a perforated cork through
which passes a narrow glass tube (open
at both ends), the lower end flttth
the bottom of the cork. Fig. 1. Apply a
flame.

What properties change ?

4. When the water is heat'»d nearly to
boiling, remove the cork and pour a little on
a lump of sugar in a saucer. Do the same
with cold water. What difference is there?

Flo. »• _ „
5. Half fill two beakers with hot and

cold water respectively. Into each pour cautiously a
few iro^ <rf com^itrated sulphuric acid. Note the
dtlSerence.

6. Half fill the flask of Pig. i with water and heat
ttstil it boils*
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What fills the upper part of the flask and tube ? Is it

visible? Afeit8ptQi>eftiesfbe8ftiii»M^iMeoftral»>?

What do we tee at a abort distance from tbe end of

the tube?

Hold a cold pb^ a little in front of the openinsr oC

the tube.

Hold the flask with a towel, invert quickly, d&ppiag

the end of the glass tube in water.

7, Put a few crystals of iodine in a test tube ai^

warm the bottom of the tube gently over a flame.

What analogy is there between this experiment and

the last ?

8, Half fill a test tube with small lumps of alum
;

cover with water and heat to boiling. Pour off the

clear liquid into another test tube, and alknr to c&oL

Add a §em dn^ of water, and h/M. agaan. VkaA &d
temperature which it bdSa.

9. Put a v^sx^ d powdered bluestone in the bottom

of a dry test tube. Hold the test tube in a slanting

position, and heat very gently over the flame of a spirit

lamp. (If heated too strongly the solid turns black.)

What change do you note in the appearance of the

solid? What has coneeted on the walls of^ teat tube?

When cool, add onenmn drop of water to 1^ ftt^diM

in the bottom of the tube. What change takes place ?

10. Repeat experiment 9, using a little sawdust

instead of ttae btmssttxtt.

The changes which occurred in the ten experinwnts

just perfcmned ate ty^cal. In wmf cmo tbe pro-
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pcrtics clumged on heatin;;. In some cases tlie ehaiige
was ijerm&nent, but in others the original properties
were restored on cooUng. The latter are called "re-
versible ' • changes. Classify the experiments from this
point of view.

In works on Chemistry, the word " reaction " is often
used in place of " change." The changes which take
place in experiments 1 and 3 are, however, not usually
called reactions, although, as the experiments show, the
temperature and density of hot water are different from
those of cold, as is also tlie mnomnt of alnm it can
dissolve, the rate of its action on sugar, and indeed all
the properties that can be measured quantitatively, and
there is a similar difference between hot and cold
platinum. This Testridf I ine of the word

'

' reaction
'

'

has its origin in the paal Ustory of the adeace of
chemistry, and does not correspond to any ic«| d^ter-
ence between the various

*

' dbanges. '

'

MECHANICAL MIXTURE.-EVIDENCES OF
REACTION.

The experiments of the preceding section show that
when two substances are brought to.?ether their proper-
ties may change, that is to say, a "new substance"
may be formed. Yelkyw sulphur and white silver, for
m«taace, give rise to a black subataaec ; ae^ dliai and
liquid water form a liquid whose properties (boiling
point, density, etc.) are different from those of water.

It very often happens, however, that ao t^ha^gm »>ir^
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place ; each of the mibitances brought together retain-

ing its properties unchanged. They axe then laid

to form a "mechanical mixture."

Experiment

:

Boil about a quarter of a litre of water in a fla^k or •

beaker and note the temperature by a thermometer.*

Then add a quantity (atxnit 50 grrams'* nmnganese

dioxide, fine sand, or chalk, and again note the ten per-

ature of the boiling liquid. Allow the substance to

settle, and taste the clear liquid. Compare result* with

those of the experiment with alum, p. 11.

If, on the other hand, a change or " reaction " takes

place when two or more substances are brought together,

the product is not a " m^hanical mixtuce " of ttusm

Bubatascea. In the following experimenta tb»e
ample evidence of change of color, temperature, or

volume : in some of them the original substances nay
be seen to disappear, and in others, the formation of a

new aub^uice is indicated 1^ effierveaoence, o: explo-

sion, or by the formatimi of a solid
**
precioitate.**

After performing each of the following experiments, the

pupii skeuU give reasons for seryiug tkeU tke prwituts

are not mechanical mixtures <y tlu materials brougkt

together. They may be, of course, and very often are,

mechanical mixtures of several products, or of new
substances with aoiue of the old oms VeSt over. Write

down hi each caia what IwHjess i^d what txBO&iXiktii

change.

*A few pieces of broksn dajr sine, or ur. xUucod oarthonware, idioi^ bo
pl»ocd la the vawrt tegwrwWiliiiiwtliiB. whfali nmm '"^mitimr
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'^^'^^''^nTL^^^^^^^^^ lead ac^au,
P«U.»h. or caustic «xla. «ilphuric irdt^"^' m

""'^^

magrnnuum ribboiw

J^xperiments

:

CoHec .he soHd f^d n the^ikrZdhammer i, closely tojiether. Cut Hw, . w!;'*" °Iexamme the clean surface ""^
Wffl it ffl^e . mark o„ paper ? What is i, >
3. Measure into a b^lrAf An i-

add 20 cc. of sulph'rirSd

.he?um-.e''t:i™ar'"'"~" ~r
(such i^zi rsr" """^ p"*^-

'i»rl.t, and ,0 conduct e'leSy/ diff^Teither of them th,< =i„ • .'.
™" ""ose of

- a • m^ha^- ':i t:::,::^"*""
«»

the leaker.
™l>"ne of the liquid in

b/-m:iTa"rr:,:r"dr:ammoniac (ammonium chloride) 1 '

-ometer .nd note th.t^^tl
"
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6. Place tome icraiMi of sine in a teat tube and a^
aome dilute hydrodblork add.

Bring a li^^ted matdi to the mouth of the test tube.

7. Igrnite a matdi, a scrap of paper, or a piece of

Hiagnesium ribbon.

What changes take place ?

8. To a solution of potassium iodide add a Mdntscm o£

any lead salt, e.g., lead acetate.

9. To a dilute solution of potassium iodide add slowly

a dilute solution of mercuric chloride ; continue until

the colored substance ceases to disappear.

How do the prc^)erties of the substance formed differ

frmn those of tiie subManies put together?

In the preceding experiments, it is evident that there

is a change of properties when the various substances

are brought together, and this is sufficient evidence that

they are not simply "mechanically mixed." In cuses

where it is difficult to decide whether a change has
taken place or not, it is necenary to make a car^ttl

qiiantitainr study of the properties of the supposed

mixture, and of the substances from which it was
formed, to see whether any change has taken place ; an
example will be given ?ater in Chapter X.

Many examples oi mechanical mixtures occur in

nature. In a lump of granite for instance, the pieces of

quartz, feldspar and mica can be seen side by side
;

mud is a mechanical mixture of various solids with

impure water which is a solution ; smoke is a mixture
<d solid particles and flue gas ; other ocamples r.

milk, fog, «urth and manjr rodes.
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RATE OF REACTION.

The rutu or speed at which the chansres took place in

the experiments oi the precedingr sectkm was very
diiferent in the different (auies : in experiments 3, 8 and
9 the changfe took place very quickly, in the others it

proceeded slowly. One of the circumstances on which
the rate of chsLtiiSp depends is the temperature, as is

shown by the action of hot and cold water on sugar
(Exp. 4, p. 10); others are illustra^ hy the fcXkming
experiments :—

SfPPi-tES : Test tubes, bluestone (crystallized copper sulpiwte),

rock-salt, alum, marble, hydrochloric, sulphuric and oxalic Rcid»,

solutions of potassium iodide and potasstum permangmnate, platinum

or copper wire.

Experiments :

1. Put a piece of bluestone (or rock-salt, or alum) the

size of a pea, in half a test tube of water, shake, and
find the number of min 'tes it takes to dissolve.

Repeat the experiment with the same amount of

bluestone in the form of a fine powder. What cir-

cumstance has affected the rate (A the reacticm ?

2. On a piece of marble in a test tube, pour a little

very dilute hydrochloric acid ; repeat the experiment,
using more concentrated acid.

3. Dissolve a little oxalic acid (about 2 sr.) in ball a
litre of water, and add about 15 or 20 cc, of concen-

trated* sulphuric acid. To half a test tnbe fulld tMs
solut ion, add enough potassium permanganate solntion

< By "f^nnRflntnUed" Kult- lurio m-id is mennt coninierrial raMntrieaeM,
to diHtingtUsh it from "dilute' Mul|iliuric acid, the use of whicil lA BCWtry
iu some experiuieiito, e. i» the }>ru(mr»Uou u( hydrogen.
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to color the whole ligrht red. Divide in two parts, heat

one, and let the other stand. Compare thette it takiis

for the color to disappear in the two cases.

4. Cover a piece of the purest zinc obtainable, with

dilute hydrochloric acid. Repeat the experiment, but

wrap a piece c . platinum or copper wire anmnd the

zinc.

Substances which affect the fate ci diange (or

reacticm), withottt tlwmselves being attned, mm eaQed

caUtlntn, (fiee pp. 27 and 28.)

5. Add hydrochloric acid to a dilute solution of po-

tassium iodite in water, divide in two parts, mdng opm
vessels, and expose one of them to direct suiUglitt

while the other is kept in a dark place,

Bfeke a list of the circnlilHliiiei wfaidi hav* idteted

the rate of change hi the fofegoing eaperiiueuta,

Tlie above experiments ilhu^rate some ol the oon>

ditioftt whidi influence the rate at whkh changes iaSn

place, or the " rate of reaction," as it is usually called.

In each case, the reaction took place slowly without the

influence of the new condition (higher temperature,

fine division o€ mato^, presoice of third eubstanoe,

etc.) ; the effect of the latter being merely to aoeetemte

a process which would otherwise have taken place more
slowly. It often happens, however, that a reaction will

not occur at all, unless certain conditions prevail,

atthouji^ all the necessary imperials are ineaent.

Examplet <^ this will be met with in the following sec-

tion, and in a review of the work the ptii»l» shofiM
point out these conditions.
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CLASSIFtCATRW OF KBACnCMtS.

In the i»«oediiiflr lectkMui • large iramber d reactkms

have been met with; the present section shows how
tlieae may be divided into giOB|M lor purpoaet of daaiio

ficatkm.

ITifliirin RMKtiaas.

FamiUar examples of chancres which come under this

bead are fomiriied by the b^vior of gm^pam^,
dynamite, etc., which remain without change until the

reaction is set going by a blow or by the application of

heat ; once begun, enough heat is liberated '^o keep up
the necessary temperature.

Experiment :

Fowder some potasshim chkyrate and white sugar

separately and mix them on a sheet of mica. Heat over

the flame of a spirit lamp, and when the action begins

remove the lamp.

Such substances are called - plosives. In common
language the word explosion is used to denote a chjmge

wbidi takes place end^enty witii evohition of heat and
sound, and with ^reat increase in vt^iiae. From the

c^-emical point of viev/, however, these ex]jlosions

are very similar to the ordinary combu.mion of wood,

coal and magnesium ribbon. Like the gunpowder,

tiie mixture of v-ood «id nttiy be kept for a long

time without under^^^oinjiT change ; but once a sparic is

applied, the reaction begins and goes on until all is

consumed. The rate at which the wood is burned

ctepends on the surface exposed to the air (compare

t, p. 16). Bverymie knows that shmriags bum
more quickly than logs, while wood dust suspended in

the air may give rise to the most dtsastixms expk>si<Mis,
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as thuhv working 'n cork factories have diicwtwd.

riuur mills have been blown up by a similar reaction.

The chemical change in all these cases is the sante, and

the violent mechanical effects produced when tin wood
is in the form of powder, are due meretjr to Um nmplilty

with wM^korgeiwtoicsolthtliwitiiit gasesare i«aer>

ated.

In the examples just considered, a small spark serves

to kindle a great fire ; in those which follow, a minute

spedt of the proper substance is iUmi fakttccessMpy te

initiate the reaction. In both, the magnitude of the

effect is out of all proix>rtion to that of its apparent OUiae,

and in both the explanation is the same—the reaction

itself, once set going, keeps generating more and more
of the substance or the heat that was necessary

for its inception.

Reactions ol this type are now grouped under the

jfeneral name "explosions," although they may occur

without the accompaniment ot light and sound, for tht;se

phenomena, as has been pointed out, depend merely on
the rate at which the change takes i^uie. Proa tiM

chemical iwint of view the combustion of gunpowder in

the fuse of a firecracker is just as much an "explosion,"

or "explosive reaction," as the final detonation when
the tspaA reaches the 9ioA the noiseless diaa«es
which occur in tiie iollowing nperhnents htkmg to the
same class.

SurPUBB : Test tubes, beaker, spirit lamp, glaw plate, fftnff-nT

aceUte, or sodium thiosiilpliate, wxliuai siOphate.

Experifnents :

1
.
Put a little crystallized sodium acetate, or sodium

thit^ulphate in a test tube, close it witha plug of ootton
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wool, and heat in a beaker of boiling Wit«r. • When all

it mehtd, nroavt the tnbe and cod under the Up,

witkmtslUkiMg. Then remove the cotton, and drop in

a mintite epeckol the acetate orthiomilphate, a»the caae

may be.
k ^

What do you obeerve? Teat the temperature oi tue

tube with the hand.
,

To carry out this experiment successfully, it is

necessary that none of the solid originally present

should be left unmelted near the top of the tube.

Crystallized sodium sulphate njay be used in place of

the acetate or thioeulphate, but in this case a white

powder is formed on melting the crysUls, which will

not disappear on further warming.

2. The experiment may be varied, by poming the

warm solution over a clean glass plate, and, wlwn it is

cool, tou g one cwmer with a crystal.

Mftiiy c r subatances behave in the same manner

;

even water .an be cooled below its freezing point with-

out the formation of ice, but if a crystal of the latter be

added, freezing takes place at once. Compare the

appearance of the plate iaexperiment 2 with that of a

window a>vered with frost in the winter time.

3. About half fill a test tube with crystallized sodium

sulphate, add enough water to almost cover the crystals,

heat until the salt is dissolved and the liquid boils, close

the tube with cotton wool as before, and allow to cod.

Add a speck of the sodium snlf^Mte erj^a}.

Non-Ez^Mtvc Rsactioos.

When a spark falls on gunpowder it raises the tempera-

ture of a small portion Oi the powtor and thus causes a

reaction to take place. If the spark fell on ice it would
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do amdi tiw Mune, the reaction here eouistiiur ht the

change ol ioe into water. There in. however, an im-

portant difference bct\veen the two caaea. The chanij:«

which the gunpowder undergoes (bnmhigr) x» accom-

r ' 'Cd by the production of heat, which raisea the tem-

perature ci adjacent particlea of powder and eatnea tiie

reaction to spread, white the change which the ice under-

goes (melting) is accompanied by the absorption of heat,

and as soon as the spark is cooled the melting ceases.

It is well known that the amount of ice melted is pro-

pdrticmal to the amomrt of h«it abaorbed ; end in other

non-exploKive reactions which may be brought about by

the action of light, or of electricity, the amount of change

has been found to be proportional to the amount of light

absorbed, or to the amount of electricity paaied through

the eolation. In fact, aonie of the moat aoenmte and

convenient methods of measuring heat, light and elec-

tricity are based on the measurement of chemical change.

Quantitative measurements to illustrate these relations

would be out of place here, but the following experi-

m«!ita ahow the marked oontraat between the reectiona

of thia claaa and the «|doaiv« reactiora.

Supplies: Beakers, Ht«nd, spirit tamp, ormometer; dry celU,

plathwm strips, or carton piwclh t aa^lMiiie add, iea. aofcrtiwi of

copper salplMite, merctiric cWorMe, amaioniiiiw «wnri>f>

ExPeriwunU

:

1. Half fill a beaker wth powdered ice, set it over a

flame and stir with a thermometer. Remove the flame

occaaionally, and continue the stirring. Note that the

aoKHmt <tf wi^r fomi^ depends on the anxnmt a£ heat

supplied, and contrast with the experfanente of the

previoiia section.
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2. Connect three or four dry cells in scries
;
to tile

terminal wires attach strips of platinum, or carbon

pencils, and dip them into dihtte sulphttric acid m a

beaker.

3. Repeat the experiment with a sotetioo of copper

sulphate.

4. Dissolve a little mercuric chloride in water and add

a solution of ammonium oxalate.* Divide in three por-

tions, keep one in the dark, a second in the ordinary

light of the room, and hold the third for a few minutes

in direct sanliffht.

Many of the leactions utili«ed in photography are

anak^joua to this.

Another way of grouping reactions is mto. rever-

ie " and non-reversiMe." When ice is heated, for

instance, it turns into water ; and the water may be

turned back into ice by coolinjf it. The second reaction

is the reverse of the first, and the change of ice into

water is therefore said to be •'reversible/* or to be

*'a reversible reaction." The same is true of the

change of water into steam, and, in general, of most

cases of melting and boiling.

The changes which platinum and iodine undergo on

heating (Exps. 1, p. 10, and 7, p. H) we alio obviooaly

reverrible, although, as has been explained on page 12,

it it not customary to speak of the former as a re-

action
•* at all. When bluestone is heated (Exp. 9, p.

11) it is converted into a white powder, whfch remains

ahattM^^^^S^^^*>^^"'^J'' about aocc ofy*tw. %ndHi^mt«a{
srtSSion" 'f Uie memnrir . hlorWe solution is not oleM ««
SeSwn « with tho .Muiii.»iiliiin ottxUXa solution.



at thebottom of the tat tube,and steam, whidi ccMMleiMes

<m the sides. If the tabe be a^oired to cool, and the

water be shaken down on the ix)wder, Unestone is

formed again, showing' that this reaction too is reversible.

.So also is the reaction of alum with its solution in

water. (Exp. 8, p. 11.)

Opposite changes (for example, ice into water and
water into ice) are often spoken of as the saaie nexitkm
taking place " in opposite directions."

An example of a reaction which takes place in one

direction in the light and in the other in the dark is

furnished by th« following experiment.

5. Add hydrochloric acid to a very dilute solution of

silver nitrate in a small stoppered bottle. Expose for a

few minntes to aonligfit.

What change takes place in the whhe solid produced ?

Put away in the dark for a few days, and examine
again.

The changes which occur in the leaves of plants

during growth pxobaUy belong to the same <^im ot

reaction.

Non^RcTcmbic Reactions.

When sawdust is heated (Exp. 10, p. 11), the change
that tak/OB pkce iaaaM lo be " aon-reirenlbte,** baomie
cooling and mixing the tar, smoke, and chaxccMd pro«

duced will not make sawdust again. Further examples
are furnished by experiments 8, p. 8; 7, p. 15; and

4, p. 17. Means have been found to reverse many
reactioiMwhich at first sight appcMrtobe noa-rsvitl^.
Exanm^ ol tlirn wmbt flwt widi ktsr.
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This term is applied to an important group of pheno-
mena, of which the reacticm between water and ice

furnishes a god example.

As has already been explained, the reaction between
ice and water takes place ' in one direction

'

' at high
temperatures, and "in the other direction" at low
temperatures. There is one tntermediate tnnperatnre
at which it takes place "in neither direction," that is,

at which ice and water may be brought together with-

out either melting or freezing. The ice and the water
are then said to be "in equilibrinm." This tempera-
ture is caUed the temperature erf eqnililmum. It

changes slightly with the pressure, an increase of oat
atmosphere (760mm.) lowering it less than the one-
hundredth part of a dfegree.

The temperature of equiHbrinm between ice and
water ai atmospheric pressure has been selected as the
zero of the centigrade thermonMter ; ft is cooraiooly
called the melting point of ice.

Water and steam may likewise be in equilibrium, and
the temperature d equiHbrinm (boiHng pxnnt) at atmos-
pheric pressure has been selected ai> the 100* marie on
the centigrade thermometer. The boiring [xjint of water
changes with the pressure much more than the freezing

pmnt does. At two atmospheres pressure water boils

at about 120* C.

Above zero (at atmospheric pressure) water cannot
freeze, and below that temperature ice cannot melt;
but as has been pointed out on page 20, it is quite

possibte to coei water below sero in the absence of ice.

The water is tiien said to be " (WDereooted/* and il a



speck of ice be introduced an explosive " reaction

takes place. Snnilaily with the reactkm between water
and steam : above 100* C. (at atmospheric pressiue) steam
cannot turn into water, and below that temperature

water cannot turn into steam (of atmospheric pressure).

But as in the previous case, the reverse is not true. In

a clean vessel water nmy be heated above its boiling

point, or suiierheated, as it is called, and the " ex-

plosive
'

' reaction that often takes place is known in

the laboratory as *' boiling with bumping."
Anclber case of equilibrium already met with is that

betwe<»^ A a and its mtanM mAeidoa. Thesnper-
saturaled solutions of Exps. 1, 2, 3, p. 20 ai« samewliat
analogims to supercooled water.
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Svnnjnt Teat tubes, spirit lamp, perforated cork and delivery

tube, mercuric oxide, potassium cMonte, manganese dioxide, ferric

oxme, copper ozioe, or CMiUi satML

Experiments 1 and 2 to be done by the teacher.

1. BMttB* Bad taMt of U&nvay. Heat little red

oxide of mercury (abotit 2 srnum) in a dry test tube,

shaking the tube to keep the powder from sticking to

the glass. Note the change of color. After heating a

few minutts introduce a glowing splinter into the mouth
of tlie tube.

What has gathered in tl» upper (cooler) put of tiie

tube?

2. CoUeetlng the Gas. Heat about 3 grams of the red

oxide in a teirt tube provided with a perforated rubber
cork, thnmgli which passes an inch glass tnlnng con-
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nected to aUdit 18 inches of small-l>>rc rubber tubing:.

Keep shakijis the tube in the flame with the ri^ht hand,

and when the deposit of merctiry has begun to form,
collect two test t\ihe& foil of the gas as shown in Fiir. 2.

(Do not dip the rubber tube decider than necessary
under the water, or the pressure may blow out the walls

of the hot lest tube. The second tube full should be
collected without interrupting' the heating. Why ?)

Into the first tuhe insert a flowing splinter; close the
second under water with a soft rubber stopper, and
keep (with the mouth under water) for exi^eriment 2, p. 30.

In these experiments the red powder has been con-

verted into nwrcnry, and a gas called oxygtn. In
chemical language, the red powder is said to "ccmtain"
or "be composed of" mercury and oxygen, and its

name
'

' mercuric oxide " or " red oxide of mercury '

' is

intended to remind one of this fact.

Moxaric oxide is expensive, and the prepatatkm (d
oxygen from it is inconvenient. Fortunately there ate
other substances which, on heating, give off that gas.

One of them, which is often used for this purpose, is

called "cfakMrate of potash." Hie meaning of this

name will be explained later.

3. AetiOB er Iteat ea ClilenUe of Potash. Heat a little

of this substance (about 2 grams) in a test tube. When
the melted substance begins to bubble, hold a glowing
splinter in the tube. Heat until no more oxygen is

given oM. Is anything left in the tube ?

4. CSitaljrtle •rtlM luiffanese Dioxide, ete. Hmt
some of the t^sSofmL. tah^km* When it l^Kfii*t&|^
off gas, ' n a little finely !X)wdered manganese
dioxide the point of a knife. Note the change in
the rate u. vhich the gas is given off.
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Try the same experiment in another tube, using- ferric

uxidc, copper oxide, orclean sand, instead of manganese
dioxide.

No satisfactory explanation of the action of the man-
ganese dioxide (or the ferric oxide, etc.) in this experi-
rornt has beeir found. As may be shown by simple
comparative experiments, the amount of oxygen that
can be obtained from a given weight of chlorate is the
same whether these other substances be added or not.
They themselves are not used up, and do not seem to
suffer any change by being heated with the chlorate.
If the contents of the tube (Exp. 4), after cooling, be
ground up with water, the dioxide remains undissolved,
and may be collected on a filter and used again and
again.*

Substances like these, which affect the rate of a
chemical change, without apparently undergoing any
change themselves, are called "catal)rtic ag«tts" or
"catalysers." We have already had examples of this
in experiment 4, p. 17. Others will be met with later.

The preceding experiments lead to a good method iot
the preparation of oxygen.

raSTAllATKm AMD PKOFBirnBS OFm vH.

Si ppLiESi Laiy* test tube, coric and iMvery tttbe, telftes for
collecting ga», splinters, combustion cups, or defla|fratlng sptwns,
potassium chlorate, manganese dioxide, pyrogallic acid and caustic
potash, sulphur, phosphorus, potatsiBm or sodium, mnyiesiuw riywa,
picture wire.
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1. PrtpantliMi of Oxygta. Mix potassium chlorate

and manganese dioxide* in about equal proportions,

unci half fill a large test tube with the mixture. Fit the

test tube with a cork and delivery tube, which leads

to the mouth of a bottlet filled with water, lind inverted

in a trough also filled with water. Arrange the
apparatus as shown in Fig. 3, and heat the test tabe

with a low flame.

- %
o

—--———

,

/

Do not collect the first gas that comes off. Why ?

the gas is evolved too rapidly, heat less strongly.

Mk n the gas ceases fco weaei off, disconnect the delivery
niv^ Why?

Collect as many jars of gas as possiWe, and alknr
some to stand in the water till next day.

Make a list of as many properties of oxygen as may
be noted, and compare them with th<»e erf air.

• Maiigaiiexe dioxide is aometinies mixed with powdered charcoal, and Ih
then very- danKeron-i lojise; a small saniplu or the mixture of chlorate anddioxide should be liouted in a test tube before it is given to the cXam. If it
expliKlp. the dioxide iM iuiMre lind (ihould not- be naed. Even wlien jmre,
tile clilorii(« and the dloxkie Mionid be uowdered MtMumtely aud-niixeS
eai-efully on a piece of paper. TlMjr sKmild on no aooonnt Iw cn«ad
t ntrethcr in a inortur.

w«U : HI It with w«t«». ewerwith «. pi>t^, ... - T* irnrrr ami iwTwt it \\\ thn rmmii
.•^•^^
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TMte for OiiUB.

The gB» thus prepared from potaiwIttiB dilomte may
now be compared with that from mercuric oxide in
appearance and in its action on a glowing splinter.

The test tube full of ;ras kept from experiment 2, p. 26,
and another filled in experiment I above, may be used
in the followinir experimmt

2. Action of PyrogalUe Aetd on Osygn. Pill a testtnbe
with oxygen, and, holding the finger tightly over the
open end, place the mouth of the tube below the surface
of a solution of caustic potash (potassium hydroxide)
and pyrogallic acid in a beaker. Remove the finger
and shake the tube for some minttta^ bemg car^l to
keep the mouth of the tube below the sur&ce of the
solution.

By its appearance alone, oxygen could not be dis-

tinguished from air or coal gas, but its behavior with
a glowing splinter and' with pyrogallic acid is different
from that of any other gas, and may be used to detect

or identify it. One may '

' test
'

' for oxygen with these
two "reagente for oxygen." There are, of course,
many (Ahers . One test is seldom sufficient todii&igi^
a substance from afl others, and to be quite sure <rf^
identity of a material it is generally necessary to apply
several tests.

CwmliMilioiw fai Oxygen.

Experimemis

:

3. <h9fni and Wood. Slip a glass plate, or a piece
of paper, under the mouth of one of the bottles of
oxygen ; remove the bottle from the water, and insert

a gtowmg splinter <rf wfx»d. Remove the splinter if

there is any change, and repeat as tmxiy tknes m&
possible.
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Describe the result. I>oe8 the oxygen burn?

4. Sulphur and Oxygen. Put some sulphur into a

dcilasTfttins: spoon, or into a combustion cup,* Fijfs. 4
and 5. Heat in the flame of the spirit famp mtil
the sulphur catches fire, and then lower it

into a bottle of oxygen. Cover the top of

the bottle with a piece of glass or paper,

and note carefully what occurs.

Describe any change in the flame. Smell

the vapor caittioi»ly hy wtMag a
toward yoa. What does it smdH Vke ?

Pour some water into the bottle contain-

ing the products of combustion of sulphur in

oxyge hen place the hand tightly over the

motn i diake vigKmmsly fat some time.

Descibe what ooenrs. Why is tiie haad
sucked into the mouth the bottle I ,

Drop into the boitle small pieoes c£ wtA
and blue litmus paper.

What does the result indicate ?

To answer this question, partly fill two
beakers with wateir ; to one of them add a
few drops of sulphuric, nitric, hydrochloric,
or acetic acid, and to the other a little

caustic potash, caustic soda, or ammonia
solution. Into each put small pieces of red
and blue litmus paper, and change them about frcwn
one beaker to the other. la the beaker coiitiHiriii£

the acid, the blue litmus changes to red, and fei iSm
other, which contains a "base," the reverse change

Pmm.
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takes place. This isa method often used to distinguish
between acids and bases.

What change took place in the Utsnm of «q;wriment 4f
Was the liquid acid or basic ?

5. Phosphoms and Oxygen.* Clean the deflagrating
spoon, or make another combustion cup, and in it place
a piece of phosphorus. Ignite it, »nd quickly lower it

into a bottle of oxygen.

Describe what takes place.

6. Potassium, or Sodium, and Oxygea.t Placea pieceof
potassium about the size of a pea in a combustion cup,
ignite it, and lower it into another bottle of the gas.
Cover as before. Note carefully what takes place.

Add a Httle water, shake well as before, and then
test with Utmns paper.

Is the liquid add or basic ?

Evaporate some ol the liquid in a dish.

What is theappearance of the residue? Is it potasshim ?

7. ftagneslttm and Oxygen. Take one end of a i»ece
of magnesium ribbon in a pair of forceps, light the
other end and hold it in a jar of oxygen.

In what ways does the result resemble those of the
od^r experiments?

Add water to the powder in the bottle, shake well, and
test with litmus paper.

Is the liquid an acid or a base ?

„JLJ^** experiment should not be performed by the claiw. as DhoNDhoniH U
SSl^ 'K::2?"'f.T"?.'* to .be handled by ^^uM',l K^t^y^r^
f^h^^l "i"* '*»J'"^ «U«wtfcm,lnftcUni bnrM whichare venr painful and Uke a loos tioM to heaL />A«M*anM auuiand eyt under water, and mtiat iievef&taken to ^SUSgSiSriS^Shm wS.
wlth«^'^7i,'"A nlS^n^f'vJ*';''

""'ersubstances that should be handMwiip great care, a drop of waii i- comins n contact with either mav oaitanadi^rous exploHioH, and If touched gy wet flw ^itoSf woSS^SS



t. lVMHi«Ojgf|M. SpTMd out the «nd of A piece of
picture wire, iMtt it Mkl d^ it teiidplMr. ]gaiiiikt
sulphur that adheres, tmA hold A» «ai cf fte «pin
in a jar of oxygen.

If a suitable piece of wire be found, it will bum,
thmwintr off bright sparks, while the product of com-
bttttioii fsBt to the bottom ia the iom of Md hot imi
oxide. To prevent the glass being cracfctdt Hit vili
to pour some water into the bottle befora peribrmiug
the experiment.

The oxide of iron is insoluble in water, but the fumes
from the hnrahig sulphurivoald cause the liquid to give
an add reactioii. if tettod with Htmitt.

Experiments 3 to 8 should be rer sated wiA |Ur in-
stead of oxygen. Mention all points of similarity and
difference in the two sets of experiments. Point out
any similarities in the products formed from the oxygen
and the air.

9. PjumnH AtMwHAfr. Into a gnkihiMed tite,
such as a eudiometer, the total volume of which it
known, put some pyrogallic acid (about as much as
can be held on a cent), and add about 20 cc. of strong
solution of caustic potash ; cork tightly and read the
volume. Shake well for somet^, place the moi^ «f
the tube under water and remove the cork. Depress
the tube until the water stands at the aaww heighthuide
as out, au'' take the reading again.

Wliat gns fa^isHtved bj the pyrogalhc acid aohition ?
Test the rest^ wi& m qttinter. Don it mpport
cMnbnstien ?
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This txp«rfauent shows that air contains a substance

with properties different from those of oxy gren . Rougrhly

,

what proportion of the total volume does this substance

fill?

NoU, Air conuins oKygm and aaotlier gas caUed

sitfoffwi, wliMi win be described later. It is owing to

the dilution of the oxyqren by this gas that the rate (rf

the oombustions in air was less than in pure ouygen.

RBVIBW OP THE BXPERlllBNTS WITH OXYGBN.

The experiments in the preceding: section furnish a

number of further examples of
'

' reactions." (See pp.

10 to 15.)

Soilke tA these reactions oocnr on simply bringing

twc tnbstances into contact, pyrogallate of potash and

oxygen for instance ; in other cases heat is necessary,

either to start the reaction (sulphur and oxygen), or

throttghoat its whole course, as in the preparatko of

oxygen. The experiments on the preparation of oxygen

also illustrate the effect of temperature and catalytic

agents on the rate of a reaction.

Cbemic-il Terms.

With the exception of the names of the chemicals,

the only strange word made use of is "catalytic,"

explained on page 28. A number <tf onnmon Englnb

words, however, have been used in a special sense,

and thus form a body of technical terms whose mean-

ing should be carefully noted. Thus "reaction" in

chooaistry has nrach the same morning as " action " in

aamnon language; "preparation" means nttmifac-

tate, and "combustion" burning. The meaning of

" slow ocnnbustion
'

' will be explained in the next section.
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W« b«v« had cumplct of material! which, without
the permanent addition of any further matter, have
been chansred into two or mure entirely distinct mb-
stances, e.g., potassium chlorate gave oxygen and
putassium chloride ; mercuric oxide gave menmry and
oxygen ; a folatkm was converted into a solid and
water, etc. There are, however, a coopasstivdy amiA
number of substances which all attempts have failed to

decompose in this way. These are called "elements."
Oxygen belongs to this class, and there are about 80
others known. A ctmifdete table ol the etemeatt will

he found on page 215.

It should be pointed out that if a substance can be
formed by the combination of two or more other sub-
stances quantitatively, this fact alone is sufficient to

show tiii^ the snbetaace in question is not an element.

The red powder which, on heating, turns into nwr>
cury and oxygen is said to "contain " mercury and
oxygen, although it has none of the properties of these
elements, and similarly, the gas formed by burning
sulpnur in oxygen is said to "contain" sulphur and
oxygen. Potassium chlonate, which on beq^ing turaa
into oxygen and a white powder (potassium chloride),

"contains" oxygen, but it is not said to contain po-
tassium chloride, because it is usual to speak only of
elements as being contained in such substances. There
are, however, exceptions to this custom, wb^ will be
met with later.

Cb^i^ are classified by their compostti<m (that is,

according to what they ** conteln aad 1^ tbeir
reactions.
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Potassittm chlorate and mercuric oxide, for instance,

are " compounds of oxygen," and those compounds o£

oxygen which contain only oxygen and one other
'

' element '

' are termed ' * oxides.
'

' When there is more

than one oxide of an element, they are distinguished by

an adjective—" black oxide" and "red oxide" of

mercury, for instance, or by modifying the form of the

words used to tell what they contain, as "mercurous

oxide " and "mercuric oxide." The systematic use of

these endings will be explained later.

An example of classification by reactions, is fumished

by the groups "acids" and "bases"; any substance

which turns blue litmus red being classed as an acid,

while those which turn red litmus blue are called bases.

In the experiments described on pp. 31-32, sulphur

and phosphorus, on burning in oxygen, gave oxides

which with water produced solutiotis with acid proper-

ties, while the oxides of potassium and magnesium gave

basic solutions. This behavior is the basis of a rough

classification of the elements into acid-forming and

base-forming elements. It corresponds very closely

with a classification based aa the general appeanmoe

of the elen^nts, into non-metals and metals.

To which class does sodium belong, judged by its

appearance ? How would you settle whether it was an

acid-forming or a base-forming element ?

NOTES ON OXYGEN.

Oxygen was first discovered by Priestly in the year

1774, by heating mercuric oxide. It is a colorless, odor-

less, tasteless gas, only slightly soluble in water, 100 cc.

ol water at 0*C. dissolving about 4cc. oxygen. Its'

da»tty, as oMnfMuned with air» is 1.1056 «^ 1 ^r*
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0°C. and 760 mm. pressure 'v^^-^hs 1.42<> gjams. At
ordinary temperatures, oxy.< ' r. does not act readily
upon most other elements, but if heated it unites
rapidly with the majority of tl»m, forming oxides.

For a long- time oxygen was known oily in a gaseous
state, but in 1877 it was converted into a liquid. This
has a bluish color and boils under atmospheric pressure
at - 180* C.

The preparation of oxygen from the air has, since

1896, become oi commercial importance. The method
employed is explained in the chapter on air (see p. 161).

COMBUSTIBLES, and SU7P0RTERS OF COMBUSTION.
By a "combustible" substance is ordinarily meant

one that wiH bum in oxygen (or in air), while the
oxygen itself is termed a "supporter of omibaiMicm."
That this is a distinction without a dfffnence may be
shown by the following experiments.

Experiments :

1. Combustion of Oxygen
in Alcohol Vapor. Spread
out the top of the wick of
a spirit lamp, so as to pro-

duce a large hollow flame

when lighted. Into the

centre of this flame, which
consists of aleohol vapor,

introduce a stream of cnygen througfa a g^asa tiUw
drawn to a fine point.

When we consider the flame of the lamp under
ordinary conditions, what is regarded as the combustible
subetaace, and what as the supporter of combustion ?

Fig. 6.
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When the current of oxygen is introduced into the

<»ntre of the flame, what is seen to be barains: ? What

is now the combustible substance, and what the sup-

porter of combustion ?

2. Combntttott of Oxygen In Ittoatnatbiff Oaa. Cover

the upper end of an ordinary lamp glass with a cap of

fine wire gauze, and close the bottom with a cork,

through which pass two tubes, as in

Fig. 7. One <rf these tubei is about an

inch longr, straight, and of larger

diameter than the other. Attach the

bent tube to a supply of illuminating

gas; let it flow for a time, until the

chimney is filled. Light the gas at the

top of the chimney, and turn it down

until the flame is about five inches high

.

Then thrust a lighted match into the

lower tube.

We have here the phenomena oi coal

gas burning in air at the top of the

chimney, and air burning in an atmos-

phere of coal gas at the top of the short

tube. As in the previous experiment,

what in one case is regarded as the

supporter of combustion must be spoken

of in the other as the c(»nbttstible sub-

stance, and vice versa.

Since it is thus possible, by varying the conditions, to

render these terms interchangeable, it might be better

to express the relation between such substances by saying

that they are
'

' mntnalty combustible.
*

'
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TEMPERATURE OF IGNITION.

A substance when heated will "ignite," or catch
fire, only if the heat applied raises the adjacent parts of
the snbstaiKe to a tempemture at which the diemkftl
action takes place quickly enough to produce sufficient

heat to keep the temperature from falling. The
" temperature of ignition," therefore, depends not only
on the chemical nature oi tht tofaetance, but also on its

power to conduct or radiate heat.

Experiments :

1. IffBitton of Carbon Diraivkide. Put a few dxopt of
carbon disulphids in a test tube and shp'-e well. Smell
cautiously. Heat the end of an iron wire and faring it

to the mouth of the tube.

What does the experiment show ? Why is it more
difficult to lifirht a coal fire than a wood fire ? Which has
the lower temperature igaitioo, tuli^r or ]^oa-
phorus?

2. Ignition of Iron. Sprinkle some fitw iron fiUngi
in the flame of a spirit lamp.
Hold in the flame a piece of iron wire gauze.
Set fire to a nnall heap of " ferrum redactum " with

a match.

The small iron specks get hot quickly, and lose none
of their heat by conduction, while the gatuee opndwcts
the heat away, and gives it off to the air.

When combustion takes place in the air, not only
must the substances themaelvu a^ ikrodrote of
combustion be raised to a high temperature by the heat
produced, but the nitrogen, which makes up about four-
fifths of the volume of the air, must likewise be heated

;

this keeps down tlwlenqienitttreof^tea». WeteM
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observed that when substances burn in oxygen, the light

emitted is much more intense than when the same sub-

stanorabumiaair ; this is due to the h^[her temperatnre

of the flams in oxygen : indeed, one of the methods

con monly employed for determining the temperature of

incandescent bodies is based on measurements of the

light given off.

Pictnre wmpc btums in oxygen ;
why not in air?

SLOW OXIDATION.

Many substances combine slowly with oxygen with-

out, apparently, any heat bemg evolved. If iron be

alkmea to fie m moist air it becomes covered with ru&t,

and if potassium be cut, the surface which at first is

bright, soon charges to a dull grey, owing to the action of

the oxygen of the air. As a matter of fact, heat is pn>-

dneed in ^ese rau:tioiBi, and the tc^ quantity oi heat

produced, when a given weight of substance is changed,

is the same whether the change be fast or slow. But

when the action is rapid, the temperature rises, perhaps

even to the ignition point; while if it is stow, the heat

may be coi^ucted away as fast as it is generated, mui

the rise in temperature may be so small as to be inap-

preciable.

A very important instance of slow oxidation is that

which takes place within our own bodies. The food

wUch we eat undersom many changes, hn wMi
oaddation plays an important pax%. We take large

quantities of oxygen into our lungs when breathing,

and some of this is absorbed by the blood and carried

by it to all parts of the body, where it reacts with many
of thftHihstingin frmnfti* to it, ogidliiity ttwa to form
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products which are afterwards eliminated from the

system. This process of oxidation is accompanied by
the prodttctkm erf ths heat that keeps onr bodhs warm.

If the heat generated slow CHcidatioii caimot
escape, the temperature rises, and if the ismition point

be reached, we have " spontaneous combustion." Piles

of soft coal, especially kinds that contain much sul-

phur, furnish an example; and oily rags or waste

1> ing in a heap, freqtM»tIy tain fire from the uam
cause. Instances are not unknown where bams have
been burned because ci being filled with damp grain,

or because of the oxidation of piles of manure or damp
straw lying againitt thar\.



CHAPTER III.—CONSERVATION OP MASS

Chemistry is a (juantitative science : its systems of

classification, its formulae, and nearly all its important

laws are based on relations between the weighis of

substances which enter into reaction. The most general

of all these laws, and one on which all modem chemistry

is based, is the subject of the present chapter.

Supplies : Test tubes, beaker, balance ; solutions of ferric chloride,

potassium or ammonium sulpfaocyanate, potassium iodide, lead

acetate, mercuric chloride ; common salt, baking soda, hydrochloric

acid, ferrum redactum, phosphorus, porcelain dish, lime water, a

candle.

Experiments .

1. Change ofCcdw. Pour a little dilute ferric chlo-

ride solution into a beaker, and partly fill a t^^st

tube with a very dilute solution of ammonium (or

potassium) sulphocyanate;

stand the test tube in the

beaker (Fig. 8), and poise

, carefully on a balance.

Then empty the contents

of the tube into the beaker,

replace the tube, and bal-

ance a.yain.

' What change occurred?

Was there a change of vveight ?

2. Ppecipitation. Re >at the above experiment, using

solutions of potassium iodide and lead acetate, or solu-

tions of potassium iodide and mercttric chkxide*

43
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3. Solution. Put water in the beaker, and table salt

in the tube. After balancing, pour the salt into the

water, and stir with the tube.

Loss of Weight during a Reaction.

4. Baking Soda and Acid. Using the apparatus of Exp.
1, put a little baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) in the

beaker, and hydrochloric acid in the tube.

Is the weight after mixing the same as before ?

When the acid was poured on the soda, there was a
violent eflc-rvescence, caused by the formation of a gas,

which might be collected by using the apparatus
described on page 29. If this gas, or the air it displaces

from the beaker, has any appreciable weight, part at

least of the loss of weight would be accounted for.

5. Has Air Weight? Fit a round quart bottle with
a glass tap (or brass pet-cock), by means of a per-

forated rubber stopper well tied in. Counterpoise
it carefully on a balance capable of showing a good
deflection with one gram additional weight. Remove
from the balance, and pump it full of air by means of a
bicycle pump or rubber syringe ; close the tap, and
replace on the balance. Note the deflection ; chen opea
the tap without removing the bottle from the pan.

6. Baiting Soda and Add In a Closed VesseL In view of
the result of Exp. 5, it is worth while to repeat Exp. 4
under such conditions that the gas formed cannot escape
from the vessel in which the products of the rcactioa
are weighed. This may be accomplished as follows :—
Put four srrams* of baking soda in the quart bottle

used in the last experiment
; partly fill a test tube with

"Thei wtU
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hydrochkiric acid and stand it in the bottle without spill-

ing any of the acid on the aoda. Then insert the
stopper, close the tap, and tie both in. After cooitter-

poisingr on the balance, tilt the bottle so that the acid
flows out of the tube onto the soda, and balance again.

Is there any change of weight ?

Open the tap while the bottle retrndm on tbe balaaoe.
Has the weight changed? How may the loas of

weight in Exp. 4 be accoiinted for ?

GaiB of Weight dvieg a MMelioa.

It hardly needs a laboratory experiment to show that

as a candle burns down its weight decreases, or that the

ashes left from a ton of coal weigh less than the coal

itself, but cases in which combustion is accompanied by
an tMfrmte in weight are not so familiar.

7. Oi^ of W^^t on.CmBbiutlm of Inm. Counter-
balance a porcelain dish containing a little heap ot.

ferrum redactum, and then set fire to it with a s^tdi.
Does the weight alter ?

If the iron powder be attached to a horseshoe magnet
suspended fn»n the beamd the balance, the combustioa
takes place more rapidly, on account of the greater
surface exposed to the air. A dish must be placed <m
the pan to catch any particles that may fall off.

Chemical examination of the product of the c^ abus-
tion shows that it is identical with that formed when
iron is burned in oxygen (Exp. 8, p. 33); and the
experiments with soda and acid suggest the advisability

of repeating the combustion in a vessel shut off ftcan

fttoKNiiifftere.

%. Cknabnitton of Iron in a Closed VmmL It can be
shown, alUtotigh the experiment itself is not easy t»
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carry oot without the aid of aa electric current, that
when iron (ferrnm r«dactttm) is allowed to bum in a
closed venel containinsr oxygwi or ahr, no ehaasa
weight occurs. Full directions for this experiment mm
given in Miller's " New Reqnimnents in Ch«nukry."
page 3.

OMBbMtMns.

9. OmbwllM Of ffeo^ionis. In a wide mouthed
flask of aboBt 1 Htre oonteBts, place a pondain diah
containing a small piece of phosphorus (Pi^. 9); Cctfc
tightly and weigh. Then heat the bottom
of the flask until the phosphorus ignites,
and, after aB action lias ceased, weigh
again.*

10. Combustion of a CtaAi. a
candle, and bring mouth dowttirawlB over
the flame a cool, dry beaker.

What collects on the inside of the beaker ?

Does^ umt H^n^ haiq>en when the
beaker is brought mouth downwards over
that is not burning ?

Wet the inside of a beaker with lime water, and hold
it month downwards over the flame of a candle. What
happens?

Do these experiments suggest any exj^tau^tkMi^ the
loss of weight of the bnming caadla?

er tts Cmaemitka of Maaa

The above mpftrteiwrta show that in each of the re-
actions st(:^S»&, met
' products of the reaction) is jnrt tfw same as%#^ttir

around It, iniSi^l
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tubstance* uied ttp (subttances enteringr into the re-
action). The two appiirent exceptions proved <m ex-
amination to be due to the evolution or absorption of
gases, which although invisible, yet have wei^rht ; and
when these two reactions were carried out in closed
vessels, the weight of the whole was found to be the
same after the reaction as before it.

This makes it seem probable that the loss <rf weight
on burning a candle may be due to the same cause, the
more so as gases evidently take part in the reaction,
for without air the candle will not bum, and the pre-
sence of a gaseouf product of combustion was shown by
Exp. 10. This pn bility can be changed intocertainty
by burning the candle in a large closed flask, when
it will be found that the weight of the flask and its con-
tents remains unchanged.

'

A large number of her reactions, of the most varied
types-involving chai .e of color, precipitation, solution,

• mbustion, etc., have been studied in the same way

;

and in every case, without exception, it has been found
that the substances formed by the reaction weigh as
much as those used up. In dealing with any particular
reaction in which we happen to be interested, therefore,
it is safe to assume that if it were carried out in a
closed vessel on the pan of a balance, no change of
weight would be observed. The probabilities in favor
of the truth of this assumption are so great that, in
most cases, it would appear to be a sheer waste of
time to undertake special experiments to make sure.

The general statement, or ** genendisaticm," that the
substances formed in a reaction weigh as much as those
used up, is comsKmly called a " law," though it
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might much better be called a " probability." and
the process of discoverinff such probabilities is termed
inductkm."

For very jfood reasons, which do not cotscern us. the
law " just enunciated has received the name/' Law

ot the Cinservation of Mass"; it is the most im-
portant and the most general of the quantitative laws of
chonietry.

AftMuamm ef tht Law of the Conaerratiun of Mass.

It is a very difficult matter to weigh gases accurately,
but by means of the law of the conservaaon of mass, it
IS possible to find quite easily the weight of oxygen
given off by a gram of potassium chlorate.

11. Weight of Oxygen given off by one gram of PetM-
sium Chlorate.* Weigh out accurately in a dry porcelain
crucible, about a gram of finely powdered potassium
chlorate. This may be done as follows : First weigh
the crucible, then add one gram to the weights, mad
I)our the chlorate into the crucible until a little over-
balanced

;
lastly, add weights until perfectly balanced.

Suppose the weitfht of thi empty crucible to be 10.56 «
AndthateftiMeraeiUeaiidchlonite .. .. 11.72J.

Then the chlonUe must weigh !• !<> k-

Now support the crucible on a pipeclay triangle, and
heat (gently at first) until no more gas is given off •

let cool, and weigh again.
'

Suppose that the crucible and residue weigh 11.27
,f.But the crucibie and chkurate weighed .. 11.72 g.

So that the loss on heating .. 0.45 g.

•went M
chtotate

*'to32 SL'i^^WkL*?L°'''"«*^5'» they can rci2^fr the state--* per CMMi of



Since the chlorate on heating: tunw into omygm, tmA
the non-volatile potassium chloride, M/j ioss mtuHeikt
weight of the oxygen given (^during the heating.

Thus, 1.16g. chlorategaveoff (or "contained") 0.45^.
oxygwj, that it 1 f. chknite contains 0.39 g. oxygen.
The appUcfttkm of the law ef the conservation of

mass is contained in the sentence piinted f~ italks. Its
truth might be tested (though not in a school laboratory)
by heating the chlorate in a suitable vessel, ccdlecting
the oxygen, and weighing it.

By a slight modification xA the above experiment, the
density, or the weight of a unit volume of oxygen, may
be determined with a fair degree of accuracy. If tl».
gas be collected, as was done in expferiment 1, p. 29,
the volume of gas produced from a known weight of
chlofate can he detenained in the following way: After
the evolution of gas has ceased and the appantss has
been allowed to cool, cover the mouth of the bottle with
a glass plate, invert carefully, without losing any of
the water, and determine the volume of the additional
wat«r necessary to completely fifl the bottle. In ocder
to prevent the water being sucked back into the test
tube as the apparatus cools, the end of the delivery
tube should reach well above the surface of the liquid
in the bottle. The weight of the oxygen evolved from
the potassium chlorate behig knowB fixmi the preWoos
experiment, it is a sim matter to calculate the weight
of one litre of the gas, at the temperature and pressure
at which it was coflected. The corresponding value for
0* C. and 760mm. may he calculated from the gas laws
(See p. 52.)

A suitable quantity of potassium chlorate to take for
this experiment is about 0.6 gram. This will pfodQiQe
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about 200 cc. of oxygen. A little manganese dioxide
hould be mixed with the chlorate after weighing. The
result that has bera detennia«l by
nwthods is given on page 36.

ntOBLBMS.

5.S5 grams of mercury are formed by heating 6 grams
of mercuric oxide. How .much ogywm dom OBf ^nm
uf the oxide contain ?

How much oxygen is cooali&wd wiib oM gnm of
mercury in the red oxide ?

What per cent.* of oxygen is obtained in tha nd
uxide?

For the purposed solving problems such as these, it
IS convenient to express the tewef ooaaervstiMi at'mn
in the form of an eqaation, tteuit—
Weight of oxid«

oxyjfen formed.

* The weight of oxystin coiiUtiiMid iii NOper cent. «loxypm to Olid*
of —HTltiwIhdMw



CHAPTER IV.—OZONE

SuppuBS : Stick of phosphorus, filter paper, solution of potassium
iodide, red and bine litmus paper, electric cells, induction coil.

Experiments

:

1 . Place a clean stick of phosphorus in a bottle and
about half cover it with water. Cork tightly and leave
until next day.

Smell the ga» contained in the bottle.

Hang in the bottle (a) a piece of filter paper
motstened with a solution of potassium iodide, and (^)

some moistened red and blue litmus paper; cork the
bottle again and leave for a time.

Describe what has taken place.

2. Connect an electric cell, or battery, to an induc-

tion coil and bring the terminals of the secondary
ck>He enotigh to allow the qtarks to pass rapidly.

N<^ the odor m the air near the sparks.

Place ck»e to the spark, a paper moistened with a
solution of potassium iotlide. What is the result ?

That sometliing different from ordinary air is formed
in the above experiments is shown by the peculiar odor
and the brown coloration of the paper moistened with
the solution of potasrittm iodide, owing to the lifaentioii

c4 iodine.

The same results might havefa^ ohtained withfrnre
oxygen instead of air.

so
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The smell is due to a new substance called ozone.
This material may be prepared in a pure state and
condensed to a blue Hqoid. which upon heating
chancres, weight for weight, into pure ojtygen. This
fact shows that the relationship between oxygen and
ozone is similar to that between water and ice. In each
case there are two entifely different substances having
the same composition. Many other examples of this
will be met with later.

I*n>pej ties of Osooe.

Pure ozone is very difficult to prepare, but a small
proportion of the oxygen in the air may be easily con-
verted into ozone by snch. substances as phosphorus, or
by electric sparks.

Ozone is found in the air of the country, especially in
sea air, and in the neighborhood of pine forests. It is
said to be more plentiful after electric storms. Its
presence in these particular places in larger quantities
may be accounted for by the facts that osone is always
formed when water evaporates, and that turpentine and
certain essential oils, when acted on by air or oxysea,
tnnsfona a portion of the oxygen into ozone

.

Accurate experiments have established the following
relations between the oxygen that disappears and the
ozone formed, namely, three volumes of oxygen becmne
two volumes of ozone, and conversely, two volumes of
osone decompose on heating, forming three volumes of
oxygen.

In general ozone reacts more readily with other
Hubstances th^ caygen dott.



CHAPTER v.—GAS LAWS

In order to solve many chemical problems, a know-
ledge of the relation between the volume, temperature
and pressure of a gas is necessery. P<»tnnately this
relation is simple and is the same for all gases, so that
calculations involving changes of volume, temperature,
and pressure of gases are not difficult.

The volume of a fixed weight of gas is proportional to

the absolute temperature (i.e., the centigrade t^ipemtiue
+ 273) and is inversely proportional to thepr^mt*.
Consequently, (l) if the volume of a certain quantity

of gas is known at any given pressure and temperature,
the volume at any other pressure and temperature can
be odcttlated.

(2) If the pressure is known for a given volume and
temperature, it can be calculated fwr any other vohmw
and temperature.

(3) If the temperature at which a certain weight of
gas occupies a given volume, at a given pressure, is

known, we can calculate the temperature ccnresponding
to any other volume and

It need hardly be stated that two litres of a gas weigh
twice as much as one litre, when measured at the same
pressure and temperature, i.e., the weight is pro-
portional to the volume. It is perhaps not so obvious
that the weight of <me Htred a gas at SOOmm.
twice that ci (me Utre of the wteeat gas at tiw —w^t
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temperature, at a pressure of 400mm. ; in other woids,
volume and temperature being the same, the weight o£
gas 18 fnroiKMrtional to the pnasan.
This will be illustnrted by the loikywiag esamples,-

in solving which the pupil will find it helpful to keep in
mind the special case of a rubber ball full of air. If
the ball is warmed, it swelis and gets harder (increase in
volume and prtssttre). If the bell is squeezed {increase
in pressure) its size is decreased {decrmue in volume).

^
1. (a) A certain wdglit at oxjrgen fillt 50 Htrei at

0' C. and 760 mm. pressure. Find wliat vt^tme it will
fill at 18* C. and 720mm. pressure.

Solution :

0*C. cwi«q»oiidatoS7S+ Abaetutt,
18* C. „ » 273+18= 291'

At 273* Abs. and 760 mm. pressure, the volume is 80 litres

;

n 29f n ., 760
,

873

" aM»Ai>ff ptmsum. fhi trTiiii'-
*^^^^^760 h

873 x 720

«9I^S88litiw.

(/J) A certain weight of oxygen fills 50 titles at
- 27° C. and 720 mm. pressure. Find what voliuae k
will fill at 45° C. and 780 mm. pressure.

-«rC comMpoads to 273 - 27= 246* Abs.
<**C. I. „ 273 -(-45 =31 8' "

At air Ate. aadTSOaHik pressure, the v(rium« is fiO Utnat

" MS* » „ 7» .. „ „ „

246

- 318° Abs. and 780 mm. prasmn, tbe volume is
^>'318 x 720

948x780
~*HJ»0^8 Atones*

2. The pressure of a certain weight of oxygen occupy-
ing 25 litres, at a temperature of 15' C, is 750mm.
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Pmd what the presture would be if the volume were
changed to 20 litres and the temperature to 27* C.

SoIutioH :

When the Mb 25 litiws at 288^ Alw. the pmuMire is 750 nun.

" " » 21) „ 28r „ „ „ ,.

730x25 mm.

Wh«i thesrasmis90iitr«»«taorAIM. thepressure is
3«0mm.

20x288

3. A certain weight of air filling 100 cc. at 15* C. is
under a pressure of 740 mm. What temperature will be
necessary in order that the pressure shall be 1280 mm.
when the volume is 75 cc?

Solution :

At 740mm. pressure the air fills 100 cc. at 288 " Abs.

" 1280 , 100 cc.
^^^^

740

"WW 75cc „
=^x^280x75

740 X 100

= 373.62' Abs.

- 10a62' C.

PROBLBMS.

1. A certain weight of oxygen fills 500 cc. at 40* C.
and 730mm

.
pressure

. What will be its vohmie at 100*
C. and 770mm. pressure?

2. The pressure of a given amount of air, occupying
1 litre at a temperature of - 10° C, is 750 mm. What
will be the pressure if tiw; volume be changed to 1.2
litres and the temperature to 15° C. ?

3. A given quantity of oxygen filling 22.4 litres at 0*

C. is under a pressure of 760mm. What tm^eimtaxe
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will be necessary, in order that the pressure ahaU be
730mm. when the volume is 25 litres?

4. 1 litre of oxygen at 760 mm. pressure and O'C
weigrhs 1.429g. What will be tiie weight of 25 litres
at 750 mm. and 10*C?

5. How many j^rams of oxygen may be obtahied from
100 grams of potassium chlorate ? (Make use of the
data given in the experiment 10, p. 47, to solve this
problem.) How many litres would this weight of oxygen
fill, at 760mm. and O'C? (Use data given in pn^rfem 4
for this.) How many IHres wooM it m at 17*C. and
760 mm, ?

6. What is the weight of (a) 201. of oxygen, (d) 51..
(c) 5001., at 0*C. and 760 mm.? (Use data of problem 4.)
A cylindrical vessel 14dcm. in diameter and 4 m.

high is filled with oxygen at 0°C. and 760mm. What
is the weight of the gas ? (Use data of problem 4.)

7. W at weight and what volume of oxygen may be
obtained from 500 grams of a sample of potassium
chlorate which contains 15 per cent, of impurities?
(Use data of E*p. 10, p. 47, or result of i»«>Mem s.)

8. What volume of oxygen at 27* C. md 800mm.
may be obtained from 612.5 gnans of potMsiBm
chlorate? (See last problem.)

9. What would be the volume in the last question if
it were measured at - 27' C. and 670 mm. ?

10. How mne^ potas^pm chlocate must be heated to
give 23 1. of oxyg«i at 14 C. and 836mm. ? (Use data
of Exp. 10, p. 47, or result ofpMm 5.)

11. WTiat volume of liquid oxygen, sp. gr. 0,89,
would be obtained from 1001. of the gas measured at
20 C. and 760aim. ? (Use data of problem 4.)

-V.



CHAPTER VI.—HYDROGEN

Preparation of Hydrogren. Put a quantity of zinc
clippin^, or granulated zinc,* into a bottle, fit it

tisrhtly with a perforated rubber stopper, through which
is passed a thistle tube and a delivery tube.

IB11pi
2^5g

\
/

/

/
Fic. IO.

Pour down the thistle tube a small quantity of dilute
hydrochloric acid or dilute sulphuric acid.t Allow the
Sas to escape for a short time, and then hold over the
mouth of the delivery tube a test tube filled with
water; when filled with gas, hold it mouth down-
wards over the flame of a spirit lamp. Repeat this
until the gas collected bums quietly. J When it bums
without explosion coHect the gas in bottles filled with
water and inverted, as in Fig. 10. (If the zinc be pure
the evolution of gas will be slow. To remedy this, add

86
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a little copper sulphate solution. See Exp. 4, p. 17, and
Exp. 4, p. 27, for the reason.)

Collect several bottles of the gnn and allow them to
stand in water until required, being careful to allow no
air to enter. When more hydrogen is required add
more acid through the thistle tube.

What change is noticed in the zinc ?

What properties of the gas may be noted t

C^pare these with the properties of air and oxygen.

Fto. II.

Pigs. 11 and 12 illustrate other forms of i^paiatns
that may be used for giving a supply of hydrogen as
required. In Fig. 11, B
is a bottle provided with a
tubttlure at the bottom, and
containing dilute hydro-
chloric, or dilute sulphuric
acid; A is a similar bottle

containing pieces of zinc.

They are connected by a rub-
ber tube on which is a clamp
for controlling the flow of
acid into A. Fig. 12 is the
apparatus ordinarily used for generating hydrogen
sulphide. It is known as the Kipp apparatus.
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Properties Of Hjpdwfw.
SUPPUESS Bottle* of gas freshly prepared, or carefully kept over

water, glass plates for covers, splinters, cotton wool, soapsuds, a
jar of oxjxen or apparatus and material for pra|»rinff a am.ll quantity

«^on»a'nin«r sulphuric acid, large glass tubes of
different diameten and different lengths, small piece of platinum
foil, piecM ofinm and copper wire.

Experiments with Hydrogen

:

1
.
Slip a glass plate or a piece of paper under the

mottth of one of the botUes filled with hydrogen, raise
It out of the water and brinsr it mouth dmwards over
the flame of a spirit lamp.
Where does the gas bum ? Why ?

Account for the slight explosion when it ignites
What is the color of the flame as it bums up into the
bottle ? What collects on the inside of the bottle as the
gas bums?

2. Remove another bottle from the water as before
and, holding it mouth domtwards, thrust up into it a
burning splinter.

Did the splinter continue to bum ? Did the gasbum? Where?
Draw the splinter out slowly. Does it ignite again ?

Where ?

Is the gas a supporter of combustion or a combustible
substance as these terms are ordinarily used ?

3. Arrange apparatus as in Fig. 13 ; the delivery
tube in this case is a bent glass tube drawn to a fine
pomt

:
pass the gas cwning from the hydrogen generator

through sulphuric acid in a wash-bottle for the purpose
of removing water vapor, a process often spoken of as
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"drying: a gas."* After festing carefully, to be sure
that all the air is expelled, li^fht the gas that issues from
the tube.

What is the color

of the flame when
first ignited, and a

moment afterwards?

Bring' mouth down-
wards over the flame

a large, cool, dry
bottle or beaker.
What collects on the

inside of the vessel?

4. Bringdown over
the jet in experiment 3, a number of glass tubes of
different lengths, diameters and thicknesses of glaw.
"What change takes place in the flame ? Explain.

What collects on the inside of the tubes ? Explain.

Does the. size of the flame make any difference in the
note heard ?

The note is produced by a series of explosions made
when hydrogen bums. The pitch depends on the
rapidity of these explosions, but the note is modified
by the length and diameter of the tube and the thick-
ness of the glass. This is known as the "chemical
harmonicum."

5. Roll a piece of platinum foil on a knitting needle,
insert it in the end of a glass tube, and seal the glass
aronnd the platinum by heatteg it .in t!» flame of d

«nts commonly used in the laboratory are milphoric acid
•The drying

aar*-

—

the ^
p. 81.

1 he drying agents commonly used in the labontorr are milDhnric arid
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spint lamp. Bend the tube, as in Piy. 14. Replace
the glass jet by this platinum-tipped one, ignite the gas
and note the color of the f.ame.

Hold in this flame a piece of
iron wire. HoM a similar piece
in the flame of a spirit lamp.
Hold in the flame a piece of

copper wire. What color does
copper give to the flame ?

What do you learn xegarding the hydrogen flame ?
Would the flame be hotter if the hydrogen were

burned in pure oxygen ?

Glass contains sodium as one of its constituents, and
when it is heated a little of the sodium vaporizes and
gives a yellow color to the flame. Platinum is not
vaporized nor melted by the heat of the flame, and
therefore does not color it, while copper does.

In schools provided with an oxyhydrogen burner
(Wig. 15) and gas holders, the intense heat of the

Pw. 15.

<ayhydrogen flame should be demonstrated. A desorip-
tion of the necessaiy apparatus mxy be found in Rem-
sen's "Chemistry, Advanced Course," p. 55, and
Ostwald's "Principles of Chemistry," p. 103. The
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experiment with the oxyhydrogen burner is too dan-
srerous to be attempted without proper apparatus.

6. Suspend a bottle containin^f h]rdro£:en, mouth
downwards, or let it stuid mouth 4oiwnwardson a piece
of wire gauze for thre^ nfetttM maA tMt lor kydtogn
with a burning splinter.

Did the bottle still contain hydrogen ?

7. Fasten the delivery tube of the hydrogen generator,
by means of a piece of rubber tubing, to a thistle tube,
or a clay pipe, the month of which is loosely filled with
cotton wod.* Use this to make some ioftp buMiiet li^
of hydrogen.

Is hydrogen lighter or heavier than air ? How most
it b, poured from one vessel to another?

8. Hold a jar vertically in the left hand with its

mouth downwards. With the right hand go through
the motioiis ai "ponrinflr npwaids'* ftom a jar fen of
hydrogen into the other,

Fig. 16. Then test the con-

tents of the latter for hydro-

gen a lighted match.

9. Place a bcAtle contain-

ing hydrogen, month down-
wards over the mouth of a
bottle filled with air, remove
the cover of the hydrogen
bottle and alloir both to mmin iM» way for about
ten miuutes. Slip covers between tlu) months the
bottles, remove the wpptr one and drop« ^j^bsd match
into each.

"The cotton woolmastbeptocadintlMiiumthirftbetiibetoUtaroattka
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When the bydregm » placed over the air. it gndn-
ally mingles with the ktter until the whole ipMeooii.
tains a homogreneous gaseous solution, aHhr^sh thehj^n is the lighter is... This process . called
tUrmtimt, and this property ot diMusing into other gases
ie commoo to a:i mhetaaces in the gaMou. state.

It IS possessed in fact hv mli snbetaMee ia vante

qiiKaves them. This can be readily seen when water

TZ^^ ""'P^^'^' '° vessel
eft undisturbed for a few day.. The btae color willthen be seen to have risen in the jar aoi
the liquid will become uniform throughent.

10.* Fill a soda water i Kettle over v nter, two-third

-

of its^TCdim with hydrogen and the rem. ining o,ie-
thi«i whh OKjm. Bring a lighied match
to the mouth <d the bottie.

Why should all air be out ci£^ fener-
ator before hydrogen is colbded ?

11. Partly fill a eudiometer c . cr water
with hydrogen and oxy<ren
in the proportions by vol-

ume of 2:1. Attach an
electric cell to an iad«Hctioe

^ coil, connect the wires of^ the seccmdary to the '^lati-num wim inserted near ^ top of eudiometer.t
Descnbe and OKpIain what- tidws pfcrn.
In what proportions 6y mkime have the hy^^m

and oxygen combined ?

dan
f

aide the eiidlwnet«r Imm not hvm
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^
*^*P«"™ent. but lake tqual volumes of

lifi^QgiB and oxygvn. Measure the gas remaining

;

te«t ^ with a i^birh^ tplii^.

VN'hat t- it ? ^^Tiat volume rA osygwi iias oombfaiod
with ' <ni \ lume of h>tb«isefi in this e mimiii f

Repeat ...;ain, with Vflp voi mes , drr n to <»w
ot oxygen. Wh..t vol me of ^^.1- re. Test it
witii ft lighted mfttdi.

Wilt oon^ibn tie ck^ i from these three
experiments?

By methods scri' , n t

the weights of cqii- 1 oh: i.

measured the sa le prcssi
he«a fn—d to i^nc! is^ i-.

men*, )i. te uie
]

ydrrsfretl a.id xygfen c

tion iius 1, ind in pen

^ m booitoa Physics,

\ drogen and oxygen
e and temperature have
o of 1 to 16. From this

the MtoMter experi-
ns by weigkt in wfaidi

Express the composi-
oxygen ai^ hydstogen.

Hi

lube, s>

•i-s : La- .fe

Ids o r^repwiiig Hjiroffaa.

tiibe iinc, mlphuric acid, tin foil, potas-^ tttetts paper, a piece of pipe, iron
' retort stand, glass toM^p, deSMiy

aeatin. th» iron tube Mron^y.

Experime^

1. Potassium, MPSodim... and Water. Wrap
piece of potassium or sodium about the

-»eof a tiDidl peft in tin foil, drop it in a
es. 1 containing water, and pUtce over it a
irgre -st tube also filled with water, as in

^. When action ceases, cover the
iQteth of the test tube, raise it out of the water and

T Hghtfid match to the month.
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2. Drop a nnall piece of potassium on the surface of
water in an evaporatinjr dish.

Note careftxily what takes place.

Tett fhe water in the dish with red and blue litmus
paper. Is the liquid add or basic ?

Hydrogen is produced so rapidly, when the p(^assium
touches the water, that the force of it throws the
potassium a short distance, thus causing- it to move
about rapidly on the surface. The heat produced is

su£Scient to raise the temperature to the point at which
the hydrogen ignites and the flame is colored by vapor-
ized potassium.

3. Repeat experiment 2, but instead tif potassium
use sodium.

Can you sugs^it any reason why the hydrogen in
this case dooi nol take fire ?

Press a piece of blotting paper just below the sur&ce
of the water in the evaporating dish, and into the hollow
of this drop a small piece of sodium.

Heat the water in the evaporating dish until it is

quite hot, and drop a small piece of sodium on it.

Why does tlM hydrogen take fire under these condi-
tions? What is the ootor of the flame?

Test the liquid with red and blue Itenus paper.

4. Steam and Red Hot Iron. Nearly fill an iron tube
piece of gas pipe or an old gun barrel) with iron tum-
ingB. Ommct oom end, by moms of a cork and glass
tube, with the neck of a flask contain&iflr water and
mppomd OB a retort stand; fit tiM ote endw^ *
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cork and delivery tube which leads to the mouth of a
bottle fined with water and inverted in a pneumatic
trough, Pijr. 19.

FM. 19.

Heat the iron tube strongly, boll the water in tlie
flask, collect and test the gas that oomes off.

RsihKtiou hf Hjrdfogta.

Si PPLiEs
:
Copper oald*. mnwric oidde, ImmI oskh, in» ««id«,

hard gUsH tubes, conmcOim tokmi and ceriMi^ mm*»t and
hydrogen grenerator.

KxperimtHts

:

1
.
Place some black co|>per oxide in a hard glass tube

and connect one end, by means of a cork and tube, to a
hydrogen generator. Arrange apparatus as in Fig. 20,
and past ft ettrrem of dry hydrogen through the tube.

After assuring yourself that alt the air baa been
removed from the tube (Why ?>, h^ i$m aM» fo the
current of hydrogen.

What escapes at the open end? Hold a cold glass
plate near it. WhM la aem on^ sides of the tube ?
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Allow the hydrogen to pass over the heated oxide for

some time, then remove the lamp and allow it to cool

Pia aa

down, with the hydrogen still passing over it. When
cold, empty the contents into a mortar and rub with the
pestle.

Whi^ is ae» to tile mcMTtar?

The copper oxide may be prepared bsr heating copper
in oxygen

,
and contains both of these substances. When

heated in hydrogen, the oxygen unites with the
hydrogen to form steam, leaving the copper behind.

When the oxygen combined with the metal to form
the oxide, the process was termed exidaium, but when
the oxygen is removed from the oxide, leaving the
metal, the process is called reduction /thus, oxygen is an
oxidizing agent, while hydrogen is a reducing agent.

When one hundred ^rams of copper oxide are heated
in hydrogen until all to reduced, the copper remaining
weighs 79.9 grains and the water lomed weighs 2a.6
svams. How much oxygen has united with the hydro-
gen? How much hydrogen has united with the oaty^?
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Compare the proportions of oxygen and hydrogen in
water thus found with those calculated at the close of
Exp. 11. p. 62.

2. Repeat the eacperuneBt, but instead of copper
oxide, use mercuric oxide, kad tndde or iron oxkte.
The reduction of iron oxide by hydrogen is parti-

cularly interesting, because, as shown in Exp. 4. p.
64, iron and steam, which are the products of the
reduction, will themselves react to form the oxide and
hydrogen again. We have here an important instance
of a reversible " reaction (see p. 22), vUdk hM been
the subject of much careful study.

NOTES ON HYDROGEN.
Hydrogen was first prepared by Cavendish in 1766,

by the action of dilute acids on zinc or iron. It was
named by him "inflammabie air." It is a colorless,
odorless, tasteless gas, very slightly soluble ia wi^:
100 cc. of water dissolves 1.93 cc. of the gas at 0°C.
and 'jO mm. .Its density as compai-ed with air is
0.06926, or, at O'C. and 760 mm., one litre weighs
0.0902 g. It diffuses mpmy eftter when ia contact
with other gase- 'Exp. 9, p. 6) or when separated horn
them by a pc partition. It bums in air or oxygtn
with a very p . bluish flame, forming water vapor.
The hydrogen flame is non-luminous, but is remarkable
for its intense heat, tmp^aaSfy wfaen boming in pure
oxygen. Owin.yr to 'his intense heat, ^fttte
quently colored by the vapor of substances in contact
^

wL!*'-i.Z!l!!l
oxygen and ignited, it ex-

plodes vietei^, a^otis^ a mixture of oxygen and
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hydrogen may be kept at ordinary temperature for m
indefinite time without union taking place.

This is an examjile of a reaction which requires start-

ing. At ordinary temperatures, however, the two gases

may be made to combine by the actton of " platinum

black "-a porous form of platinum. The platinum

itself, being unchanged by the process, is said to act

catalytically. This action is illustrated by one form of

automatic gas-lighter, which contains a small quantity

of platinum black, and causes ignition by the heat

produced locally, by the reaction between the hydrc^ren

in the coal gas and the oxygen in the air.

Ordinarily we say that hydrogen burns in an atmo-

sphere of oxygen, but as this process consists in the

mutual union of two gases, with a proper arrangement

apparatus, oxygen may be burned in an atnM»phere

of hydrogen.

Hydrogen is frequently made use of to remove the

oxygen from substances containing it. Such a process

is termed "reduction," and hydrogen i» known as a

retbuiag agent. (See p. 65.)

Hjrdrc^ien is hardly ever fcmnd in nature, but as oro

of the constituents of water it occurs in enormous

quantities on the earth. It is also contained in all acids

and many carbon compounds, such as fats and oils. By

means U the spectroscope it has been shown to exist in

vast quantities in a fiwe irtste in the sun, and the same in-

strument proves its presence in many stars. It may be

prepared by two general methods : (l) by the action of

dilute acids upon metals, and (2) from water, by the

action of a metal. AlUtoai^ m»iy metals beddes irfnc

are acted on by acids with evolution of hydrogen, this

metal is generally the vaosA cmivenient for the laboratory
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preparation of the gas. When large quantities are
required (for inflating balloons, etc.), iron is used on
account of its cheapness. Hydrogen prepared by these
methods is rarely prfre, and f~quentty a disagreeable
fxlor is noted owing to impurities in the metals. Ex-
periments 1. 2 and 3, pp. 63, 64, illustrate the action
of sodium and potassium on water. Other metals,
such as iron, which react very slowly with water at
ordinary temperatures, readily decompose steam with
the formation of hydrogen. (See Exp. 4, p. 64).
Highly iieated carbon acts in the same way, and
when steam, superheated under pressure, is blown
through white hot coal, the latter is oxidized and
hydrogen set free. Since the oxide of carton is also a
iras we obtain in this case a product containing two
gases, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This product
is of commercial importance and is known as "water
gas." (Seep. 101.)

Like oxygen, hydrogen has tiM liquefied and
solidified.



CHAPTER VII.—WATER

In ordinary language the term water is used very

.

vaguely for a number of different substances. Rain
water, well water, sea water, dirty water, are all spoken
«rf as " water '

* in every day life, although these liquids

differ ver>- noticeably in properties.

The difference in the action of soap on well water and
on rain water is familiar to all, and even the coloi ^nd
taste varies with the locality. When these various

materials are subjected to certain procrases, such as fil-

tration, distillation, etc., which will be understood later,

substances are obtained w'hich resemble one another
more and more closely in properties, and their composi-
tion approaches more and more to that of the substance

made by the reduction of copper oxide by hydrogen.
(See p. 65). Finally, by repeated processes of " purifi-

cation," substances are obtained which are identical in

all respects and are called pure water, or by the chemist,

who is especially interei^ in pure substances, simply
wt^. The composition of water thns purified, ftxMO

whatever source it is obtained, whether from sea water,

from the explosion of hydrogen in oxygen, or from the

action of hydrogen on copper oxide, is found to be ex-

actly the same in every case, and may be expressed con-

veniently as 88.8% of oxygen and 11.2% of hydrogen.

Rxpenment:

OitllBattoB of Watv. Arrange apparatus as in Pig.

21. Pitt some water in the flask A and boil for aoine
70
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time, allowing cold water t» inr thiouirK Um oon-
denser B.

Repeat the experiment, mmmg dirty water or water
to which aome ink lias beoiflttlift^

C

Vml at.

What collects in the vessel C in each case ?

If hard water is available, its action on soap may fae

tried before and after distillation.

Water is a type erf a very important class of sub-
stances, known as ekemtad " ('rrtiiin i «r dkmimS iiuH-
viduals. These terms are appli^ to materials which
are found to have constant comijosition in spite of all

attempts to purify them, or which have the same com-
poaitkm even when in«pared by ^ttferaat processes.

Chemical snbstancet mi^ be eite^ tkmtnis (see ^
35) or chemical compounds. Menmric oidd»» eeottm
salt, steam, oxygen, magmesium oxide, hydroj?en, zinc,
copper sulphate or bluestone are also examples of
cbemkal snbstasoes wfaicb have been met with in the
previomi diapiera. Brine, rnjipr i iiiiTiitmn. juMIul.. a^,
brass, are not chemical indlvklnals becatn» iHy ^ftlia
gradually changed in composition W processes <rf

"purification." Brine, for insUmce, can b%CiMiM%
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purified until mi the one luuid pure water » obtaiaed
and on the other pure salt. Air can be gndvudly
altered in composition and properties until pure oxygen
and another chemical individual called nitrogen, which
will be described kter, are obtained.

Horaogeneous substances, like air, brass, brine, etc.,
which are not mechanical mixtures and which are not
chemical individuals, are called solutions. Their com-
position and properties may be varied gradually, e.g.,

weak and strong brine, various kmds of brass con-
taining varying proportions of zinc and copper. This
class of substances will be discussed toon fully later.

Properties of Pure Water. Water n a tasteless and
almost colorless liquid, although in thick layers, as in
clear lakes and rivers, it is seen to have a blue color.
Above 4°C. it resembles the great majority of other
liquids in expanding with rise of temperatnie, but below
this point it forms an exception to the general rule and
expands as the temperature falls.

On account of its cheapness and the ease with which it

may be purified, water is used as a standard substance for
many purposes. The weight of one cubic centhnetre of
water at 4° C. has been taken as the unit of weight, the
gram

;
and its freezing point and boiling point define the

zero and 100 of the centigrade thermometer. (See p. 24.)
When water is cooled to a certain temperature a

teacticm takes place, a large quantity of heat is used up,
and an entirely different substance called ice is pn>^
duced. When water is heated, its volume and its other
properties gradually change (see pp. 10 and 11) until at
a certain point a new substance, steam, is produced, with
properties quite differatt from those of water. Then
reactions have been discussed on pages 24 and 25.
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Water, ice, and steam can thus be converted one into
the other by simply heatinsr or cooling. What is
contained" in the one must theref-w be containedm the other. This is expressed by iMyhig< that tiieae

three substances have the same
'

' composition." From
this Illustration, it is obvious that substances of the
same comfyMitkm may have very different properties
Oxysren and ozone famish another example, as also the
case of graphite, diamond and charooal, which win be
discussed later.

ComposIUon of Water. The following-
experiment to show the composition of
water given in addition to those already
described under hydrogen.

Arrange apparatus as shown in Fig. ».
(A) is the upper part of a large bottle*
with a small neck, which is closed
tightly with a robber cork having two
holes; tfmmgh theM holes mn pessed
short copper wires attached to plati-
num strips for electrodes, and the
holes are plugged tightly with glass
stoppm. Nearly fin vessel (A)
with water to which is added tme-
tenth of its volume of sulphuric acid ; Fio. aa.

fill two graduated tubes or two test tubes of the same
size with acidulated water, invert and support one over
each ^ectro^. Connect tbe wires to a battery of
four dry celU, in wuein, and i^ow the cnrrent to pMs
for some time.
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What b the ptoportkm by vohniM of the giuee in tiie

ttibes ?

Disfonnect the wires frotn the biittery, place the
thuiiib over the mouth of the tube containing the most
gas, invert it and thruat into it a lighted splinter.

What gas does it contain ?

Invert the other tube in the same way, and insert

a glowing splinter. What gas is in the tube ?

REACTIONS OF WATER WITH OTHER
simsTAMcta

Water is a compound of hydrogen and <»cygen, and
in some of its reactions with other substances, hydrogen
is a product, in others, oxyjren ; in by far the greater
nnmber, the water simply unites with the other sub-

mnceatoformaiMwdien^ciAcoRipoandora KdntioQ.
Examples of the first type are aflFortled by the reacticm

of water with sodium (Exp. 1, p. 63) and by that <d
steam with red hot iron (Exp. 4, p. 64).

An sample oi the seomd type will be met with later

in the reaction between chk»4ne and water hi nsnl^ht.
A typical representative of the third chM has alrea^

been studied in the reaction which bluestone undergoes
on heating. As Exp. 9, p. 11, shows, steam is given
off and a white powder k teft, which unitM with water
to form bluestone agahi. Then are wamy m3U of Hm
kind, called hydrated salts, from which water may be
easily obtained by heating, leaving either anhydrous
salts, or salts containing a binaller proportion of water.
These will again ccmibine with water, re-forming the
original hydmted Mte. (St* umiiillik waicttooa»

p. 22.)
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Sirm-ilt I Beuker, evnporatinx dish, Gbubn- N mU (cryaUlKml
xHlimn sulph«l«K washinff soda (cryntwIlfaMd aodiiMI ewkOMIt*),
('•<pp^>ras (cry-itaffised fprrouH Milpiiat*).

Experimetits :

1. Dissolve some alum in a beaker, and divide the
solution into two parts. Heat one portion in an eva-
poretinff dish over a w^adi lamp, natil tiie mass ceases
to bubble, and evaponM tiie otiier mitil bat Httle tiq«id
is left. Set both away until next day.

Dr>-, by pressing between filter pajw, a portion of

the crystals obtained from the second dish, and then
heat them in a test tube.

*

Try to dissolve each rei^M (left imm tte piwieiui
day) in cold water.. Taste each. Is there any diff€»«

ence ? Is there any difference in their appearance ?

2. Leave some Glauber's salt, some washing soda,
some copperas, exposed to the air lor a day.
Deserve th«cfaaag«8 that have takes ptace to each.

Many compounds when deposited in the form of
crystals from a solution in water, are combined with
certain constant quantities of water here fore chemical
individuals). Such crystals are often siiid to

'

' contain
'

'

water, although, since the erystaia do not foeT moist, it

is evident that water is not prraent in the ordinary
sense. It is only because of the ease with which water
may be produced from them by heat that they are said
to "contain*' water at all. (See discussion of word
"contain," p. 35.) Owing to tiie fsct tiiat wMer it a
constituent of many crystals, the term

'

' water of crystal-
lization

'

' has frequently been use<l . althougrh it is by no
means essential to the formaticm of crystals, many sub-
stnoeea orystafflaing, tv«s from aqueous solntioins, in

the anbydnma fofm*
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When water is {Mfodnced from tfw crytteln by heat,
the crystals tfewwally crumble lo a fine powder, which,
althoufih not crystalline to the nuked eye, may often be
seen by the niicroscoiie to consist of minute crystals of

another compound with diflPerent properties. Alum
firwn wiiich water has been given off, or bmrnt ahim,
as it is called, has a diflFerent taste and appearance, is

but slightly sf)luble in water, and in fact most of its

properties are different from ordinary alum, ^Sec
Exp. 1 above.) WlMn copper sulphate k heated, ihc

"water of cr>'stallization " is sriven off and ^ coi«r
changes. (See Exp. 9, p. 11.)

Some substances from which water has been produced
by heating, such as anhydrous copper sulphate, will, if

exposed to air, absorb tte mokiatn ocmtained in the
atmosphere, and are often used as "drying agents."
On the other hand there are many crystals, such as
Glauber's salt, washing soda and copperas, which "lose
water of crystallization,

'

' even at ordinary temperatures,
in a dry atmosphere. Such crystals are said to be
efflorescent^ or are said to undergo tffiomeeiue

Salts arc not the only substances which react with
water in the manner '-escribed. The reaction of quick-
lime with water to form slaked lime is quite analogous
and may be "reversed" by raising the temperature.
Substances like shdced lime, which are formed by the
combination of water with the <u(ide of a are
called hydroxides.

A large nufflbar of solutions have been n»et with in
the pre(^hig experiments, and sonieof Uii^pr^p«rtiea
have been noted. The toaix oommoa ana tohrtiona
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wliich"ootttida" water; but lotte. Uke the varaithet,
contain alcohol, and oa page • a aeltttioa mntainim
carbon disulphide was prepare

'

The solutions form a ven' imiwrtant class of sub-
MOMCa. The following experiments will illustrate their
diMpropeitiia.

Svm.mt Teat tdb*, bwker. spirit lamp, rubber «topper, gUutn
tubing, thermometer, balance, graduate (burette), OUMtic -^tfn ,

cauHtic potjuh, iodioc. alcohol, carbon dimlphide. coommm mH,
mmoiilBw nitrate, cfpmr wJphate, —onliiw kfAntm,

/^Experiments :

1
.
Into a little water in a test tube drop a small piece

of caustk potaah, or caustic soda. Noto any change in
tempetttwe ; very earaii^ tMte tite /hiiioo.

2. Shake a small pieceof io^bie with aosrc ak >hoi

a

test tube. Repeat the experiment, usih^ c • ->on disul-
phide* instead of alcohol. Note the col< r of tiie iodtae
and o# the products formed in the two casts.

3. Into a test tube measure accurately 40 cc. of water,
and into tbte idowly drof^eicactir Soc. aiaslphiiric acid.
Note the change in temperature. Carefally tusile ^
solution. Measure the volume of the soluliuf;.

Repeat the experiment, using 10 cc. of sulphuric acid.

4. Repeat experiment 3, using alcohol iaateadof ml-
phuric acid.

What eWdmee k there thirt tiie tnhirafim fcmned in
these experiments are not mere^r rolatiuea ef tlw
orijfinal materials ? (Seep. 12.)

Note. While some of the pupils are performing the
following experiments using table set, others might use
amnionium nitraie «id othera eepperaa^^w^. flwra
•Ba«ai»«ra«M.,«MMl*.p«0»fc
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are two series of ex]jeriments : one requiring- lo ^ams
and the other 20 grams of the salt used, for every
100 cc. of water.

5. Weigh a beaker
; mearare into it lOOcc. of water

and weigh again. Weigh out 10 grams of salt; take
the temperature of the water in the beaker, put the salt
mto it, stir with the thermometer and note any change
of temperature, Tarte the solution. Weigh the beaker
and the omteats. Measttre the volume of the solution.

6. Find the specific gravity of the solution bv weigh-
ing equal volunws of it, and of water, and o(»nparing
the weights

7. Put the solution again in the beaker and placing it
on a stand, heat it over the flame of a spirit lamp until
It boila. Note the temperature at which it boils freely.

8. Ftod the temperature at which a similar volume of
water boils freely

A'ofe. The boiling point of the solution and Oie boil-
mg iK)int of water should be found during the same
le8.son period, as a difference in the atmospheric pressure
will cause a difference in the temperature at which water
boils. (See p. 24.) The same thermometer must be
used, as different thermometers are often not graduated
exactly alike. A few scraps of broken clay pipe or
unglazed earthenware placed in the beaker Avill prevent
•uperheating, the boilteg will be more uniform.

9. Repeat experiments 5, 6. 7 and 8, using 20 grams of
the salt for every 100 cc. of water
Compare the properties of the solution coatainii^ 10

grams of the salt with those of the solution cootaiiiinff
20 grams. "
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In all the above experinwata, it is char that some re-
action has taken place between the substances pttt

together. This was evidenced by the heat given out in
the case of the potash

;
by the obvious difference

betweoi the ookns oi tiie soluttcms of iodine and the
color of the iodtiie ttaelf ; hy the chsage in the boiling
point of the water on addition of the salt ; and in the
case in which the measurement was made, by the
difference between the volume of the solution and the
sum of the volumes erf the ctmstituents. It could, in

fact, be shown that in every case the properttM of the
substances produced were different from whfct would be
expected were the materials merely " mecTianically
mixed." Further, the experiments with different pro-
porticnis of table sah (or mnnxmhim nitrate or copper
sulphate) showed that the composition of the substances
prepared could be varied at will, and that their pro-
perties changed with their composition. The same
might have been proved in the other cases also ; this
is important in the definition erf "scdntian," page 82.

Sohttioas may also he fefined the action of a gas
cm a liquid.

10. Partly fill a test tube with water and wwnn
it over the flame of a spirit Imoip. Note the
small bubbles of air that appear.

11. Into a large test tube put a small quantity
<»f strong ammonia. Close with a perforated
rubber stopper, through which runs a long glass
tube, Pig. 23. Beat tite in^ tert^ ^
until it boils

; invert, and quickly d^ the end of ftaT^
the glass tube under water.

Explain fully what

i

b
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Unwrtarrtad, Saturated and SapOTatiaated'Sohitiooa.

Supplies: Powdered alum, capptr sulphate, cakiiim aa^hate
(plasterofParin), testtubeorbeakar.avaporatiiv^orwatckglMa.

liXptriMettt

:

Into each of three large test tubes or beakers mea-
sure 20 cc. of water. To the first add 2 s- of powdered
alum

; to the second 2^. of powdered copper sulphate,
and to the third 2g. of calcium sulphate (plaster of
Farii). Shake each and allow them to stand far a few
minutes.

What evidence have you that each dissolves ? If the
third appears doubtful, transfer a small drop of the clear
liquid, by mrans of a glass rod, to a watch glass and
evaporate to dryness.

Is the evidence of solutkm conclnsive ? Bv«p(»i^ a
drop of the water used.

To the first and second solutions, add alum and copper
sulphate respectively, until the salt ceases to dissolve.

The solutions are now said to be Mtem^ with tile

salt. In what condition were they h^hn addhiff the
last ixjrtion of the solid ?

Heat these solutions and add alum and copper sul-

phate raipecttvely, until nomore will dissolve even when
the temperature is nearly at boilingr point. R>ar tiK
clear solutions into a clean te st tube freshly washed out
with warm water

; plug the mouths with cotton wool and
set away where they will not be disturbed until next day.
Examine the contents ci the tubes befora disturbing

them. What has occurred ? What does the result of
this experiment teach regarding solutions ? Does the
concentration (see p. 81) of a saturated solution vary
with the temperature ?



If crysUto have not formed in the aliua
remove the plug: and drop is » vtfy mitM M
alum. What occurs?

Espkuiation of Some Tenns.

A saturated solution of any substance at any g-iven

temperature is a solution that may be brought into

contact with that mbatMice wi&mtt any ^aac* vaem-
ring. An unsaturated solutionis one thMwffl dtotdve
more of the substance when brought in contact with it,

while a supersaturated solution is one from which the
dissolved «ibstance will separate out when« placed in

contactwi^Mne of liiattiibttaaee. (SMezploaivei«>
actions, page 18.) It is clear, therefore, that a super*
saturated solution can exist without change, only when
all traces of the substance with which it is supersaturated
are nrrhiilfld fitooft eontacfe with it. A dilute solution is

one tittit oontains a reladvety snuill {Mxipertioa of Hat
substance dissolved, while one containing a relatively
large proportion is termed a concentrated solution. The
concentration of a solution is the weight of the dissolved
stibstttcs fiBBtainad in a unit weight of tks solution.
Thuiai^i solmion mvy i»ari#«o lto«i« wm^Hm m
lower concentration than a strong one ; «^ 4gf mliilMl
may be said to be twice as concentrated «e another when
a given weight of it contains twice as many grams $4
theteoM M^atne*• tfM sam«wi^ of t}i« otW,

DdtqnMCMiot.

09t» jls(D> conceittraUi^ wJ^lniric

^KP^JM^^ ^^£^NiAt ^j^orii^^Ky nlPlitaB> ^jlrftovitfv*

1
.
Leave one drop of concentrated sulphuric ad^ evo*

night on aa tmeeraed watch j^bMK.

StrmMMt Watek
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2. Leave some caustic potash, caustic soda, calcium
chloride, aikl ^nc chloride exposed to the air for some
honrs.

3. Amage fveih qaandtiet oi the snbetances used in

1 and 2, md breathe on them for-a few niaiiites.

The materials used in these experiments are said to
be deliquescent. They react with water from the
atmosphere, forming: very concentrated solutions which
absorb more and more water nati! equilibrium is estab-
lished. On aoxmnt of this property, d^quescmt sub-
stances may be used for "drying" gases. (See Exp.
3, p. 58.) Compare the behavior of anhydrous copper
sulphate (p. 1), and of quicklime (p. 102).

The reason why common salt becomes moist in damp
weather is that it ocmtains, as an impurity, a delique-
scent salt of masrnesium.' Clothes wet with sea water,
which contains a considerable quantity of magnesitrai
chloride, are difficult to dry for the same reason.

Solutions and CbMskal ladhriteUt.

The solutions so far discussed have been, in almost
all cases, liquids; indeed, in common langruage, the
word solution is never used in any other sense. The
solids and gases are said to be dissolved in the water,
alcohol, etc., and the latter arespdcen of as the scdvents.
When a solution is formed from two liquids it is often
spoken of as a mixture, of sulphuric acid and
water. This practice is a bad one, and will not be
adopted in this book, as it might be thought that a
mechanical mixture was meant.
The word solution

, however, is now used in a wider
sense, and is applied to all substances (not mechanical
mixlurea) wtnee composition may be gradually or
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continously varied, ttat is to say, the subttaooea whkh
form them may be combined in gradually or am-
tinuously varyingr proportions to form a continuous
series of substances. The properties of these substances
vary giadually and contintioQsly like their composition.
By weighing out the proper quantities ol salt and

water, for instance, a solution (brine) may be prepared
containing 1 gram of salt to 100 grams of water, and
another obtaining 2 grams of salt to 100 grams of
water. Others may be prepared intermediate in com-
position between these, for instance, with V4,\%,l^
y rams of salt to 100 grams of water, and others again
intermediate between these last, in infinite number.
The pr(^>ertk8 of all these solutions vary continuously
from one ei^ of X\xb series to tiie c^r.

Solutions may be gaseous or solid, as well as liquid.
Cilass is an example of a solid solution ; so also are the
v arious kinds of brass (made by melting together zinc
and copper in differmt proportions) and many other
alloys.

Again, if we bring together oxygen and nitrogen, the
resulting gas, although often spoken of as a mixture, is

in reality a solution, since the properties of the gas
produced may be shown to be dflEerent from the sum of
the properties of the original omurtituents, ai^ the tom-
lK)sition may be varied, giving a series with continuous
variation in properties. Thus air is a scdutioii of
oxygen and nitrogen.

Chemical Individuals.

A chemical individual differs from a Sc^uio; in that
it is not a memberd a series <rf substances as described
above. The quaniity of oxygen that mutes ooe
gram ol nmnieftium ui atwiyt tht smm, eim
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the temperature and pressure, at which the combustion
of the metal in oxygen takes place, be varied. Oxygen
and mercury combine in the proportion of one gnun of
oxygen to 12.5gnunso£ mMctiiytofonathe nitf poivder
of Exp. 1, p. 26, and it is not possible . to prepara a
comijound contain inj? more than one gram of oxygen to
the 12.5 grams of mercurj-. Powders containing more
than 12.5 grams ot mercury to one gram of oxygen can,
indeed, be prepared, but on examtnatkm they pim to
be mechanical mixtures of the red substanee witli a
black one, and all attempts to prepare homogeneous
compounds of oxygen and mercury in which the pro-
portkma vary continuously have proved unsuccessful.
The red and black oxides are therefore not aohitions, as
defined above, but chemica] campaitaidM or chMiical in-
dividuals.

When the white powder of anhydrous copper sulphate
(Exp. 9, p. 11) is mixed with water, a blue solid sub-
stance i» formed. If less than 0.564». ofwater fa added
to every gram of the powder, the product is a mechanical
mixture of bluestone and the anhydrous salt ; if more
than that proi^rtion of water is added, the white powder
dkappears altogether and aomt of ^ hhiestone dis-
solves. It is not possible to iirepare homo««Moitt wb-
stances containing water and the white powder in
irradually varying proportions ; hence bluestone is a
chemi<»l compound and not a solid solution.

Similarly, one gram of quicklime is completely slaked
by 0.32

1 g. of water. If less water is added, the ptodnct
is mixed with unaltered quicklime.; if more, with a
solution.



Water exists in vast quantities i ,„„^
lakes and rivers

; in the air as water vapor, clouds^
fogs, mists

;
in porous soils and rocks, where it is

absorbed and rMdaed in the liquid state; in a few
rocks as water <rf crystidtkatioB ; im afi pUutts and
animals, of which it forms a large pit>|»mtkm «f Mr
weight

;
and in the form of ice and snow covering the

colder parts of the earth. The action of water on soils
and lotkB tlmmgh aoivtion, erosion and alt«nate ex-
pansion and coimaetkw ; its sei yfea to wft lfeongh
irrigation, transixjrtation and indui^ia} Wk, mn inft
with under physical and commercial geography. Many
of its properties-such as expansion and contraction due
to variations of temperatare

; freesing point and boiling
ix)int and their dejiendeiwe on pi

and condensation (distillation) ; inf

the melting point of ice
; maximum densitv, ext^ansion

on freezing
; latent heat of fusion of ice ; latent heat of

evaijoratioii of water; eoadnctloa. coavectioBand radia-
tion of hMt-Hune ttOtrtm^ of^ Tmnti i» iifcjjjM

Pure and Impure Wskir. Water is never found
in nature. Rain water contains particles of dast,
and also gases which it has dissolved out of the air.
When the rain reaches the ground it takes up further
impsrities fiPom decasring organic matter and from
the rocks and soil. Some of valer tm ideer
the surface, collecting into streams and rivers, be-
coming contaminafed by the drainage from the sur-
rounding countr>'. by the sewage from towns along
Its course, or bjr the decay of animal or vegetable life in
It or along its ba^^ The vesl of ate tte tea
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fallen either evapoimtet again or Altera alowly fbrotigh
the soil, and collecting, forma nnderground atreams or
lakes, or comes to the surface as spring's or wells. As
this water percolates through the soil it loses any par-
tidea of organic matter, but cUaaolvea minerals or gases.
Sometimes the quantity or kind of ^^maiwi antiatance
is sufficient to ffive the water a marked taste, or medi-
cinal properties, and it is then termed mineral water.
The varieties of mineral water depend on the nature
and quantity of the tmbstancea m aohition. Water
that contains calcium or magnesium salta (derived
from the rocks of the neighborhood) forms a precipitate
with soap, and is known as "hard" water; in some
casea the mineral matter is deposited on boiling (see
page 101), when the waterk aaid to he " tempomrity "

hard.

Ocean Water contains many salts in solution, chief
among which are sodium chloride (common salt), mag-
nesium chloride, potassium chloride, magnesium car-
bonate and calcimn carbonate. As the water evaporates
from the surface of the <>ceaa these ^salts are left behind

;

the vapor condenses and fails as rain on the land, where
it dissolves more mineral matter and carries it to the
ocean, where it accumulates.

Drinking Water should be freed from suspended par-
tidea of either organic or mineral matter. To effect
this, the water sopply of dtiea and towns, when taken
from rivers or lakes liable to contamination, is often
allowed to filter through layers of sand and gravel
several feet in thickness. Such ii filter will remove
haeMi and all atispmded matter, bat will increase
the quantity of mineral matter in aohttion, and must be
deawM} fre<piently.
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It is especially necessary to prevail oontaniinatioQ of
drinking wftter 1^ daonnpotinflr animal matter, as the
bacteria invariably pxeaent in sndt water tan m freftftU
source of disease. The mere appearance of a sample o£
water is no criterion of its purity in this respect, as
water which is clear, sparkling, cool, attractive to the
eye and ^aaaaat to tbe taat* nmy be aeri«xialy oon-
taminated by theae ferma, ormay be liable to andden
contamination from some unexpected source, while water
which has none of these qualities may be quite harmless.
Tbe only really pnre water U that which has been

freably distiltod. It baa a "nm** ttale owiir to^
absence of gases, derived from the atmoaptee, which
are alwaya to be found in cndinary drfaydng ir^er.



CHAPTER Vin.-HYimOOEN PEROXIDE

1
.
PwparaUon of HydrogmfiwHit. PntioinetMtfhrai

dioxide in a beaker, add some water to it, stir and add
about a quarter of its volume of hydrochloric acid.
Filter.

2. To a p^>er moistened with a solution of potassium
iodide, ad^ a drop of the dter liquid from experiment l

.

3. To totetiom of potasiimii permanganate, logwood,
and litmus, add aome of the Hquid oontaimiiff hydrx>gen
peroxide.

The liquid obtained in exiJeriment 1 is a solution of
hydrogen peroxide (or dioxide). Pure hydrogen per-
oxide is a clear liquid which containa 5.94% of hydrogen
to 94.06/ of oxygen, as compared wto wKl«r, whidi
has been shown to contain 11.21% ofhy«hx)gen to 88.797
of oxygen.

°

arong solutions of hydrogen peroxide decompose
readily into water and oxygen, but weaker solutions
may be kept for a longer time. Ordinary commen^l
solutions contain about 3% of the peroxide, and even
these decompose slowly, liberating oxygen . Like ozone
It is used as an oxidixing agent. Because of its active
oxidizing properties, sohitions of hyd«w peronideare
extensively naed in raedicine as a cHsiirfeetMtt.



CHAPTER IX.-CARBON AND ITS
COIIPOU1ID6

ExperimaUs

:

1. Make ft Uttle aoot by a cold 999iBafldmg

dish for one or two minutes in the flame of a candle, or

i^as jet. Scrape it off and put it in a clean, dry test

tube ; cork loosely and hold in the flame of a Bunsen
burner, or spirit lamp, until it all tmms away.

The soot " bums up " altogfether, that is, disappews

without leavinif any visible rsiidu^t but the •spcrlflMuits

described in the chapter on the Conservation of Mass
make it very unlikely that there is no product at all.

We should therefore investisfate the air in tl^ tube to

see whetlwr it has wktergone any change.

2. When the tube is cool again, pour in a little lime

watsr ai^ shake. Wlutt doymtobstrve?
Pour as much lime water into a rifliflwr test tubejCnfl

of air, and shake as before.

What evidence do these experiments afford that a

new gas is formed when soot is burned ?

The experiments 3-8 of Chapter II., pages 30-33,

showed that mbrtaaceswhidi bmiMdm atr, burned more
brightly in oxygen ; this is true of soot, as may readily

be shown if a tube full of oxygen is available. The
pri)duct of the combustion in oxygen may be treated

with lime water, and gives the same result as when
air WM nsed. Umi is importiott, for it shows tibiKt

the new gas can contain nothing but oiQFC«n Mi ipel,

or carbon, as chemists prefer to call it.

89
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Since all attempts to decompose carbon, or to produce
it quantitatively by the comt»nation of two or -

different sub^mces have failed, it is calkd an etement.
(See p. 35.)

The gas prepared above is a gaseous solution of a
chemical compound called carbon dioxide, with the
excess of air or oxygen used in its preparation. There
are many ways of obtaining this carbon dioxide in a
state of purity, some of which will be described in the
following chapter, and it may be shown to have the same
oompositicm, namely 2.66 gram of oxygen to every
gram of cartxMi, even when prepared by very diffeivnt
methods.

^
The reaction with lime water may be chosen as a

"test" for carbon dioxide, and, further, if any sub-
stance on heating, or on burning in air or in oxygen
forms a gas which gives the lime water reaction, it

may be inferred that the substance in question contains
carbon. Of course all that is said on page 30, about the
caution necesaary in using such tests or "reagents,"
applies in this case with equal force.

Tested in this way a large number of substances axe
found to contain carbon-the breath for example, wood,
meat and all organic matter, alcohol, coal gas, lime-
stone, baking soda, sugar, coal, coke, charcoal, soot,
graphite and dianwnd, etc.

When the three last named substances are burned in
oxygen, nothing but carbon dioxide is formed, 2.66 g.
of oxygen being used up for every gram of either of
them consumed. They therefore contain nothing but
carbon

; and it is indeed because of this that the com-
mon term "carbon " has been given to an of them.
Methods iuive been found for «KDvertifig t^s >^ry dn-
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b . inilar substaacet into one ««>thwr, taoA willbe detcribed

in the followifw paraffnpbs. This is a further illustration

< )f the phenomenon referred to on page 73 , in that several

(luite different substances have the .same composition.

When it is an element that exhibits this peculiarity, as

in thecasesofcftibooaadaxyg^.thevariaiistehstMices

are <^q spoken ot as oiMre^ modifiaUwm ci ti» ele-

ment in question.

Charcoal is an amorphous (that is, non-crystalline)

variety of carbon. It is obtained by heating organic

matter in closed vessels, or by partially burning tlwm

in air. The process consists esaco^Hy in driving off

the volatile matter and retaining the cutxm.

SomJBS s T««t tube, tpfatt fauBp, MWdtut or clean leaf of scrib-

bling paper, litmus paper, wire g^uze, uncolored woollen dolh,

mercury, solution of ammonia, charcoal, copper oxide, sulphuric,

hydrtKUorku or ^rie acid* fKftM^m <M> Mdfaw l^draadde.

Experiments

:

1 . Place sawdust or paper in a test tube to a depth of

about an inch, and heat it forsome time in the flame ofa

spirit lamp> holding the tube in » hcarizontal position.

What is seen to issue from the mouth of the tube ?

Test the liquid condensed on the walls of the test tube

with litmus paper. What is left in the tube? Why
does it tu^ hum ?

Place the sohitsnee^at left in the tube on a fine

wire gauze and heat it for s<«» minutes over the flame

of the lamp. What is left ?

2 . Repeat the above experiment ,
using some uncolcMred

woollen doth instead of the sawdi»t or papnr. Whil

difference is noled in the ti&slaafies that ksne from tilt

ttttoe?
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3 Fill a large twt tobe over mercury with ammonia

gas*, prepared by heating a strong solution of the g^
(ordinary liquor ammonia); put into theJube a pie^

of freshly heated charcoal and allow 4t to stand for some

time over the mercury.

What property of diarooal docs this illustrate ?

4 In a small hole in a piece of charcoal put some

copper oxide and heat it strongly in aJ>lowP^^".
What is left ? What property of carbon wi^attateflf

Compare the action of the hydrogen on the heated

oxide, p. 66.

5.
Toapieceofchrrcoalinatesttubeaddsomeatrong

acid, as sulphuric, hydrochloric, or nitric.

Repeat the experiment, but add a strong base.js

potassium or sodium hydroxide, inrtead of the add.

Is there any reaction in either case?

Seeifareactlonocctti* when the materials are heated.

Wood charcoal is made either in a " charcoal pit " or

in a large retort or oven. When made in a pit (Fig. 24).

the wood is heaped in a hemispherical pile around a

central opening and covered with earthmd lod, teaying

only a few small draught holes near the bottom. It is

then ignited at the centre and allowed to bum until the

whcde pUe is on fire. A smoldering combustion takes
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place, largely at the expense of the oxygen and hydn^en
of the vood fibre» fmrntag tratmr, carbon dkcide «ikI

voUHite liquids, whtdi eacape. The ^bnmgM IhIm ««
then all closed and the pit is carefully covered until the

fire smothers and the charcoal is cold. In this method

th'j volatile matter escapes and the yield of charcoal is

only 20% of the weight of the wood. It it tb»^tofe

wasteful and expensive. When made by the dry or

destructive distillation of wood in large retorts, or pro-

perly constructed ovens, the charcoal amounts to almost

30% of the original wood used, together with nearly 40%
of wood tikibbxA and acetic aidd^ and 4% fd tar. The
sale of these by-faodncto covers the expaaei of the wood
used.

To what was the action on litmus paper due in Bxp.

1, above?

Animal Chareoal is made by heating bones, or a mix-

ture of blood mnA sodium carbonate, in a dosed vessel .

Under tbeiuune ct ivory Uaek, anioud cfaarooal is used

as a pigment, especially in making shoeblacking. It is

also used to remove the color from sng-ars, syrups, oils

and other liquids colored by organic matter.

6. Partly fill a funnel with animal charcoal (bone-

black), and filter tbrongh it, two or three ttoes, a sofo-

tvm ai ^mxk brown sugar. Evaporate sin^t atoost to

dryness, a little ci^ dear HquM tluit eoiBM tiURNlgb

the filter.

What property of animal charcoal does this illustrate ?

Soot is a comparatively pure form of carbon, formed

by the partial oon^bostUMi, in a limited supply of air, of

voU^ile conqicmnds of caiixm and hydrofen.

iB flsade br-en^isMr ^le volatile matter from
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soft coal, somewhat as charcoal is made from wood.

On a large scale, it is made by hwtiiig a tp«i»l

of soft co«l in htige brick ovens, shaped like beehives,

from which the air is excluded after combustion begins.

When preparing illuminating -as from soft coal, coke is

left in the retorts, the volatile producte of dMtillatkm

being either condensed, or collected by teading them

into water, while Oie gas that passes through may be

used to heat the retorts. From the products of the

distillation of soft coal a number of valuable materials

are obtained, including ammonia, creosote, coal tar,

aniline dyes, carbolic add. bcnsene, etc. This coal tar

is nsed for making tar paper, roofing material and pav-

mg for streets, and as a preser\'ative for wood, metal

and stone exposed to the weather.

Coke and charcoal are used in large quantities in

smelting ores of metals, such as iron, lead, one, copper,

etc They are mixed with the ores, or the products

obtkined by roasting them, which consist principally of

the oxides of the metals ; when heated, the carbon re-

duces the oxides by removing the oxygen. (Compare

Exp. 4. p. 92.)

Oas Carbon is deposited on the inside of the retorts

used in the mannfactare <rf iflnminatinir gas. It is a

black, heavy, hard solid, and is almost pure carbon.

It is a good conductor of electricity, and is used exten-

sively in making carbons for electric lights and plates

for electric batteries.

Lampblack is made by burning oils, rich in carbor, in

a limited supply of air. It is used in making printer's

iak and certahi black pafarta. Aa »to te^^«^ on,

directly, by very few sBbstsiieea {mm Bstp. 5, p. 92)
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it is impotnUe to destroy this colorinsr tat^i^ without
detuuytoy^ stthstraoe oa nMdb It Ims htmt vmA.

Onqdilts is a crystalUiM form of cartxm. foaiMl as
flaky masses or slabs, partiotlarly in Bavaria, Ceyhm,
Siberia, New York, and Ontario. Graphite was at one
time supposed to contain lead, and is even now incor-

rectlycalled "t^acklead" and "plumbaKO." Itisused
as a hibrica&t, ami in the manufactme of ^ve po^nk,
protective paints, crucibles and electrodes for electric

furnaces. Immense quantities are consumed in making
lead pencils. The graphite for this purpose is finely

powdered, mixed with more or tess clay according to

the hardness required, and pressed through perforated
plates from which the "lead" issues in tiny rods;

these are dried, cut into the required lengths, baked,
and inserted in wooden cases.

Onptute is m«ntfiictnred <m a Uurge scale hy heathy
a certain grade of anthracite coal in an electric furnace.

Over 800,000 lbs. wm mannfactitrcd at Niagara Palto

in 1902.

Diamond is pi^re crystallized carbon. When found,

diamonds are rough looking stones, and must be cut
and polished to give th«n tl»ir peettHtf hisHe and
sparkle. When pure they are cdcMr^, but they are
frequently colored owing to the presence of impurities.

An impure variety from Brazil, called carbonado, is set

in the end of " ^SamcHid drffli for borinf rodn.

CARBON DIOXIDE.

As already shown, this substance is a colorless gas

;

gas liws up/pgcadmn^. On^ burge aoOe ««iften
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dioxide is prepared by heating limettom*, or chaJV,

which is thereby f^^'t^
dioxide. This reaction, Bowever, ftKBOOffc mwiviu.

only cheap «al«i.l«, wqaim * temperature, and

it not easy to carry out on a small scale. In the

laboratory, the gas may be prepared by heating b^mg

soda in a tube like that used the prepi«^^
oxygen, or by the actk» ol tdd^ ' mtfbte

;
the Irttw

method is the more oostvcnint

SLFPL.BS : Hydrogen genenOtaW.ppwW "^'^^^^^^^^
«rfd. .pB-fr, cndle. lime water, bottles for collecting pu^ wiuJK

ntie,^ tubing; Hmetone. p^n^, -odn^

carbonate ;
sulphuric, nitric, or .ctic -Id t

da- or^
pmntiMi 9i Onrtoa Wwii*. Into the hydrogen

geoe«ttorapparirtu8 (see Fig. 10. p. 56) put some

of marble, cover with water, and PO«rson^

hydrochloric acid down the thistle tube, ^^e^^
gas over water, or by the dowawMd ^ptoowHWitol »ir.

What properties of th^ gat B»y he noted ?

Experiments witk Cartom Dioxide.

1. Thrust a lighted splinter mto a bottle contaiiiinfif

the Kss.

What two properties of the gas does this experiment

show ? t , •

2. Light a candle, lower it into a large bottle or jar

and pour down upon it. as though itW wster. the gas

contained in one of the bottles.

Whiit properties of the gM we shown by <his experi-

ment? ...
3. Into one of the bottles containing carboa«^^

pour water until it is abmrtone-tWrdfe** ptaoe «ie heod
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tightly over the mouth and shake vigorously for Home
tiow. IniTMt, stffl cohered, in « trons^ contetBlnir

water and remove the band.

4. Poor a little dihtkd Hme water into a bottle con-
taining carbon dioxide, cover with the hand aad ibake

;

still keeping the hand over the nKmth shake vigofdnsly

for some time.

What precaution does this suggest in connection with

the test for cartxm dicndde given on page 90?

5. Exhale, through a glass tube, into a beaker con-

ti^ing dOttted lime water ; continue tlie piooeas for

scmie minutes.

6. Lower a lighted candte into a bottle conteii 't^ air,

and after it has burned for a short tin», remo\ }, add
lime water and shake.

7. Repeat the la«t experiment using a burning
splinter.

8. Partially fill a wash -bottle with lime water, and
: ary air through it for several minutes.

junstituent in the atmf>sphere does this show
the presence <tf ? Is there much of it? iCompvn
with Exps. 4 7.) Suggest ix>ssible causes of iti

presence in the air. Would you expect the amount
of it in the air to be the same in the city and in the

countty?

Test the liquid from experiment 3 with litmus. Is

the solution of carbon dioxide an acid or a base ?

Test some Hme water (calcium hydroxide solution)

in the same way. Is carbon a metal or a non-metal?
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In experiment 4, when carbonic acid was added to a

solution of calcium hydroxide, a precipitin WM fornwd.

caned aacimn cMrbonste. Thto substance beteost to eil

Imfmrteat dese ol mfttertelt, cftHed leltit.

9. To a K^uticm of sodium hydroxide, add dilute

hydrochloric acid, until the solution just begins to turn

blue litmus red (By the exercise of a little care a tolu -

tion may be obtained which will neither tfam Wtie Utanw

red, nor red litmua Wue.) Evaporate a portion of thit

sohitkA to drynew in a dMi.

In thk experin»«t a typical salt (common salt) has

been obtained from an acid and a base. Since salt was

left behind when the water was evaporated, the hquid

is said to be a solution of tiie lalt. On account of «i»

ease with which a salt is generally obtained from ita

solution, the product of the reaction of an acid on a

base is often spoken of as a salt, although in many cases

it is a solution that is produced.

Carbonic acid with other bases forms other salts, all

of which are hnown as carhonates, and solutions of

caldnm hydroxide with varlons ad& give salts known

as salts ci calcium.

Salts may also be prepared in other ways, as will be

shown later.

C«lGtum Carbonate.

The most important carbonate is calcium carbonate,

which occurs in vast quantities as limestone, marble,

chalk, calcite and in flie fbeSB of many ouS anist^

tlutt live in wator.
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10. Into A test tube put a small piece of limestone.

Add hydrocblork: add, aadboM tlw mouth of the tube

above tlw month of another test tube contoining lime

water, as shown in Pig. 25. SOuUm the tnbe cootainiag

the lime water.

11. Repeat Exp. 10.

using any cafbooftte, as

potai^om, sodinm, or
ammonium carbonate,

with sulphuric, nitric, or

acetic acid. Fio. aj.

12. Repeat the experiment, placing in the first test

tube wornt irfeoes oi oyster, clam, siuiil, ot egg sh^.

13 . Repeat the experiment , using piicea of t]ie coetiag

from the inside of a tea kettle.

Mortar is formed from slaked lime, sand and water.

After being placed on the wall, it slowly "sets," the

process oonristing partly in tlM cvaporaticm of the

water into the air, and partly in the oombinatioa of tlw

carbon dioxide of the air with the calcium hydroxide

(slaked lime), forminsr calcium carbonate. That this

reaction takes place may be shown by placing a piece of

old nxHTter in acid, and testing the gas given off wtft
lime.water.

Soda Water.

Soda water is the trade name for a concentrated solu-

tion of carbon dioxide in water. It contains no soda.

SupPLiss: Soda water, lime water, litinuit paper, s|Mrit lamp,

or

lixperimenti

:

I. Test a Uttle dihttM soda water with bhie IttBUts

paper and with lime water.
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2 Heat Home soda water In a beaker and note what

occurs. Test the gas given off by hoMtog

moistened wHh Ihne water at the mcmth d the b«*er.

Boil for about five minutes and again test, as before,

SSSft^e and lime water. When cold test the

mnatoing liquid with lime water* and wtth litnros.

3 Pour sumt- s<Kla water into a beaker and leav^ it

without shaking until the bubbling

add a pinch of sand, a piece of a clay pipe or tmglaaea

earthenware.

These wiuerimeata show sewral important properties

which are common to all gases. In the first place.

when the soda water bottle was ^^l^*^'^"^^^S tt^
to rise in the liquid. The space above the liquid in tte

bottle contained carbon dk«ide under ^

presaure. and when this pressure was reduced, the

^nt of carbon dioxide dissolved in the solution (or

its concentration, see p. 81) decreased. It is ag««i^

that the solubility of a gas in a Hquid decreases

with decrease in pressure. This famishes another

example of a wversible reaction, for the soda water wa*

originally prepared by bringing water mto contact with,

the gas under high pressure.

The evolution of bubbles in the second «tperinient

shows that the solubility of the gas decreases with in-

crease of temp«atnre. This also is true of all gases.

The third experiment illustrates the behavior of a

supersaturated solution of a gas. The action oi the

sand, or clay, is analogous to that of the crystal m

Exp. I, p. 19. _
Huch «WM tl^ero wtti alw^ be « pwcip»Mw«

atter boiling.

Ill

even
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Carbon dioxide is a colorless gas having a slight taste

and odor, and, at the or&saay tempetMnra of ttie

laboratory, is soluble in about its own vohttne <rf water.

One litre at O'C. .ind 760mm. weijs'hs 1.964 g. It is

about one and a half times heavier than air, and on
thfai aoooiiiit may be collected by the downward di'<-

placeofient of air, or may be ponred fnmi one veeeel to
another like water. For the same reason it freqtmUy
collects in deep walls and in valteys near volcanoes or
lime kilns.

Carbon dioxide is present in the air in variable

(luantitks According to conditions. In places where
there is no special scmrce of the gas present, the unonnt
is about 0.05 iier cent, of the volume of the air. The
amount is increased by animal respiration, by ccnbus-
tion of all substances containing carbon, by deco osi-

tion oi aakmd nuitter, and by volcanic action. I'hte

carbon dioxide dissolves in rain and hi carried to^
earth, where the solution perco1''tes thrt • h the soil

and dissolves many substances, r irticular'y calcium
carbonate (limestone) (see Exps. 4 and 5, p. 97), for

althongh Htm^mm k not teiMAe in fmre water, it is

soluble in water containing carbon dioxi^, and is there-
fore found in spring, well, or lake water, where the

neighboring country contains limestone rocks. When
this water is heated, carbon dioxide is driven off and
calcium carbonate ia deposited. It is lor this reason
that tea kettles and boitefs <rf steam &^^a&i become
encrusted with this mtaiMtiiee.
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When calcium carbonate is heated, carbon dknide is

driven off and the oxide of calcinm (quicklime) remains

;

this is the reaction which takes place in a lime kiln.

When water is added to the quicklime, the two combme,

giving calcium hydroxide or slaked lime. (See water,

p. 84.)

Place some fresh quicklime in a saucer and pour on

it some lukewarm water. What evidence is there that

a reaction has taken place ?

When slaked lime is added to water, part of it dis-

solves, forming a solution known as lime water. When

carbon dioxide is passed into lime water, the liquid be-

oomes whitish in color owing to the formation of small

particles of calcium ourbooate.

The change of limestone into quicklime and carbon

dioxide is another example of a reversible reaction,

analogous to the evaporation of water. When calcium

carbonate is heated, calcium oxide is formed and carbon

dioxide gas is given <M ; and just as the pressure of steam

ffom water increases with the temperature, so also the

pressure at which carbon dioxide is given off by the

calcium carbonate rises as the temperature is increased.

If the temperature be lowered agate, the ealchtm oadde

and the carbon di<»ide unite to form the carbonate, and

tlM» pressure is thus decreased. For every temperature

there is a corresponding pressure at which the three

materials can exist together in equilibrium.

In the process of breadmaking carbon diodde is

liberated by the lero»Bt«tioo prodnced by yeast, and

causes the "rising "of the ^joage or doogh. The gas
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may bt generated also bf the use of baking soda and

some acid, such as cream of tartar. The various baking

powders are mechanical mixtures of sodium bicarbonate

(or some other carbonate) and some substance whidi

forms an acid sohitkm with water. That theyam mix*'

tures and not solid solutions, or chemical compounds, is

clear from the fact that the constituents when brought

together show no evidence of reaction ; moreover, the

properties of the comptments are tht same as in the

unmixed state. When, hcmewr, the mixture is mois-

tened, a reacticm takes place, aad cariMn dionde is

given off.

Liquid carbon dioxide is now made in large quantities,

by forcing the gas into steel cylinders by means of

powerful pumps. It is used to prepare soda water, to

extinguish fires, to improve wines, and to produce very

low temperatures. When the tap of a cylinder of carbon

dioxide is opened the liquid evaporates rapidly, using

up heat, and under suitable ccmditions a portion may be

obtained frosen to a 8aoww%tt»K^.

CARBON MONOXIOB.

When GartKm was baraed with a free mxppiy of oxygen

,

a compound called carbon dioxide was produced. If

the combustion is carried out under different conditions,

with a limited supply of oxygen, an entirely different

substimoe is Inrmed whkh h called ourttoo mononkhi,

for a reason that will be presently «KplaiaAd. 'Fhitgw
is seen bummg with a flams alt tte smrfiMe ol teid

coal fires.
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Si FpLlES : *>xalic acid, wlplniric ackl, ll«»k. retort stand, waah-

boitle containing; .1 solution of caustic potash or caustic soda, coii-

necUng tuljcs and delivery tube, bottles to collect the jjfas over water,

splinters, lime water.

Preparation. Arrange apparatus as shown in Fig. 26.

Into the flask put 10 g. of oxalic acid and 50 cc. of

sulphuric acid. The wash -bottle contains a stron;jf solu-

tion of sodium hydroxide. Heat the flask gently and

collect several bottles of the gas over water.

Fi(i. 26.

What properties of the gas may be noted ?

By the actitmof sulphtiric acid on oxalic acid, a gas

is given off which contains both carbon dioxide and car-

bon monoxide. On passiuK^ this gas through the solution

of sodium hydroxide, the carb«jn dioxide reacts with the

base forming a solution <rf sodium carbonate <aee SiUs,

l>age 98), while the monoxide, which does not form

an add with water, passes on through the solution.
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Experimemts with Carlton MoMxiSe :

1. Thrust a lighted splinter into one <A tlw bottles

filled with the gfas.

After action has ceased, again thrust in a lighted

splinter. Ponr lime water into the bottle and shake for

some time.

What is the color of the flame ? Wluttis fomwdwhen
carbon monoxide burns ?

2. Fill a bottle with carbon monoxide and oxygen, in

the proportions of about 2:i by volume, and apply a
Ughted splinter to the mottth.

NOTES ON CARBON MONOXIDE.

Carbon monoxide, or carbonic oxide, as it is sometimes
called, is a gas without color, odor, or taste, and is but

slightly soluble in water. One Utre st 0* C. and 760mm.
weighs 1.250 g. It bums with a bluish flame, forming
carbon dioxide. It contains only carbon and oxygen,
differing from carbon dioxide in having 1.33 grams of

oxygcai to ever>' gram of carbon, whereas the dioxide,

as stated on page 90, contains exactly twice this propor-
tion. It is for this reason that the terms m<»iOKide and
dioxide are employed.

It is formed when carbon is burned in a restricted

supply trf air. It is also formed when carbon dioxide is

passed throitgh highly heated coal. This may be sera
in any coal fire. The air enters at the lower grate and
the oxygen combines with the carbon, forming carbon
dioxide, but this gas, in passing through the upper
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layent ot ^^lowing coal, it fodttced to cattoa moooKide.

At the top of the grlowinsr layer <rf coal, where the air

has free access, the earbon monoxide bums with a

flickering- bluish flame, forming carbon dioxide.

Carbon monoxide is extremely poisonous, and is par-

ticularly dangerous because it is odorless and titorefore

difficttlt to detect. Cases of carbon monoxide poisoning

frequently occur where coal is burned in a stove with

insufficient draught, resulting in the escape of carbon

monoxide into the room. Coal gas contains sufficient

carbon monoxide to produce death by poiscming.

Carbon monoxide is one of the coastitnents of coal gas

formed by the distillation of soft coal, and is also con-

tained in watergas (see p. Ill), which is formed by blow-

ing: steam, superheated under pressure, through white

hot coal . In this r^u^ion the carbon reduces the water

to hydrogen and is itself oxidized to carbon monoxide.

The carbon monoxide and hydrogen thus produced, burn

with a non-luminous flame and may be used for heating

purposes. The flame may be rendered luminous by the

admixture of vapor from oils, and the gas may be then

used as an illuminating gas (see p. 110), but it is objected

to cm account of its poisonous pn^)erties.

COMPOUIIDS OP CAXBtm AMD HYDKOGBM.

SUPPUU t Dry sodium acetate (made by beating sodium aceUte

in an evaporiting dish until the water of crystallization is driven off),

.sodium hydroxide (solid), quicklime, largre glass test tube (or copper

rvtorty, retort Hwid, ditfvery t^ bettiM far ceOte^ gaa »m
water.

•
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Preparation. Arrange Rf^ianitas m in Fig. 27. Into

the large glass test tube, or copper retort, place about

equal weights of dehydrated sodium aceta.e, dry sodium

hydroxide and powdered quicklime. Fit with cork and
delivery txAk, h«it the mixture and oolleck the gaa in

test tubes» or bottle, over wain*.

In this experiment the test tube should be about,

three-quarters filled with the mixture, but only the

lower portkm» of the tube dimild be sealed In this

manner the water which condenses on che sides of the

}?lass and runs back, is caught by the powder and
absorbed before it comes in contact w^ith the hot glass.

The tnbe shunld be snpported in a nearly hcxtiamtal

position dnriag the heatteg.

Jixperiments with Methane

:

1 . Ignite one of the test tubes of gas and hold over

the flame a cool, dry beaker. What ccdiecta on tlM ood
'jflass ?

After combustion ceuM, poor lune water into tfa*

test tube and shake.
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J. After a ample of test tubes foil of the gt» have

been collected and found to burn quietly, a fine pointed

ylass jet may be attached to the end of the delivery

tube and the .t^as i.yfnited. Hold mouth downwards over

the burning jet a small, dry beaker.

What is formed in the beaker ? Does methane bum
with a luminous flame? What two constituents of

methane are indicated by these experimoits ?

3. If enough of the gas can be prepared, fill a soda

water bottle with one part of the jras and two parts of

oxygen by volume. Ignite the mixture.

Notes OB MotfHuw.

Methane has no color, taste or odor ; it is slightly

soluble in water and bums with a pale luminous flame.

It. is a compound containing only hydrogen and carbon,

in the proportion of 0.337 gram of hydrogen to 1 gram

of carbon. One litre of the gas at 0° C. and 760mm.

weighs 0.7161 g. A mi^iture of methane and oxygen

explodes viotently when ignited, the prodmits <^

ccnnbustion being carbon dioxide and -wa^.

Methane is a component of the gases evolved fiom

decaying veretation at the bottom of stagnant water.

From this it derives its name, marsA gas. It is also

fretiuently found in coal mines, where, on account of its

explosive i»x^)erty when mixed with air, it is known

as Jirc damp. It generally occurs shut up in cavities

and escapes when these are opened in mining. The

mixture of water and carbon dioxide formed by the

explosion is called by the miners choke damp. To prevent

such exi^sdcms, Davy's safety kmp is wuA \xf the coal

miners.
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There are a greatmany otterCfmipotiiida athydxf^n
and carbon, among- which may be mentioned acetylene,

lienzene, naphthalene. Coal oil, >fasoline, paraffin wax,
etc., are solutions containing: various compounds of car-

bon and hydrogen.
Acetjrlene.

Acetylene deserves special mention, as it has recently
become of great importance as an illuminating gas.

Experiments

:

1. Pr^MunUton. Fill a bottle with water and invert it

in a tnmgfa containing water. RoH a fai»n quantity ol
calcium carbide in tinfoil and insert it under the month
of the bottle.

What properties of the gas may be noted ?

Remove the bottle and thrust a lighted splinter into it_

2. Arrange apparatus as
shown in Fi;^-. 28, A lamp
.ulass is fitted with a per-

forated nibl)er cork. The
calcium carbide is placed

in a nnall cage made <A
copper wire gauze, to which
is attached a piece of cop-

per wire. The wire is

passed through the hole in

the cork and held in p}«»
by a jrlass tube drawn out
to a fine point. The whole
is placed in a large glass

vessel or trough of water, as in the diagram. When
the air has been driven out (Why ?), ignite the acetylene
<aR at the top of the ghli^ tube. Roid a CaS, dry
l)caker over the flame.
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Notss OB Am^m*.

Acetylene is a colorless tfas containing 0.0842 g. d
hydrogen to every gram <rf carbon and is lighter than

air. It is poisonous i£ breathed in large quantities, but

is much less dangerous than gases containing carbon

monoxide. It bums in the air with a smoky flame,

that can be made white and very luminons by the use

of special bomers (Fig. 29), which allow a

thin jet of gas to burn with easy access of

air. The great luminosity of the acetylene

flame is due to its high temperature.

Under 40 atmospheres pressure aoetlyeiw

may be liquefied at 20* C, but in this con-

dition it may decompose into carbon and

hydrogen with liberation of heat, which raises

the temperature and causes more rapid

deoompositicm tmtil a violent explosion resnHs.

Acetylene is prepared by the action of water on cal-

cium carbide. The latter substance is prepared by the

action of coke on lime, at the very high temperature of

the electric furnace. The pure carbide contains 1.66 g.

of calcium to 1 g. of carbon, bat the commercial carbide

is <mly abont 80 per cent. pure.

ILLUMINATING GASBa

Besides acetylene, there are two otl^ gases—artifi-

cially prepared, in ofdfeary use for iUnmiBating pur-

poses—<r<?a/ fas and waitr gas. ¥ott pxi^Mratiosi oi

the latter see page 106.
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W.Mw Ott it Btver used alone for illuminating; pur-

poses, hut is either mixed with from 60 to 70 ix;r cent,

of coal gac , or is " carburetted " by passing it through

chamben in whidi petn^m ttiddxm WPB tlfttt^^ to ft

high temperatun- . By this process gases tern j^roduced

which together n ith the water gas bnm wtth a himfai-

ous flame.

Coa? Oas, whi .h is widely used for heating and light-

ing, is obtained from the distillation of soft coal in large

iron fetorts. It is a gasemis sdNHloii ot gases, tile

composition of which varies with the coal tised, the

temperature of distillation, and the extent to which it

is purified at the works.

The average composition nuiy be given as follows :—

Hydro(;en 49 parts by volume

Mctlmnc ... M.8 » •

Olefiant gfas and other bydrocar-

bons !i II n

Csffemi monoxide 7.8 » n .

Gkrbon dioxide 1.1 M II

Vthtogen .1.2 ,. „

Total MNi „

When the coal gas comes from the retort it contains

many other substances, among them being tar, am-
moninm compounds, hydrogen sulphide, and a laiger

quanta o£ carbon dioxide. The coal tar and other

volatile liquids are condensed on cooling ; the sulphur

is removed by passing the sas over trays of oxide of

iron, and the ammonia by washing* with water. The
carbon dioxide, not being so soluble in water, is cmly

partially removed.

* By " washlns " a mm Is meant bubbling it thraogilM
i-emore an tmpim^ bjr forming a lolation with It
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WattlWtl &n is a combustible i£&» obtained in many

localities fr(»m wells bored in tbe earth. It is used for

li>rhtin« and as a fuel tor heatinj? houses and generating

steam in factories . The principal constituent it methane,

althonsrh it contains other compounds of hydrogen- and

cartxMi, togetlMM' with carbon monoxide.

I iiminnm nnil FinT *— numm.

Hxperiments :

1* Soak smalt pieces of cotton wool with alcobol,

carbon disulphide, coal oil and turpentine. Place these

on plates and iprnitc.

Note the difference in the flames. Hold a cold piece

of porcelain in each.

2. With a bent plass lube drawn out to a fine iwint,

blow air into the side of the flame from the coal oil.

Note the appearance of the part <rf the flame deflected

by the current of air.

3. Compare the appearance of the Hanie of a Bunsen

burner with that of an rdinary gas jet. Remove the

lava tip of the /ras bunier and deflect part of the flame

with the current of air as above.

Some substances bum with a luminous flame, others

with a non-luminous. In both cases the combustion of

the j^as or vapor is incomplete in the inner part of the

flame, owing to the limited supply of oxygen, and the

sttbstances are burnt completely, cmly when the outer

edge of the flame is reached. In non-luminous flames,

however, the combustion inside the flame is more

thorough than in the case of luminous flames. The

combustion inside the flame may be made more nearly
—— ' %

• This experiment sbraild be pertomicd bjr the te»dber.w tke«i«Bq(lttl>aM

rvry iallaaimablu.
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compile, either by blowing air into the siUe ol the
flame, as in Exp. 2, or by mixing air with thetfus before

it reachcii the jet, iia in the Bunsen burner. In this wuy
a luminottt flame may be nuide noo-himiBous.

Wlukt advantages luui a noa*himinoii8 over a Ittmio-

ous flame for heating purpoiea ?

In addition tu the oonqwon^ <A carbon with oxygen
and hydrogen, there are many thousands of other com-
lK>unds of carbon containing one ur more of the elements

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, etc. The sub-

Htances found in plant and animal lifo consist largely ol

8ud) compounds o£ carbon. Standi, cellulose, fats,

ulbimiin, sugars, as well as many of their products,

such as alcohol, acetic acid and oxalic acid, etc., illu^^

trate the great importance and variety of carbon com-
pounds. Owing to the vast nnmberof Uiese compounds'

of carbon, ai^ tile part they play in the organic world,

their study has been made a special branch of chemistry,

known as organic chemistry.



CHAPTBR X.-A REVIEW OP MECHANICAL
MIXTURES, CHEMICAL INDIVIDUALS.

AND SOLUTIONS

Bbporb proceeding to the iwxt chapter, in whkli an

extremely importanttowgoverninirtbemctk^

chemkal individuals will be discussed, it is essential that

the classification of substances into mechanical mixtures,

chemical individuals and solutions be thoroughly under-

stood. The present chapter cootaint a review of tiie

characteristict of theee daaees of tabetances, and of the

distinctKHW oecween meni.

MBciiANICAL MIXTIfllS.

(S$J^ mb» Hpmgn la mnd tg.)

On page 12 it was oidained that when two or more

sttbetances are brought together without any evidence

of reaction taking place, the resulting substance is called

a mechanical mixture, or simply a mixture. It is

chaxacteristic of a mixture that all its properties are

exactly what might be cakntotad on t^ asstmiptifm

that the properties of the components were unchanged

by the mixing. (Such meaningless or faulty definitions

of mechanical mixtures as " substances that can be

sepamted by mechanical nmns," or "snbi^Bnces tlw

constituents of which can be dissolved ottt by certain

solvents," etc., should be avoided.)

In many cases, as in that of a mixture of coarsely



ffronnd salt with sand, tatn inwpteHkm it <'**^rkttt to
enable us to decide that a mechanical mixture is before
us. In others, quantitative experiments are necessary

;

and irince it has been found that in general one property
of ft sobstftace stldom changes witlxNit tlw other pro-
Ijerties undcr^'oincr a change at the same time, tbs
experimental proof that one property of the substance
has remained unchanged is often sufficient to show that
a madiaaical mixture has been formed.

Ouapowder is a substance often uken as an illustm-
tion. To decide iHicther the nitre it contains is mined
f)r combined with the other ingredients, it is only neces-
sary to see whether some suitable* property of the nitre
is altered by the addition of charcoal and sulphur. The
solubility of nitre in water, for example, or the amount
that will dissolve in 100 grams of water when an exeess
of nitre is shaken up with water, is found to be f1.2
firrams at 20' C. The fact that shakinsr vi\y an excess of
»:unpowder with the same amount of water gives a
solntioii containing exactly the SMBe amount of nitre,
shows that the solubility of the nitre has reuiained
unchanj^ed, and that, therefore, nitre is present as a
constituent of a mechanical mixture. (It does not show
that MOW of the nitre has combined with (say) the
sulphur, nor does it «how that the sulphur has not
combined with the cha il. Ctm you suggest m ex-
periment that would Sv e these questions ?

)

In the experiment, p. 13, the fact that the boiling point
<>f the water was unchanged when chalk, etc., were
added, diowed ^t water was present mixtd with oth»
constituents. Did it show that moiu of the water had
combined with the chalk ?

• Th« watcbt. for exampto. wonid obrioaaljr be niinUtabl*. Wkrt
'
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Expermeut:

Repeat the experiment, p. 13, using a little Portland

cement instead of the chalk. Does water combine with

the cement ? Is the water present mechanically mixed

with something else "r With what ?

\

N

CHEMICAL INDIVIDUALS AND SOLUTIONS.

(Refir mho to pages jf^S^-

)

As explained on pp. 71 and 72, an investigation of

homogeneous substances leads to a very important classi-

fication of these into chemical individuais and soluHmis,

Substances whose ofMnpositioii axid properties cannol IN

altered gradually and continuously are called chemical

individuals or (when not elements) chemical compounds,

while homogeneous substances which are members of

series with gradually and omtinuously changing com-

positimi and properties are called solutions. Both solu-

tions and chemical compounds differ from mechanical

mixtures in that their properties are not those of the

substances which they are said to "contain."

The classification pf substances into chemical indi-

viduals and sc^tttkmSf like all classifications of natural

objects, is in some eases difficult to apply. A full dis-

cussion of these difficulties would go beyond the limits

of an ulfuientar\- text book.

Mudd\- sea water well illustrates the various classes

referred to above. In the first place, it is a mechanical

mixture of aoHd parttclet cf mod, m., with a

homogeneous liquid . The solid particles nmy hectemi-

cal individuals or solid solutitms. The liquid past n»y
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be varied grradually in composition, for instance, by
evaporation, or by the a^ition oi water, and is there-

fore not a chemical comix)und. It is said to
'

' contain
'

'

a chemical compound, water, because pure water can be
obtained from it, as alsoother chemical compounds, such
as cmnmott salt and magnesium sulplmte. These
substances can be obtained from it by evaporatkm, and
their composition is found to be independent of the com-
position of the liquid from which they are crystallized.

That the brine is a solution of these compounds, and
not a mixture, is proved 1^ the fact that the properties

are not those of the pure constituents (for instance, tite

pressure with which brine gives off steam, or its vapor
tension, at a given temperature, is less than that of pure
water at the same temperature). Moreover, when these

salts are bronght together with water, a changettf tem-
perature tekes place, siK>wuig that a reaction occurs.*

* That tb« daiMBOm to whsther a substance Is a cheinii-al individual or a
solution is not rach a simple matter as at first sight might appear, is illus-

trated by the following examples. It has been stated that water is a chemical
indi\-idiial because its composition cannot be altered gradually, but it is

evident that by dissolving oxygen in water the proportion of oxygen may be
gradually increased, while by dissolving hydrogen in it, the proportion of thin
substance may be increased. In this case water appears as a member of a
>eries witli gradually varying composition. It is only by a careful in vestigR-
1 ion of the properti s that It is found that these do not vaiy conttnaonrir.

In the case of a gas a different principle la employed todeolAewiigdMJrtt
is to be cliissed as a chemical individual or as a solution,

Altliungh it is possible, for example, to vary gradually the composition «f
steam, by adding, on the one hand, hydrogenud on the otlier hand, oxnw.
the fact that the properties ot steam we dUBiNiitiRim thnnn nf punwiii
"olution of bydrograandoznen In Uie prapatttons in wMcii thesesoMmmms
occur in water.AawsthM stem fanets Mdn^ of (Aese two gimea. Fnr-
Uier. tte ImI ttinfcthwe ere no two gMes known which, on forming a solu-
tion mii^ be ezpeoted to give agas with the properties possessed by steam,
fa a reason for oaUing team a dwmioai compound and not a solution. The
<iaestk» btlag more earilr setUed for a solid or liquid, it Is often taken for
gratited that a liquid or solid chemical cnnipound. when changed to the
gaseoDs state, will remain a chemioal compound, althoogh the ease at am-
moa^eWfatMe iDuim ttmt ttlifaatriiw^ttet.



CHAPTER XI.—LAW OF REACTING WEIGHTS

With the help of facts recorded in the earlier part of

the book, it will now be possible to ilktstrate one of

the most important and striking generalizations of

chemistry, namely, tht Law of Reacting Weights. We
shall first express this law in words and then show that

it is true in a number of examples.

Statement of Law. It has been found as a resnlt of a

great number of experiments, that in all reacti<ms

involving only chemical individuals, the proportions by

weight in which the\- take part are always simple

multiples (such as 1, 2, 3, 4, V^, fi, etc.) of certain

weights which arc constant and cbaracteriirtic for

each chemical substance, and are called the reacthtgr

weights.

in orujr to illustrate the law, it is necessary to have

th>- reacting weights of a number of substances. How
these are obtained is explained by the followtng

examples

:

The formation of water from oxygen and hydrogen is

a reaction involving: only chemical individuals, and the

proportions by weight in which they take part have

been found by accurate experiments to be 88.8 sr. oxygen

and 11.2 g. hydrogen giving 100 water (see pp. 62

and 63).

As all three substances arc chemical individuals (i.e.,

are of fixed composition), the ra/w* between the above

numbers are indepradent (rf the scate kxa whkh the

lis
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ei^painieot is canicd out, ku& iixt nsttH migbt tw
stated in mamy other

1 g-. oxygen and 0. 126 g. hydrogw ffive 1.126 water;

orlOOip. • » II 12.6 g:. n n 112.6 gr. water;

or M g. » 11 2.02 g. I. II 18.02 g. water,

etc*, etc*

As a starting point the reacting weight of oxygen hat
been arbitrarily selected as 16 g. We find, therefore,

that in a reaction involving 16 g., or one reacting

weight ai oxygen, 2.02 grams oi hydrogen and 18.02

grams oi water have taken part. Cmseqtiently we
might select 2.02 grams, 3.03 grams, or 1*01 grams,'

etc., as the reacting weight of hydrogen, since the

weight taking part, 2.02, is a "simple multiple" of any
one of these three numbers. (The reascms that deter-

mine the selection of one oi these multiples in pitiateaoe

to the others w ill be given later.) Similarly we might
take 18.02 grams, 9.01 grams, 36.04 grams, etc., as the

reacting weight of water.

By quantitative investigation of other reactions involv-

ing cmly chemic»t individoals, we can obtitir nombers
from which to select the reacting weights of other

substances. The following table gives the weights of

a number of substances which take part in reactions

with 16 grams of oxygen. They are all obtained, as
shown above in the etae of water, from^ rerate of

actual ocperiments.

16g; cmygtamnd 2.n2g. hydroxren i^ive 1S.<>2)<. water.

I6g. n H 18.02 g. water from 34.02 g* hydrogen peroidil«>

16y. n H 6 g. carbon give 22 g. carbon dknid*.
16 g; It •< 12 g. carbon give 28 g. carbon monoxide*

16g. It II 4.01 g. UMtban* giva II g. carbon dioxide an^l

fmg.Wtir.

.

16g. » m 40ki g^eal^Mgivw Mil g. eilclwwi owSde.



From this table we see that in one case 6 grama and.
in another 1 2 grams of carbon have taken part in a
reaction with 16 grams of oxygen. Consequently we
may take 6 grams or 12 grams or any simple multiple
of them as the reaethur weigrht for carbon. Similarly
we may take for :—

imUeolwandlMo

Hydrogen, 2.02 » . or any simple multiple. 1.01
Water, 18.02, o. 9.«U 13.02 ,.

Hydrogen peroxkie, .14.02 ,. ., „ 94,^ „
Carbon, 12. or« ,2 „
Carbon monoxide, 28 „ „ „ 2H
Mothane, 4.n| „ „ ' ^^^l
Carbon dioxide, II, or 22 „ „ „ 44
Calciwm,

,. „ ., 40., i
C«lcnM» oxide, S6.1 „ „ „ jj^, „

The last column gives the particular multiple of the
experimental weight that, for reasons to be given
presently, has been selected as the i^acting weight for
each substance.

The table itself shows at a glance two examples of
the Law of Reacting Weights,* for the pro|x>rtioi» in
which carbon takes part in the two different reactions
involving l^g. of oxygen, namely, 12 g. and 6g., are
st'm^ mu/tipies erf its reacting weight, i.e., Ixi2g.
and K X 12 g. So also, in the case of carbon dioxide,
11 g. and 22 g. are bf)th simple multiples of its reacting
weight, i.e., '4 x 44 o

. and x 44 g.

Furthermore, if the "Law " is true in all cases, the
reacting weights given in the above tabic, or some simple
multiple of them, will give the proportions in which
these substances take part in aU other reactions ie/UeJi
involve c/umira/ indhuiifals only. The following ex-
amples, so far as they g<), show that this is the case, and
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in all the thousands of chemical reactions that have been
ttodied quantitatively, this law has been found to hold.

(1) On pasfe 84 it was stated that 1 g. calcium oxide
reacts with 0.321 g. water, grivingr 1.321 g. calcium
hydroxide. If we multiply these numbers by 56.1 (to
bring them to the basis of one reacting weight of calcium
oxide), 56.1 g. calcium oxide and 18.02 g. water give
74. 12 g. calcium hydfoadde.

It will be noticed that in this reaction the caldum
oxide and water take part in the proportion of their re-
acting weijihts given in the table. This reaction k!.,>ws

further, that 74.12g. must be a simple multiple of the
reacting weight of calcium hydroxide.

(2) The composition of marsh gas was given on p. 108
as 1 g. of carbon to 0.337 g. hydrogen. This indicates
that marsh gas might be made indirectlyby the reaction
of 1 g. carbon and 0.337 g. hydrogen, giving 1.337 g.
marsh gas. Or. multiplying through by 12 (to bring
these numbers to the basis of one reacting weight of
carbon), iZg. carbon and 4.04 g. Tjydrogen give 16.04
g. marsh gas.

In this case it is seen that 4.04 « . is a simple multiple
of the reacting weight of hydrogen (4 x 1.01 ), and the
16.04 g. for marsh gas is a simple multiple of its re-
acting weisrht (1 X 16.04).

(3) Bxantpte 1 showed that the reacting weight of
calcium hydroxide most be 74.12 g., or some simple
nniltiple of this weight. Now this substance combines
with, carbon dioxide in the proportion of 74.12 g. to
44 g. , that is, in the proportion of oft^ reacting weight
of calcium hydroxide to one reacting weight of carbon
dioxide.
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APPUCATION OF THB LAW OF KIACTING
WBIGHTS.

The law of reacting weights very much simplifies the
task of remembering the composition of chemical stib-

stances, and the proportions in which these react with
each other. For if the reacting weights of various sub-
stances are once determined and recorded in tables, it

is only necessary to remember the muUip/es of tijem that
take part in each reaction, in order to know the propor-
tions in which the substances take part in the reaction
in question ; and as these multiples are generally small
xoond snmbers, or very simple fractions, the tax on the
memory Is not very great.

Moreover, a system of symbc^ has been invented
which is a still further aid to the memory. The react-

ing weight of each element is represented by a simple
sjrmbol, generally one or two letters suggested by the
name of the element. For instance

—

« 16 gimms oxygwi is represented by O
1.01 hydrogen is .t ., H

40. 1 M calcium is •< Ca
IS carina b

These symbols may be used further lo express the
reacting weights and the quantitati^ composition • .

cAemical compounds. The reacting weight erf water, for
instance, as ffiven in the table, is 18.02 grams, and this

weight of water contains 16 grams of oxygen (repre-

sented by O) and 2.02 grams erf hydrogen <twice the
amount represented by H). T\me facts may be indi-

cated by writing 2H and O together, thus HHO or HjO.
The symbol so formed, which is called a "dic^eal
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formula, " stands for 18.02 grams of water. It tells us
that 18.02 is the reacting weijrht o£ water, i.e., that (in

reactkms involving only chemical iodsvidiiaU) 1S.02 g.
or some simple multiple, such as 36.04 g. or 9.01 g.,

etc., is the amount of water that will react with one
reacting weight of any other chemical individual ; and
it tells us farther that water contains hydrogen and
oxygen in the proportion by weight of 2xi.ai-2.02
fframs of hvdro.cren to 1 x i6 = 16 grams of oxygen. (We
shall see later that it tells even more than this.)

Again, 44 grams is the reacting weight of carbon
dioxide. Forty-four grams oi this substance contain 12
grams of carbon (represented by C) and 32 grams of
oxyjren (represented by 20). The chemical formula
may be therefore written CO2, indicating the reacting

weight (12 + 2 X 16 = 44 grams) and the composition by
weight

SELECTION OF REACTING WBKSHT&

So far as the definition of reacting weights given in
the statement of the law is ccmcemed, it is obvknudy a
matter of complete indifference what paei^kidar nmltii^
of the experimental values given on page 120 is taken
as the reacting weight of the various substances. In
the case of carbon, for instance, 24 grams or 6 grams
wottH serve as well as 12 grams, for the weights of
carbon taking part in reactions with 16 grams of oxygen
are simple multiples of these numbers just as much as
ihey are of 12. Since, however, these quantities, are
empbj'ed as very convniient units for expressing quan-
t^ttve relat«»is, and are the basis d the qpstem of
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chemical symbols, it is indispensable to hmw unii«.nnitA
in usage among chemists, and it is necessary to fix
upon particular multiples. If for any reason at all
however trivial, there is any advantage in the use of
<me multiple over that of another,-if , for example, some
additional information about the substances can be
expressed by one set of numbers better than by another
set, then these factors should certainly have an influencem the choice of the multiples.

RNKtioff wsifte or

In selecting the particular muUiple of the experi-
mental values given on p. 120 as reacting weights for
the elements, chemists have been influenced by such
thmgs as specific heat, Mendelejeff's classification
isomorphism, etc. These need not be gone into in an
elementary text book, as the reasons on which the selec-
tions have been based are unsatisfactory-, and the addi-
tional information given by the Particular values chosen
is of minor importance. All that concerns us at the
present day is that the choice has been made and is ac-
cepted by all chemists.

Renting Weights or Formula Wdyhto «f Gsseowi

In the case of gaseous compounds, however, the choicew based on a very important law, and the additional in-
formation given is of gfreat value. In this case it is
jjossible, owing to a very striking and simple natural
law connecting reacting weights and volume, to express
by the chemical formula, not only the weight of a gas
takmg part in a reaction, but also its volume at known
pressure and temperature. It is found, namely, that
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the volumes occupied by the weights of the ffases ifiven
in the table on p. 120, bear a very simple relation to
one another, at the same temperatnre and pfesaoie.

28 If. cwrbon monoxide tAVC. and TaOmin. occupy 22.4 liin»*
4.<U fg. methane „ » „ 5.6 „

1 1 K. carbon dioxide „ „ „ „ «.6 «

These vohimes are in the proportion of 4 : 1 : 1 ; 2.
By chooBinsr suitable simple nraltiples of 2« trrams, 4.01
trrams, 11 grams etc., as the reactingr weights, we can
arrange that the volume filled by one reacting weight-of
each gas will be the same. We select 1 x 28 = 28 grams
for carbon monoxide, 4 x 4.OI - 16.04 grams for methane
and 2 X 22 44 «:ram8 for carbon dioxide, tkus obtaining
'/uanttties which are not only the reacting 7, eights 0/ the
various substances, but are also the iveights of the various
i(r which occupy a volume of 22.4 litres at and
> *.t These weights are called formula wights,

tiie symbols representing them are called the chemi-
calformulae. The aih antage in the choice of 22.4 litres
instead of 5.0. 112 or 44.8, etc., is that on the one hand

The values Kiv. n i„ this table huvt) b«en calculated from experimental
^iau given in the previous piirt of the book. For example, on p. UO, tbe
"oiffht of llltro of CH. bon monoxidewacgtvmaa LSMg; atrc. and n»Bim..
...«cqueutl.v. -U graiM fill 214 Htm. The impn eboold verify the other
iimbcr8Kiveninthetable.maklnsttaeof thefollowbwdata: lliti-e of .iir

dioxide at e-U. and Wmm. weicha UMg. («» p. mXand l litre of
uietbane at the aanepraHore and tnuperatore 0.7161 g. (see p. 108)

B ^ ^ »«>«en»U«Mon or " law." that the weights of
J8.<Utt«e(rfanKnw8atO'r.and 780mm. are simple multiples of the react-
BKWeisfata is oHiy approximately true, and does not hold with the aame
degree of accuracy as the • law of reacting wetcbte." whkh is one of themost exact laws of nature linown.

tin many uuses it is notpowlWe. or not oonvmieat. tomeastira the volume
<>f a gas ftt C

. and iaOmm. premora, bat if themeamremeataoan bocarried
out at any other pressure and taaperatmw. tlw valmne at IT C. and 7flnmm.may be calonlated from the gaa laws.

we
i-iii

IIU
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we obtain the simplest posdtdt domical formulae, and
on the other hand we avoid the use of fractions. This
may be illustrated by the example of carbon dioxide.

Thus, if 11.2 litres were used, the chemical formula for

caxixm dknide would be CiO ; if 44.8 were employed, it

would be C1O4.

PoTflMfai W«|^ of Eleawntt.

Since many of the elements exist in the gaseous form,
we can use chemical formulae for these also, to reinesent
the weight of gas occupying 22.4 litres at 0"C. and 760
mm. Since 2.02 g. hydrogen occupy 22.4 litres,* and
since the symbol H stands for 1.01 g. hydrogen, the

formtUa tueigkt of hydrogen must be 2 x 1.01, and its

formula is therefore Hj. In this way formulae have
been assigned to a number of elements, for instance Oj
for oxygen, 0$ for ozone, etc.

EwuBpk er tkt Dtttfmintion of a OitnkaJ PsnMk.

The foregoinsr principles may be further i11ustrat«i

by the following example
:

'

Chemicalformula of Metktme. On p. 1(» the ooinpo>
sition of methane was given as 1 g. carbon to 0.337 g

.

hydrogen. We must first express these proportions in

terms of the reactii g weights of each element, namely,
12 grams for carbon and 1.01 grams for hydrogen.

1 ifram of carbon ^^= 0.0833 reacting wii^ht (R.W.) ofouimn ;

• n 337
0.337 Krai" o» hydroKen=y^ = 0.3;« R.W. of hydrogen.

The composition of mar^ is therefore

0.0833 R.W. of carbon to ^333 R.W. ofhydrogen.

* 1 8tre or bfdracen wai|^ aOBttr (siee p. VI
'
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By cUvidiaff through by the tmaller number, 0.0833, we
&od that the proportioot art

1 MMtfariMigllt oTcmImiI to 4 I

oomequently, any one o£ the fommlae CH4, C|H«,,C|Ht,
etc., would express the ci>mix)sition of marsh gas. In
order to decide between these formulae we must know
the weight of 22.4 litres of marsh gas at 0°C. and
760inm. From the weight of one Utre, given on p. 108
as 0.7161 gram, we can obtain the weight of 22.4 Utras
by simply multiplying 0.7161 by 22.4. This gives
16.04 grams as the formula weight. The chemical
fi»nraUt is therefore CH4 (l2g. + 4xi,oi g. = ir».04g.).

Formula Weights of Noa-Gassoas Cmnponnds.

In the case of chemical compounds which are not
gases, the selection of the formula weights has been
influenced by the desire for aimpL nty of formula, and
by odier ooniideratioist which csaaot be discnieed here.

The weights of chemical individuals entering into and
produced by a reaction may be oonvenieiitly expnmed
by their chemical formulae arranged with the signs +
and = in the form of an equation. The reaction between
hydrogen and oxygen forming steam maybe represented
dins:

2H8+0,-2H,0.
Two formula weights (4.04 grams) of hydiogen react

with one formula weight (32 grahis) of oxygen to give
two formula weights (36.04 grams) of steam . Moreover,
as all three substances are gaseous, each formula weight
represe'-*s the same volume ot gas, namely, 22.4 Htm
(at O'C. and 760 mm.), so that the equation indicates
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that 44.8 litres of hydroifun and 22.4 litres of oxytfcn

react, giving a volume of steam which, calcuUted to

0"C. and 760min., would be 44.8 litres.*

MVISW.

It will be seen fwm the above, that In the cue of
elements we have two sets of chemical units. Firstly,

we have nnits culled readiti)^ iveights represented by
symbols, such as O for 16 g. of oxygen, H for 1.01 g.
of hydrogen, ete. In many books on chemistry these

reacting weights are called atomic weights^ a name
derived from Dalton's atomic hypothesis. Secondly,

we have formula uvighis for those elements which
can be ot^ined in the gaseous form. These are

represented by chemical fomralae, such as Hj for 2.02

g. of hydroj^cn, O., for 32 g. of oxysfcn, and Og for 48 g.

of oxone, etc . These weights are always simple multiples

of the reacting weights, and are always the weight of

22.4 litres of the gas at C. and 760 ram. pressure.

They arc often called moieeuUtr weigkts, owinsr to a
certain hypothetical interpretation of tte facts on which
the law of reacting weights is based.

For chemical compounds we have only one set of

chemical units ; these are represented the chemical
formulae, and may be called indiscriminately reacting
weights or formula weights. The formula indicates the

* Thlfi winatloB, oC wnrw, doen not itni^ tiwt Iom Uuta M grara* of
oxygen, or 3.02 pmoM brdroiron. cannot tukt> imrt in a reaction. It nnixt b«
romembered that Gh«Dical equations represent the proportions in wlii< h
fiulMtMi«}e8 react, and tliat iUMiL-ail of giauiM we might havu umchI Ioiim,

|iouiiitii,oreven uilIIiKraniH, wen- not thf»fHiii the cn8tomar>- unit of weight
in science. The :»jinie unxy be Haid of tin \ iiliiinea of gnxeoiis substances.
This equnlion indicatej that, exprcs^^id in any uiiit.^at all. iwn volumes of
hydrogen i-eaot wiili mie volume of o\y;:. ii. giving two volunip<4of rteani.
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compotitioii of ttM MbttuiM. itt rMGtinff wviglit, tad,
in the case of gases, the weight of 22.4 litres of th«
substance at 0' C. and 760 mm. Thus the formula CO,
indicates that carbon dioxide is composed of carbon
and OKygien in the propoitioii of ]2 gnuns of cafbon
to 32 grams of oxygen ; that its reacting wtigitt it 44
grams, and that 44 grams of this gM ftccapiw 22.4
litres at 0° C. and 760 mm.

It must not be forgotten that the law of reacting
weigbtt ia applicable only to reactiona in which none
but chemical individnaki are iavohred, and that many
substances react in proportions which are not limfde
multiples of their reacting weights, to form solutions.

For example, although oxygen and hydrogen, in form-
ing the compounds water and hydrogen peroxide, take
part only in simple multiples of 16 g. and 1.01 g.
respectively, there is no such restriction on the pro-

portions in which the two gases may be brought
together to form a gaseous solution.

1. Find, from the following data, the reacting weights
(or some simple multiple of them) of the chemical
substances in italics.

(a) 7.95 g. of copper, on being bsrued to oxygen, gave
9.95 g. of copper oxide.

(i) 1.471 g. of potassium chlorate, on being heated,
evolved pure oxygen kaving 0.^52 g. pOnsimm

ic) 9.34 ^. of a certain metal combined with oocygen,
giving 11.63 g. of the oxide qf this met«L
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(d) 16.87 g. of the oxide of the metal M unite with
1.982 g. of water, giving: a hydroxide. 23.01 g. of the

oxide of the same metal M unite with 2.40 g. more
<mtS^, ttitoii^ «xide ofM. In tlds fMoUem the
reactinsT weifbt d water (18.02 g.) is atttuned to be
known.

2. Find the simplest formula, and the corresponding
formula weight, for each of the chemical substances
having the following composition, using the reacting
weights given tm p. 215.

(«) Copper, 34.64% ; iron, 30.45% ; sulphur, 34.91%.

ib) Calcium. 29.45% ; sulphur, 23.55% ; oxygen,
47.01 /.

{c) Copper, 25.47/'o ; sulphur, 12.83% ; oxygen,
57.66%

; hydrogen, 4.04%.

id) Sodium, 21.64% ; chlorine, 33.29% ; oxygen,
45.06%.

ie) Nitrogen, 13.86% ; potasMum, 38.61% ; oxygen,
47.52%.

3. One litre of the vapor of a volatile chemical com-
pound, measured at 150X. and 750 mm. pressure, is

found to weigh 0.512 k- What is the formula weight of
the compound ?

.4. The density of a gaseous chemical compound is

found to be 2.80, air being taken as unity (22.4 1. of air
at 0°C. and 760 mm. weigh 28.97 g.). Find the fornmla
weight of the ocmapoond.

5. 0.69 g. of a chemical substance, when converted
into a gas, is found to exert a pressure of 535 mm. when
fiUing a volume of a20cc. at 360°C. Find the formok
weight of the gas.
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6. The density <^ a gaseotis element is fonnd to be
13.9, compared with IroEfen as, tr.ity. The formula
of hydrog-en being- Aj,, find tiie fonnula weight <rf tlie

.i^aseous element.

7. The fonnula vci>;ht of ox>8-en has been found to
be 32 gr. What will be the weight of 150 cc. of the gas
at30"C. and 745 mm.?

8. What will be the weight of 100 cc. of hydrogen
chloride (formula weight 36.45 g.) at 20' C. and 755 mm.?

9. The formula of a gaseous compound is found to
be CaHtj. What will be the weight of a litre of the gas
at 50° C. and 770 mm. pressure ?

10. At what temperature will 15 grams of ammonia
(NHg) occupy 25 litres, under a pressure of 730mm. ?

11. Calculate the fonnulae of the following sub-
stances. As they are all gases, a knowledge of their
density is necessary in wder to fix tlw formula. The
compositions of the gases are given in parts by weight.

(a) The composition of the substance is 92.24% carbon
and 7.76°/ hydrogen. f)ne litre of the gas weighs
1 .161 g. at C. and 760 mm.

(6) The composition of the substance is 27.27% ca - 'x>n

and 72.73% oxygen. Ten litre- of the gas at 170' C. and
750 mm. we^h 18.25 g.

(c) The composition of the substance is 92.24% carbcm
and 7.76% hydrogen. At 127° C. and 735 mm. preimtre
0.5 litre weighs 1.150 g.

id) The composition of the gas is found to be 82.25%
nitrogen and 17.75% hydrogen. Its density is 0.589'

taking air as unity. 22.24 litres of air at 0*C. and
760 mm. weigh 28.97 g.

'
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(e) The composition of the substance is 87.42% nitio*

gen and 12.58% hydrogen. One gram of the gas at

77 C. and 745 mm. pressure occupies a volume of 0.9118
litre.

12. At 17' C. and 750 mm. pressure, 26.51 cubic
centimetres of a gas containingr carbon and hydrogen
only, on being exploded with oxygen, gave 0.0484 g.
carbon dioxide and 0.0396 g. water. Find the formula
of the gas. Calculate also the equation expressing the
reaction, and the volume of oxygen used up.

13. 1.5429 g. of mercuric oxide (HgO), when heated,
gave 1,4320 g. of mercury (Hg) and 86.2 cc. of oxygen
measured at 20'C. and 760 mm. Calculate the chemical
equatkm representing the reaction.

14. 1.3622 g. of potassium chlorate (KClOs), when
heated, gave 0.8289 g. of potassium chloride (KQ) and
373.3 cc. of oxygen measured at 0° C. and 760 mm.
Calculate the chemical equation e^ressing the reacticm.

15. 11.449 g. of a certain gas bums, using up 35.20 g.
of oxygen, and forming 38.72 g. carbon dioxide and
7.929 g. water. One litre of the gas at 0°C. and
760 mm. weighs 1.161 g. Calculate the equation
reiwesenting the reactkm.

16. The change of limestone into lime and carbon
dioxide w found to take place according to the following
equation :—

CaCO,-CaO+CO».

If 1000 g. limestone were used, calculate the weight
of lime obtained, and the volume of carbon dioxide ^re-
duced, when measured at 17° C. and 745 mm.
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17. The ftctioQ <rf jBtnc on h3rdroc1iloric add is repre-
sented by fhe eqtiatkm

Zn + i^iQ-Hj-l-ZnCl,.

How iQnch line would be necessary to produce 30 litres
of hydrogen, measured at 27' C. and 760 mm.?

18. Marble reacts with hydrocUoric acid, giving- car-
bon diood^ as follows

CaCO,+ 2HQ - CaCl, +H,0 +CO,.
What weigrht andwhat volume ofcarbon dioadde woald

be formed from 50 grrams of marble at 17' C. and toe
atmospheres pressure ?

19. The formula weigrht of a gas is found to be repre-
sented by the formula C,.H„. Calculate its density, taking
(a) air as unity (22.4 1. of air ac 0° C. and 760 mm.
weigh 28.97 g.), (6) hydrogen as imity, tbe lormnla of
hydrogen beimr lig.



CHAPTER XII.—CHLORINE AND ITS
COMPOUNDS

CHLORINE.

SUPPUESI Apparatus as shown in Fig. 30, mani^anese dioxide,

hydrochloric acid, bottles for collecting gas., powdered antimony,
magnesium ribbon, hydrogen generatinj^ apparatus, turpentine, A
candle, phosphorus, sodium, deflagrating spoon, filter paper, pieces

of colored calico, wrtutkins of logwood, litmus, indigo, potassium
permanganate.

Ppeparation.* Arrange appar-

atus as shown in Fiff. 30. In the

flask place about 30 grams of

manganese dioxide and pou^ in

enough hydrochloric acid to cover

it well. Shake the flask to pre-

vent the dioxide adhering to the

bottom,* heat the sandbath gently,

and collect several beetles ci the

gas by downward displacement

of air. (See also chlorine water,

p 138.)

What is the color of the gas ? Has it an odor ? Is it

lighter or heavier than air? Does it bum or support

Gombosticm? What effect has it cm moistened litmus?

JSxfieriments mth Chhritu:

I. '"-cnerate some hydrogen,! and after testing care-

* Cblerine riMmM be prop«r«d in a hood op fume cupboard, and care
hmid be taken not to Inhale the gns, ax it ha* a very irritating effect on
the Hensitlre tiusue of the throat and luiiRii.

t Illuminating ga.s may be used for this experiment instead of hy^bogen,
ro
^^ gisjM^Sjk^blacIf nnoke will be formed owing to U>e presenee of

FiO. 30.

the iaomiit«tif^r m**-
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Fia 31.

Doeschlofine

fntfy to make mm thst an air haa been expelled, light

a jet and introduce it into a j«r omtaining' dblorine, as

shown in Fig. 31.

Does the hydrogen continue to

bum? Is heat given out by the

reactioa? Wliat changv is seen to

take place in the gas in the bottle?

Has the new gas the color or odor of

chlorine ?

Add some water, shake, and test

with Htmns. To what daas of sub-

stances does the solution belong ?

2. Lower a lighted candle slowly

into a bottle filled with chlorine.

What do you observe ?

Test the gas in the bottle with litsnis.

react readily with carbtm ?

3. Saturate a piece of filter paper with frtth tttrpai«

tine and drop it into a bottle filled with chlorine.

This is an example of spontaneous combustion in

which oxygen takes no part (see p. 41). The wax or

tallow of the candle, ami the tiapmtine, contaia oobon
and hydrogen. Tht hydrogen reacted wi& lUmiMotiac,

leaving carbon.

4. Into another bottle containing chlorine sprinkle a
little powdered antimony.

5. Ignite a piece of magnesium ribbon and hold it

in a bottle filled with chlmrhie gas.

6. Into a deflagrating spoon put a piece of freshly cut

phc^^bcKT^ asdlow^ it into a bottle filled chkn^ine.

7. Ixto another bi^tle of ^tioflae phMtt a wfowd
flower, or a piece oi moiatetied cofarid eaScOt
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8. Pour a tmall quantity of m lottttion oi Ic^rwood,

Htmus, or indigo into a bottle containinsr cWwine.

The gas formed in Exp. 1, p. 134. was a chemical

compound containing only hydrogen and chlorine, and
called hydrogen chloride. If this experiment had been
carried out quantitatively, or if the substance bad been
decomposed and the weights of the products determined,

hydrogen chloride would have been found to "contain"
2.77% of hydrogen and 97.23% of chlorine. From
this we can get the reacting weight of chlorine and
of hydrodilodc acid (or some multiple of them)
follows

:

Since 2.77«-. hydrogen + 97.23}?. chlorine, give lOOg-
hydrogen chloride, 1.01 g. hydrogen + 35.45 g. chlorine,

give 36.46 g. hydrogen chloride. Since these substances,

by the law of reacting weights, must react in proportion

to simple multiples of their reacting weights, 35.45 g.,

or some simple multiple of it, must be the reacting

weight of chlorine, and 36.46 g., or some simple mul-
tiple, the reacting weight of hydrogen chloride. 35.45 g.
itself has been chosen as the reactingweight of chloriim,

for reasons referred to on p. 124, and is represented biy

the symbol CI.

From the density of chlorine gas, its formula weight
and its formula can be now determined. (Read pp.
124-127 again carefully). 22.4 litres of chlorine at
0° C. and 760 mm. are found to weigh 70.9 grams. This
is therefore taken as its formula weight ; and since CI

stands for 35.45 g., the formula must be written Clj.

In the same way, the formula of hydrogen chloride

may be found. 22.4 litres <rf tlw gas are found to fpriffb

36.46 g. We therefor.- write the formula HCI {ikasst

1 01 + 35.45 = 36.46) 'nd not HaCU. or H.C1,.
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The pupil it again remiBded here of the metmiog of

such formulae. HCl expresses the followinsr facts : (l)

that the composition by weight of hydrogfen chloride is

l.Olg. of hydrogen to 35.45 g. of chlorine; (2) that

36.46 is the reacting weight of hydrogen chloride, i.£. ,

that in any chemical reaction between this snbstanoe

:ind another chemical substance, some simple multiple

of 36.46 g. will react with the reacting weight of the

other substance. For instance, 2 x 36.46 or 72.92 g. of

it are found to react with 56. 1 g. of calcium oxide, which

,

as explained on p. 120, is the reacting weight o£ this

substance ; (3) that 22.4 1. of hydrogen chloride atO'C.
and 760 mm. weigh 36.46 grams.

The reaction of Exp. J may now be expressed in the

form of an equation, thus :

H2 + Cl2 = 2HCl.

9. Repeat experiment 6, using, instead of phosphorus,

a piece of sodium the size of a pea. Heat it in the flame

of a spirit lamp until it ignites and lower it into the

bottle filled with chloiine. Add a few cul^ oentsmetres

of water and idialce. Pour this into a didi and evaporate
to dryness.

What is the appearance of the residue ? Taste it.

The water was added simply to dissolve the solid from

the sides of the jar where it has settled. The solution

on e^pcffattcm left the dry salt s^gtia. The toh^ance
formed is common salt. It contains only sodium and
chlorine, and had the experiment been carried out

quantitatively, it would have been found that 1 g.

of chl<»inft had KMCted with 0.6S g. aodiiun, totm-

ing 1.65 g. of oonmKm salt. CemEooii salt is a sub-

staMe of constant oompoeiti<» or a com-
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pound, consequently, the law of reactinsr weights will

apply to this reaction . The xea^ioii ia eipimied by the

equation

—

2Na+ Clj-2NaCl,

in which Na represents 23.05 g. of sodium, and NaCl
23.05-4-35.45 - 58.50 gr. of comtnon sah. Since sodium
chloride is not a gas, its formula conveys no information

as to the weight of 22.4 litres. NaCl is used ratb«:
than Na-..Cl2, etc.. for the sake of simplicity.

A. calculation should be made to show that this equa-

tion rei»«aents the experimental proportions given above.

Experiments 4, 5 and 6 also involve only chemical
individuals, and therefore may be expressed by chemical
equations. Determinations of the weights and volumes
of the materials involved have been made and the equa-
tions found to be as follows

Antimony and chlorine give antimony pentachloride.

2«> + 6C1, = 2SbCIy

Magnesium and chlorine giV9 mi^esium chloride.

Mg + Clg ' a MgCly
niosphorus and cfatorine gtve phosphorus tricMoride.

2P + 6Clj 2 PCI,.

What quantitative information is expressed by each
equation ? Refer to the table of symbols and reactinfif

weights, p. 215.

Chlorine Water.

Prepare chlorine as before, but allow the gas to

bubble for some time through cold wat^-. contained
in a large bottle. (Why cold water? cjee p. 100.)

Note the gradual change in color of the liqtiid. Is

its composition constant ? Is chlorine water a solution

i3T a chemical compound ?
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Experimenh with Chlorine Water .

10. Fill a flask with chlorine water, support it as

shown in Fig. 32, place it in the stmlight and allow it

to remain fw a day or two.* Invert

the flask, remove the cork and insert

a glowing splinter. Test the liquid

in the flask with litmus.

What are the prodmtt d the re-

acti<m?

11. I^Mir womn chbrine water into

solutions of logwood, litmus, indigo,

and potassium i)ennanganate.

12. Drop a piece of colored calico

into chlorine water.
Pie. aa.

13. Write on a piece of printed

paper with ordinary ink, place it in chlorine water and

allow it to remain for sopie time.

Printer's ink is ccmiposed largely of lampblack, while

writing ink generally contains an organic coloring

matter. Refer to F xp. 2, and account for the different

action of the chlorine on the two kinds of ink.

Notes on Chlorine.

Chlorine is a greenish yellow gas, having a dis-

agreeaUe, suffocating odor. Its reacting weiglit is

35.45 g., and its formula Clg, indicating that it is about

2.5 times heavier than air, 22.41. of whidi weigh
28.97 g.

Chlorine does not bum in air, but many snbetames

bum. in it, icnming otnspoonds of dil<nrtne. Wlm
these cmnpomids contain only dikmae and
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eteawnt, they are called chlorides. This nomenclature
is analogous to that employed for compounds of oxygen
with otie other element, to which, it will be remembered,
the term oxides was applied. The following are ex-

amples of chlorides

Sodium chloride, NaCl, {xrtassium chloride, KCl, the

iron chlorides, FeCl. and FeCU, copper chloride, CuCla,

the phosphorus chlorides, PCl«andPCl5, silver chloride,

AgCl, etc.

Many substances containing hydrogen and carbon,

such as hydrocarbons, wax, tallow, turpentine, benzene,
etc., burn in chlorine with a sooty flame, the hydrogen
combining with the chlorine, forming hydrochloric acid,

while the carbon is liberated as a black smoke.

Chlorine is ible in about one-third its volume of

cold water, givmg a solution which has a corrosive and
bleaching action on many substances. When a vessel

containing the solution is left open, chlorine is given off.

(See soda water, p. 100.) This is why chlorine water

always has the od'>:- of chl(»ine.

When the solution is exposed to the sunlight a gradual

change takes place, the chlorine forming hydrochloric

acid with the hydrogen of the water, while the oxygen
is given off. A large number of other reactions are

promoted by light, manj' of which form the basis of

photographic processes. The changes which take place

in the leaves f)f plants during growth also belong to

this class of reactions.

When water and chlorine are in contact with sub-

stances which can unite with oxygen, a reaction takes

place even without the aid <rf light, and it is to this

reaction that the bleaching properties of chlorine are

due. When certain coloring matters are brought into
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contact with chlorine water, or when a colored material

is moistened with water an^" placed in chlorine gas,

hydrochloric acid is formed from the chlorine and

hydrogen of fhe water, white the <»ygeii combines

with the coloring matter, forming uncolored products.

The value of chlurine as a Hsii^eeUmt and d^dmrutr

is due to the same cause.

It must not be supposed that oxygen is first set free

from the water and dikmne, and then comixes with

the coloring matter. If this were the case, bubbles

of the gas would probably oe seen ;
many dye stuffs,

moreover, may be bleached by chlorine water, which

are not acted on by oxygen.

HYDROGEN CHLORIDE.
SuppuBSi Appwmtua as ahown in I^. 3$, coBMBoii aak, ad-

phuric acid, bottles for collecting gas, .tars, aoimoi^Ml by-

droxide, litmus paper, filter paper, candle.

Preparation. In the test tube,

Fig. 33, place about 20 g. <^ com-

mon salt, and pour down the

safety tube enough sulphuric acid

'slightly diluted) to cover it. Heat

gently, if necessary, and collect

several bc^ttes of Uie gas.

Describe the gas obtamed.

Suggest a possible method for

Ijreparing chlorine from common
salt. (See Fig. 30, p. 134.)

Expet inuHii ujith Hydrogen Chloride : 3.J-

1. Hold a burning splinter in a bottle filled with the

gas. Lower into it a burning candle.
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2. Hold a moiitened piece of litmus pAper in the

mouth of the sune bottle of gM.

3. Moistra a piece of filter peper with ammonium
hydroxide and insert it into the month ci the tame
bottle.

4. Devise an experiment to ascertain whether the

gas is heavier or lighter than air.

5. Place another bottle filled with the gas, month
downwards in a troitffh of water, and shake gently.

Slip a piece of paper under the mouth of the bottle,

invert it. and test the contents with litmus paper.

Taste the liquid.

Compare the solubility of this gas with that of carbon

dioxide. (See Exp. 3, p. 96.)

Netes OB Hydrofcn CUuridt.

Hydrogen chloride is a colorless gas having a choking,
pung-ent odor. When it escapes into moist air it forms
a liquid solution with the water vapor in the atmosphere,

the drops of which are visible to the eye a:i a white

cloud. It is heavier than air and does not bum or

supix)rt combustion. It is very soluble in water, 1 litre

of water at ordinary- temperature dissolving 450 1. of

the gas. The solution thus foiTned is an acid* called

hydrochloric acid.

* It hn'i boon tho custom \ some chemists to uxleaJ the turm acid so

att to Include some iiLTterial lilch. tlioufc'h thciiissclves possessing no atid
properties, give acids on solution in water. Thm, in some hnokaon cheml«try
the gases hydrogen cliloriilc iind carbon dioxide are culled hydrochloric acid
and carbonic acid resp3ctivuly. As, however, this nomenolatorehu notbeca
carried out consistently, the term will be restricted in this inok M term
poMible to solutions which turn blue litmus red.
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HYDROCHLORIC ACID.

SvprUBN : HydrocbkMic acid, baking aoda, calcium carbonate
(ItaMloM or awrMa), aiMBoi^ curiMoate. awUiua hydroxide,

Exl^eriments with Hydrochloric Acid :

1. Put a little dilute hydrochloric acid in a test tube,

and to it add womt baking soda.

2. Repeat tiie experimeot with weat limeMMie and
magnesium carbonate

Repeat also with u rip oi" magnesium «nd a piece
of zinc ; test the jras yiven off with a li^rhte -h.

3. To about 10 cubic centimetres of dilute Hydro-

chloric acid in a d»h, add wasliteg soda i^owly, in

small portions, till efferveflerao»eei»es. the aohi-

tion obtained. Evaporate it to dryness and compare
the product with that from sodium and chlorine, p. 137.

4. To the same amount of acid as was used in the

liist experiment add slowly a solution of sodium hy-

droxide till a drop the litfttid Just begrins to turn red
litmus blue. Note roughly the amount of sodium hy-
droxide solution necessary for this purpose. Evajwrate
the solution until a moist mass of crystals is obtained.

Remove the crystals and dry tkifr<mghly, by pressing

between filter paper. Taste the dry cryirtals and c«n-
r if'^ them with those obtained in experiment 3.

hi; .le of the class should repeat the experiment, using
twice as much sodium hydroxide as before, and the rest

of the dass shonld use the »nie amount <A hydroxi^
with about twice as much acid. In both cases the
crystals should be dried car^tlly «Kt eon^ared with
those previously obtained.
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5. Add quicklime to a little hydrochloric acid and see

whether the acid properties can be made to disappear.

6. Repeat experiments 1 and 2, using sulphuric acid

instead of hydrochloric.

Properties of Adds.

The above experiments show that the acids investi-

iSated, besides turning: blue litmus red, have also

other properties in common. They both effervesce with

carbonates, ^^ivinga gas that might be shown to be car-

bon dioxide (How ?) ; both effervesce with metals giving

oS hydrogen, and both have a sour taste.

Formation of Salts from Adds.

Another common property illustrated by the experi-

ments is the ability of acids to form salts (see also p. 98).

Experiments 3 and 4 showed that the sapte product

(common salt) was formed by two different methods.

Experiment 4 showed that the same substance was pro-

duced in spite of the difference in the proportions acid

and base used . It is consequently a chemical OMnpound

,

and not a solid solution nor a mixture (see page 116),

(Compare the formation of salt by this method with the

solidiftcation of brass from molten zinc and copper. In

the latter case the composition, and all other inoperties,

of that part of the mass which has solidified to brass,

vary with the proportioa oi sine and copper in the

molten part.)

There are many ways of preparing salts ; the most

general are by the acticm of

:

1. Acids <m bases, e^., sodium hydroxkte.

2. Acids on metals, e.^., magnesium.

3. Acids on metallic oxides, e.g., calcium oxide.

4. Acids on carbonates, e.g-., sodium carbonate.
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Tlu» nentraltzatkm of hydrodikmc acid by a acdi^oo

of sodium hydroxide in experiment 4, p. 143, gave a new
solution with neither acid nor basic properties. Since

the substances involved are not chemical individuals,*

this reaction, strictly speaking, cannotbe expnsatdhy a
dtemkal equation at all. It is, nevertheleai, i*^tt!MiMry
to say that it takes place aooordsag to tlw eqiutioii

:

Ha -I-NaOH -NaO -I- HgO.

This use of cneimcal eqtt&tions ki qnite dinenttttntm
that explained on page 127.

The formula HCl stands for 36.46 grams of hydrogen
chloride ; NaOH for 40.06 grams of sodium hydroxide

or caustic soda ; NaCl for 58.50 grams ofcommon salt

;

and H2O for 18.02 grams of water, ice, or steam, and
the eqnatioii just written nsptesents <}iuaititative1y tlie

chains which take place when hydrogen chloride is

brought together with sodium hydroxide, forming solid

salt and steam. The solutions used in experiment 4 are

not represented at all.

The same qnaittity ci salt and water, however, n^j^
be obtained bjrdrogen chloride and sodium 1^-
droxide as the net result of the following series of opera-

tions, involving four distinct reactions, which, though

they may look complicated on paper, are easily and
quickly carried oat in the laboratory.

(i) 36.46 gframaof hydrogen dikmde are dinoived in,

say, 1000 grams of waMr, feradi^ I0004>36.46 gnuns
of hydrochkuric add.
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(ii) 40.06 grams of soditim hydroxide are dinolved
in, say, 1000 grams of water, forminsr 1000+40.06
grams of sodium hydroxide solution

.

(iii) The two soluticms are brought together, when
they form 2000 + 36.46 + 40.06 grams of brine.

(iv) The brine is evaporated to dryness, givingr 58.50

grams of-common salt and 2000 + 18.02 grrams of steam.

The wafer used in operations i aiid ii is thus recovered

in operation iv, with 18.02 grams additional ; and the

iKt result of all four reactions is the same as that of the

single reaction that takes place when the 36.46 grams of

hydrogen chloride act on the 40.06 grams of sodium
hydroxide. Thus, althousrh

HCl -r NaOH - NaCl + HoO

is really the chemical equation for the single reaction,

and does not represent any one of the four reactions in

which solutions are involved, .3ret the quantities repre-

sented in it are those actually lost and gained as a result

of four reactions, and in this sense the equation may be

said to represent them. ' Quantitative experiments have

shown that the following equations may be employed

in this way, the water used in making the solntkms being

ignored. Thus :—

Hydrochloric acid + magnesiaiii mtideami^esiuin chloride + water.

2 HCl + MgO » . MgCl, +H^.
Hjrdrochioric acid -t- caldirai oxide s I'alcfatm chloride + water.

2 HCl + CaO = CaCla +HaO.
Hydrochloric acid + sodium carbonate = sodium chloride, carbon

dicncide and water.

2 HCl + Na^O, = 2N«P+COtf H,0.

Notes on Hydrochloric AcU.

Commercial hydrochloric acid is a concentrated solu-

tion of hydrogen chloride in water. The solution.
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saturated at ordinary prcMnre and temperature, con-
tains about 42% by weight of the gas, while ordinary
commercial acid contains about 25%. The pure acid is

colorless, but the cheaper commercial preparations have
a yellow color, due to impurities. Large quantities of
the acid are used ior preparingr chlorine, for the manu-
facture of bleachingfx^er, and formakhiflrthe dilmrides
of the metals.

Test for Hydrochloric Acid or any dissolved Chloride. To
a solution of awj chloride add a few drops of a solution

of silver nitrate. Divide the precipitate ; to one part
add nitric acid, and to the other ammcmia solnticm.

Tr\' the same experiment with potassium chlorate, and
with the residue after heating some potassium chlorate.

Do solutions of all substances containing chlorine

answer this test ? How would you distinguish a solution

of sodium chloride from <me tA hydrochloric acid, and
from one ol potasstum dtkarale ?

Manufacture. Bleaching powder is mann6»titred by
the action of chlorine gas on slaked lime. Quicklime
is carefully slaked with water, forming slaked lime or
calcium hydroxide. This powder is sifted into a large

chamber Hn«i with leadw tarred brick, until the ^r
is covered to a depth of three or four inches. The
chlorine enters at the top and settles slowly to the
floor, where it is absorbed by the lime.

Bleaching Action of Bleaching Powder. To a small
quantity of bleaching powder (chloride of lime) add
sufficient water to make a thin paste. Immerse a strip

of colored calico M pa^ until it it thoi'cmgh^
satum^. Then place H in a dihite scMoq tol-
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phtiric acid, hydrochloric ftdd, or vinegar. Remove
the calico and wash with water. Repeat the proceM

as often as may be necessary.

Bleaching powder, usually termed chloride of lime,

is used in large qnantitiea to whiten cotttm and linoi

gi)ods and paper pulp. It is also used as a disinfectant.

In both cases its action is due to the chlorine which is

easily liberated from it. When dry it is a white powder,

butwhen exposed to air it gives off chlorine, and changes

to a ddkit^soeot snfattasoe ctrntiuninff cateinm chktride.

Brides the compoonda <^ chkyriiM with hydrogen,

sodtnm, etc., already described, th^ are many in

which Iwo or more other elements are combined with

the chlorine. One example is potassium chlorate, a

substance already mentioned in connection with the

preparation of oxygen. As will be remembered, this

substance, on bein? heated, turned into oxygen and

potassium chloride. The latter salt has the composi-

tion shown by the formula KCl, or 39.15 g. potassium

to 35.45 g. chlorine, corresponding to the reacting

weight 74.60, as would have been found in eaqperiracnt

11, p. 47, had the work been done accurately.

1 g. potawium chlorate gives 0.3915 g. oxygen
+ 0.6085 g. potassium chloride

;

or, 122.6 g. potassium chlorate gives 48 g. oxygen
+ 74.60 g. potassium chloride.

Now, 74.60 g. of potassium chloride is represented by

KCl, 48 g. ( = 3 + 16) of oxygen by 3 O, consequently, the

122.6 g. of potaiHiium chlorate must be retaesented by
KClOg. This is taken as the fornmla of tbm wihshMlwt,

and th(* equation is written

iKQOj-iKCl + aO,.
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tht amounts being doubled in order that the fprmnh
of oxygen gas, O,, may be used without introducing
tractions before the symbols.

POKMULAE OF ACIDS.

As already Men, we have a number of solutions called
acids, with many caaaoum properties. These are not
chemical individuals, and cannot be expressed hy
chemical formulae. (See footnote, p. 142). In many
cases, however, chemical compounds which contain
hydrogen may be obtained by evaporating such solu-
tions, and in these cases the solution is said to "eon-
tain" that chemical substance. In other cases it is

not possible to obtain from acid solutions chemical
substances ccmtaining hydrogen. Since, however, it

is destntde to indicate tiie formulae the simikrity
in properties of acid solutions, it has been found con-
venient to speak of all acid sohitions as if they "con-
tained

'

' compounds of hydrogen to which chemical
formulae are assigned. The following illustrations will

make this clear:—

A solution of carbon dioxide, COg, in water, has add
l^roperties, but no chemical compound containing hydro-
i;en can be obtained from this solution. We say, how-
ever, tlait the tohitioii coimdiui a tnbirtance with the
formula HoCOs, thus suggesting by the H in the formtila
the similarity of carbonic acid to hydrochloric acid. That
this will not lead in practice to any erroneous results will
be seen, when it is noted that the formula HgCOa might
be written CO,-i>H^, to that the formtUa repxeaeats
the composition of a substance whi^ eootahM eoe react*
mg weight of carbon dioxide to one reacting weight of
water, and neglects all the rest of the water, just as i&
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expressing the reaction between soditim hydroadde and
hydrochloric acid, the water xmA «i a lolveiit was
igticfred. (See p. 146.)

The reaction between sodium hydroxide solution and
carbon dioxide solnticm (cartxmic acid) may be acoord-

injfly expressed as follows :—

2 NaOH + HfiOt- NajCO,+ 2 H>0

;

or, 2 NaOH +CO,-Na^O, + H,0.
In the same way the acid, which, with potassium

hydroxide, gives potassium chlorate solution, is said to

contain a substance represented by the formula HCIO3,

thottsrh no chemical substance of this composition has

ever been obtained. This solution is called chloric acid,

and is the acid corresponding to a number of salts tenned
chlorates, of which potassium chlorate (KCIO3) is the

best known. How might pure potassium chlorate be
made from chloric add?

Compounds of Chlorine.Continued—Nomenclature.

There are several other sets of salts containing chlorine,

namely, chkmtes, a>rresponding to chlorous acid
;
hypo-

chlorites, corresponding to hypochloions acid ; and per-

chlorates, correspondin.ii to perchloric acid. The formulae

of the acids, and of their potassium salts, are given in

the following table :
-

Perchloric acid. HCiO^ Potamhim perchlorate, KQOt
Chloric acid, HCIO^ Potassium chlorate, KCIO3
Chlorous acid, HCIO, Potassium chlorite, KCIO,
HypocMorous add, HCIO Potasnum bypoddcMrite, KCtO

Witii the exception of potassium chlorate, tl»se sub-

irtances are of no great importance, bnt mestkaed
here merely to illustrate the sys^m of n<miendatan»

adopted in chemistry.



The best known acid in a series is geaeniny ^vm a
name terminating- in -iV. If there is another acid con-

taining a /arger proportion of oxygen, the syllable per-

is prefixed to the name of the common acid. For an
acid with a smaller proporticm of oxygen than is con-
tained in the first acid, a name terminating in -ous is

employed, while the prefix hypo- is employed to indicate

an acid containing a still smaller proportion of oxygen.
In designating th« salts corresponding to these acids,

the tenninati<m^ is used when the name dL the acid
ends in -U, and tlw tenninatioa -iU when tiie add aids
in -OHS.

VALENCY.

The composition of a substance can be found only by
experinwnt. The law of leacthig weights, however,
helps US to mmmber thk oompositioo, because we
know that only simple multiples of certain weights,
namely, tl.e reacting weights of the elements, are in-

volved. These reacting weights, all of which were, of
course, detero^Md eiq>erimentally, are reoofded in a
shfirt table fear refermce, p. 215.

Taking the composition of magnesium chloride as an
example, the tables give the reacting weight of mag-
nesium to be 24.36, and that of chlorine to be 35.45, so
that it is («ily necessary to remember that the multiples
involved are otie for magnesium and two for chlorine, as
expressed in the formula MgClg. It would be difficult

to remember these multiples in all the innumerable
chemical ccmipounds, were it not for a simple natural

law, loKm as the mdency fttiodf^. We shall fm^
explain v^si ki suant by the valency of an elemeitt

and thsB giv» wratnplps to illustrate the \»m.
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Hydrofen and ehlorine ere Mid to b9 menovftlent
dements, or to have the valency one. On examiningr

the formulae of a number oi CMnpounds of these ele-

mmttt radi at

KCl pa,
NaCl SbCI, NH,
CaCla * CC1« CH4

we see that one reacting: weight of the other element
oombhies with cme, two, three, or four reacthig weighta
of chlorine, or hydrogen as the case may be. We say
that those elements such as potassium and sodium, one
reacting weight of which combines with one reacting

weight of chlorine, or of hydrogen, are monovalent, or
that their \'atency is om. Those like calcinm, mag-
nesium and oxygen, one reacting weight <rf which com-
bines with two reacting weights of chlorine, or of hydro-
gen, are said to be divalent. For a similar reason phos-
phcmss, antimony and nitrogen are said to be trivalent,

and carbon tetravalent.

Now it has been found, in a great many cases, t^t
when two elements of the same valency combine, they
do so in the proportion of one reacting weight of one to

one reacting weight of the other, as HCl, MgO, CaO

;

that two reacting weiidrts tst a oKMiovatent ekmei^ cofn>
bine with one reacting weight of a divalent element,
such as NaaO, KjO ; that three reacting weights of a
divalent element combine with two reacting weights of
a trivalent element as P,0,, SbjO,, and so on, or in
gftneral, that if the composition of a compound be re-
presented by the formula A,B^ ^ is to as^ wdeaey
of B is to the valency of A.

The fact that many elements have more than one
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valency, detracts from the value of the above principle

as an aid to the memory. Phosphorus, for instance,

forms two chlorktes, PCls and PQs ; tiiat it to My, the

vafonejr olphotpbonHi ia ttece ki tte fint case loici ftf*

in the second, and as this double valesejr to diaracter-

istic for many other compounds of phosphorus, e.g.,

P2O,, and PjOj, it is necessaty to remember both valen-

ctea. In^ case of tome other i^mento tiie applka-

tkm df the principle is even less satisfactory.

The following table shows the valencies of the com-

moner elements, and will be found a useful aid in

rememberihsr formulae :—

TABLE OF VALENCIES

Gbmbballv Constant Valency

Trtvalent
[

TMimvalent

Hydrogen
Sodium
Potaashun

Silver

ChkMine

lodKne

Calcium

Strontium

Barium

MagnefAim
Zinc

Copper

Nickel

Lead
Oxygen

Boron

Ahuninium

Carbon

Silicon

Variable Valency

Element Valency ' Element Valency

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Arsenic

AntifflSBy

Binmith

Iron

3f 5

3* 5

3* 5

Cobalt

Mercury

Tm
Chromium
Sulphur

Maiigaiu-M'

«t 3
1. 2

2, 4

3i 6, etc.

2. 4i 6

1

2, 7, etc.

3> 3

3. 5. *

2, 3
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PROBLEMS.

1. What will be the probable fonnulae of silver oxide,
silver chloride, calcium chloride, .magnesiam chknide,
carbon chloride, aluminium chloride, lead oxide, alu-
minium oxide, lead chloride, copper chloride, copper
oxide, zinc oxide, zinc chloride, two chlorides of iron,

two oxides of phosphorus, two chlorides of mercury ?

2. How many sfnuns of hydrogen chloride would be
necessary to make 50 grams of 12% hydrochloric acid ?•

What volume of the gras measured at 20' C. and 740 mm.
would be necessary ?

3. How many grams of a 10% hydrochloric acid are
necessary to react with a solution of sodium hydroxide
to form a solution containing 100 grams of common salt?
How many grams of solid sodium hydroxide would be
necessary to just neutralize the acid used ?

4. How many j^rams of hydrogen would be produced
by 25 «:rams of a 20 ' hydrochloric acid, acting on sine,
the reaction being- represented by the equation :-

Zn + 2 HCl^ZnCl. + Ho?

What volume of hydrogen at 17 C. and 745 mm. would
be produced ? How much zinc wou Id be used up? What
weight <rf zinc chloride would be obtained by evaporating
the solutk>n ?

5. The specific gravity of a 20.3% hydrochloric acid
is 1.1. Find how many cubic centimetres of this solu-
tion are necessar\- to neutralize 15 grams of sodium
hydroxide, NaOH . How many grrams of common salt

could be ol^ined from the solution ?

* By a m, hydrochloric acid is meant a solution «ft.it^tiig it—r*
o( hydrasen chloride to cvmy 100 ffimm o( ""'Mtt^m



CHAPTER XIII.—AIR

In Cliiipter II. we have seen that air ccmtains oxygen

and another gas which will not support oombnstioo.

Exp. 9, p. 33, showed that this latter jras constituted

about four-fifths of the total volume of air. It consists

chiefly of nitrogen—an element which will be taken up

in the next chapter.

The Ibllowinsr experiments show other metlKxb ot

determining rousrhly the anaonnt of (ncjrgren in air.

Si ppLiiiS : Bell jar fitted with cork, evaporating dish, phosphorus,

iron filings, psrrogallic acid, caustic potash, ferrum redactum, mica,

small wire tripod, catcium cMorkb, C<«hiH^ tab** tnA isM water,

a {graduated tube fitted at one end witb • (MOfCeck <lMl(«tt«), a retort

stand, clamp and tall };lass jar.

Experiments :

1 . Phosphorus and Air. Place a

piece of phosphorus in an evapor-

ating dish, ikMt it on water in a

trough, ignite the pht^phorus and

place over it the bell jar, Fij?. 34.

Allow the jar to remain '.mtil the

gas inside becomes clea.

.

Acocmnt for the varionn changes

that occur.

Depress the jar, until the water

stands at the sam*. height inside

as out, remove the cork and thrust into the jar a

lighted i^Hntn*.

2. FBteft md Air. Wet the inside of a bottle,

15S

Fig.
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sprinkle it with clean iron filings, place it moath down-
warda in a diih of water and allow it to fMMlia for a
day or two.

Doet the •afaetance fomwd resemble rust (oxide nf
iron)? Which constituent of tbe ak* Imm bees moved ?
Roughly, what vol'ini-

"»

3. Fa-nw BeteetuiB and a . r . The last experiment ntey
be moKiified as follow
Put liofne ferrum redactuin
on a mmm tbmt of mka
•npporteii on a small -wbm
trip<x1 P! rc both on a
cork fjating on w icr iu a
dish, ignite the iron and
place over it a large
beaker, Fig. 35 The
residua- r..s from the last

Fro. 3§.
experiments, as stated
Above, ocmsists : aainly of

nitrogen. Air contains; howevcs-, otb«r Mbstances
besides oxygen and nitrog^j, as wSl be shown by tibe
following experiments :-

4 o-ilelum Chloride and Air. Neari> rill a U-shaped
tube wiUi small pwce» of cafcinm chloride, and force
air through it with a bellows, or a robber balb.
What change takes place in the chloride ?

Leave some particles of calcium chloriii exposed to
tbe air in a dish for a few hours. (See (kdiqo&^cence
p. 81.)

5. Umm Waim an* Jir. Abeot hOtm itratar wiiii
freshly made lime water md ikm a^ tl8««^ ii tiHMi a
bellows.

The simpler experiment described vrnfitu ^^"^ di-
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mridt (Exp. S, p. ^) m v he ggbttituHd for thte, tf «

bellows is not ftvailabt

What do experiincm s 4 and 3 show to be present in air?

6. ^weeamgg Composir) ,n rf Air. This experiment,

thouiih not differing'' in pr icip ' irorr) Exps. 1, 2 and 3,

^k>ws grruiter accumcy in de^^ni^fittioQ of the

'upport a rradu.'it i }f] ':ub< a

burette), he t tal vol, mv < lit s

known, fitted .a oae ei ii

cockj as <^mm m F: * 36. F«m..4 ft

piece »f pnospb* na, «Sf^ wafer, to the

end < pic C wir* ru t it almost

to thi i.)p < t' open the stop-

cock so th It ..le at i..ay stand at the

sK«e Iwis^ mmimtl ^ ttSatm aat, tlien

clo?^ it id restfl th -olame of air.

A'l(, u -tand ffi -^ iv.

")f ress tht

insidt the tubi

Why sh« uM t!

kve^ ini- e th<

the

cf»'*nge in the volume <rf

UuC ?

o V iiijf the water

- k\ cl of the water

the readinsr*

water be at the same
ube as outside wlieatni^

lu is measured ?

ciiui ^es in the atmosphere

in ti

Fj-c 1 the i ults of the experiment calculate the per-

centage by volume* of oxygfen and nitrogen in the air,

neglecting the carbon dioxide and water vapor, which
form only a small proportion of the total volume.

*Wk«n oxj^cn and nitrogen nre brought togot h«r, the volume of the cm
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It is evident from the above experiments that air
contains several constituents. It must be, therefore,
either a mechanical mixture, a chemical cottipound, or
a Bolntion. (See Chapter X). If air is shaken up
with (say) 100 cc. of water until the latter is sattirated,

0.70 cc. of oxygen will be found to have dissolved.
If, on the other hand, the solubility of oxygen be deter-
mined under the same conditions, 3.5 cc. will be found
to have dissolved. This shows that oxygen in the air
has not the same properties as pure oxygen, and there-
fore that air is not a mechanical mixture of oxygen and
nitrogen, according to the definition given on p. 114.
(Compare the behavior of nitre in gunpowder, p. 115.)
It is consequently a solution, or a chemical compound.
The fact that the propoftiwjs of oxygen and nitrogen
in air do not strictly accord with the law of reacting
weights makes it unlikely that it is a chemical com-
p<wind.*

Although it is clear that air is not a mechaincai
mixture in the scientific sense, nevertheless the ex-
pressions

'

'
mixing gases,

'

' and
'

' a mixture of gases,
'

'

are in such general use that it is sometimes convenient
to employ them, provided no confusion can arbe horn
this use of the terms.

Moreover, it must be pointed out that there is this
difference between gaseous solutions, and liquid or
solid sohttkms. The boiling point of a solution of
alcohol and water, for example, cannot be predicted
by means of any simple law, from the boilinif pcfints
of the constituents, and the same is true of many other
properties of the solution. In the case of gaseous solu-

.«in>l!li''JL^f ?' *L**^ dfnUncMon between chemical compounds Mid
g«w*^m«B TO wnjr certain gases arc cloesed as cliumictil couipouiidaaMiMfebm diMUMcd (n »n elemmuur text-boolc. (8m fM>tMt% p>. ia,i ;
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ttons, however, all the properties may be predicted by
a very simple nile. In the example given above, it will

be noticed that the amount of oxygen dissolved from
the air is jnst one-fifth <rf the aoltibility of p^re oxygen,
corresponding to the fraction oi cxygea in air, by
volume. This very simple relation between composition
and properties is found to hold, approximately, for all

gaseous solutions.

Another important point to be noted in connection
with gaseous sohittmis is ^ following : When two
.^^ases are brought together, in pn^orHom whatever

^

a homoj?eneous solution may be formed. This is not,

in general, the cape when liquids or solids are involved.

Although in some cases, liquids—alcohol and water, for

exampfe—may dissolve one another in unlimited qnan*
titles, . tlwse form a comparatively small dass. The
phenomenon usually observed is analogous to the solu-

tion of copper sulphate in water. When crystals of

this substance are shaken up with water, a solution is

produced of gradually increasing strength, until, if

enough solid be used, a saturated solution is reached,
at which point the reaction ceases, or equilibrium is

said to be established. The concentration of this satu-

rated sohttion is constant for any given temperature,
but varioi when tite tempmtaie k ^«iged« Wto a
liquid, such as water, is brought in contact with a gas,
the water beg-ins to evaporate, just as the copper sul-

phate began to dissolve, and finally a saturated gaseous
!«ohititm is formed, afaove tiie water, which has constant
concentration for a given tempemture, but whi^ in-

creases in concentration as the temperature rises. If

the temperature of the gas is lowered, the reverse
change takes place, some of the water vapor condensing
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to liquid water, just as on cooling the saturated copper
sulphate solution, some of the salt was deposited as
crystab. Supersatnration is also common to both cases.
If a gaseous solution, saturated with respect to wftter.
is cooled, it may become supersaturated, but t^e preseuoe
of liquid, water, dust, etc., is sufficient to cause pre-
cipitation of the water. -

Questions :

1. Why does the atmosphere in the neighborhood of
large bodies of water contain more moisture than pnurie
air ?

2. Explain the occurrence of rain and fog near snow-
clad mountains, over whkh sea air w borne by the
prevailing winds.

3. Account for the formation of dew, the "sweating"
of a jug of ice water, and the formation of frost on a
window-pane. Why is the frost on the inside and not
cm the outage ?

4. Some crsrstals containing " wtAer of crystalHsft-
tion" (see p. 75), such as Epsom salts, are generally
stable in England, but often effloresce in Canada.
What does this show ?

One of the influences which tend to alter the composi-
tion of the air, consists in the withdrawal of oxygen by
oxidations of all kinds, i.e., by rapid and slow com-
bustions. This is counteracted by the action of green
plants which give off oxygen to the surrounding air

;

and the almost constant composition Hbt air idiows
that these two processes balance one another. At Uke
processes whereby oxygen is withdrawn from the air

are mainly concentrated in large towns, and as in the
ooontry a great deal of oxygen is evolved from plants.
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it might be exixjcted that there would be a considerable

difference in the composition of town and country air.

As a matter of fact the differem» is very slight indeed,

the comiMuattvtt constancy- ia oompoidtkn oi the air

being- maintained by its continual circulation.

As a result of many accurate experiments, the aver-

i^e composition of air, 6y volume, is found to be, approxi-

mately, 21% oxygen ai^ 79% nitrogen, and by weight,

23%OKyg«n««l 77% nitrogen. Besidesthe small quanti-

ties ofwater vapor and carbon dioxide already mentioned,

air also contains small amounts of the xare gases argon,

helium, neon, zenon and krypton.

Liquid Air. Air was first condensed to a liquid in 1883,

by subjecting it to enonnooa pressure and a knr t«n-

pemtme. It is now- manuCsctured in las^e qaaal^s
at a comparatively low cost, by forcing compressed Mr,

cooled hy water, through a pipe with a small opening,

into a large cylinder called a liquefier. On entering the

liquefor the air eacpwi St and the temperature falls, as

the expansion is acctmipanied by the absorption of heat.

The apparatus is so arranged that the heat absorbed is

taken from the compressed air on its way to the opening;

thus the air in the liquefier becomes colder and colder

as the process continues, until, at about ~ 200 C, ft

y xomes liquid.

Liquid air has a milky appearance, owing to the

presence of solid carbon dioxide, which solidifies atabout
- 80*C , ar :^ of ice, formed from the water vapor in the

air. Fi'u' i Ikiuid air (whkh, dL course, ccmtaina

oxygM vv- 1 nitrogen) the nitrogen evaporates at a

lower temperature than the oxygen, its boiling point

at atmospheric pressure being - 194° C, while that

oxygen is - ISC' C.
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Advuiitjijje is taken of this to prepare almost pure

oxygen on the cominercial scale, the absorption of heat

on evaporation oi the nitrogen being utilized to eooi

fresh quantities of rompressed air. This liquid oxygm
is transferred to cylinders, capable of withstanding great

pressure, and can be withdrawn from these at any de-

sired velocity by a properly arranged system of valves.

(See p. 37.)

When liquid air is put in a tea kettle standing <Mi a
block of ice it boils vigorously, as the ice is very hot

in comparison with the temperature of the liquid air

in the tea kettle. If water is poured into a kettle cun-

tahiingr liquid air, the liquid air boils over as the water
is so much hotter, while the latter instantly freezes, as

the liquid air in vaporizing uses up heat. If the kettle

containing liquid air is placed over the flame of a spirit

lamp, frost and k» ctdlect on the outer surface, the

intense cold oi the kettle scdidifying the carbon dioxide

and the water vaiwr, which are the products <rf cran*

bustion of wood alcohol ; the moisture in the air sur-

rounding the kettle is also changed to ice. By the use
of liquid air mercury may be fro^n so hard t^ it may
be med as a hammer, while an iron or tin vew^ t)e>

comes so brittle that it may be readily ruUied to a
powder.
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APPLICATIONS OP THE PRINCIPLBS OP
CLASSIPICATION.

Liquid air and foggry air are good examples to illus-

trate the arolicatkm the '^'Hwrifirttiims eKpluaed on
page 114.

"Liquid air" is a viet.ianical mixture of a solid

chemical compound, carbon dioxide (causing the milki-

nesss^emdtoabcyvv), with a%uid solution. The lack
of homogeneity evidenced Iqr the milkiness is in this
case sufficient to show that a mechanical mixture is

present. The solid carbon dioxide would be found
to have the same competition, whatever the composi-
tion of tiie air might be, firom whk^ it was condensed

;

for example, if the percentage of oxs^gen had been in-
creased by adding more oxygen, the composition of the
solidified carbon dioxide would not have been altered.
Omsequently it hi a tkmkal cow^ttd. The part of
the "liquid air" actually liquid "contafes" oxygen
and nitrogen, but since the composition df this Kqaid
is found to vary gradually during the process of pre-
paration, and indeed would also be diflferent if pro-
duced frwn aa «r containiag^ say, more oxygen, it is

not a chemical ooaq^o«uii of otqiven and nitrogeii.
Further, since its properties are not the individual
properties of liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen (vapor
teas^, for instance), it is not a mechanical mixture,
1^ a liqu^ Mi&iSMi. .

is a meckmieui mixtitn erf liquM water (in
fine droijs) with a gaseous sohitlMI. The gaseoos scAii-
tion contains oxygen, nitroKcn, carfat^ diox^, water
vapor, and a few other gases.
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PROBLEMS.

1. One gram of magnesium is completely buraed in

10 Hti«8of air, meammd at 17* C. and 760mm. preimire.

Find the weight of magnesium oxide, MgO, formed,

and the volume of gas left, measured at the same

pressure and temperature.

2. 100 litres of air at 760 mm. and 20° C. are passed

over a weighed quantity of lime. The lime is then

found to have increased in weiglit by 0.025 grams,

owing to the absorption of the carbon dioxide from the

iL.r. Assuming that the whole of the carbon dioxide

has been removed from the air by this process, calculate

the percentage by volume of carbtm dioxide in tiie air.

3. Air was drawn through a tube conuiining lumps

of calcium chloride, which removed all the walnr vapor

by forming a hydrated salt. The inaneaae in weight of

tl*e cafcittm chloride tube ..after passing 10 litres of air

at 750 mm. and 17' C, was 0.080 grams. Find the per

cent., by volume, of water vapor in the air.

4. 75 cc. of a gas containing only oxygen and nitro-

gen, in unknown proportions, are shaken with a Bohitttm

of pyrogallic add and potash to abeofb tlw cxygn.

After restoring the original temperature and pressure,

the remaining volume is found to be 30 cc. Find the

Ijer cent, composition by volume, and the per cent,

composition by weight, of the gas. Fwrmuhi <rf nitro-

gen is Nj.

5. Sufficient phosphonui to retnove afl the oxygen

was ham^A f» *^Mei tttht containii^ l(ie«e. of air

at 27' C. and 740 mm. Ptod the preMure ot the

remaining gas at 37' C.
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6« lOO&cc. of ctrbem ^iHtide at 76&mm. pmmm
and 15^ C. are tthalMa far a i^bert time with 100 cc. uf

water. The pressure of the gas is then found to be
reduced to 700 mm., the tonperature beinj; the same.

Ptnd the weisrht of m^oa dknide (CO^) dissolved in

the irater.

7. If tt» ciiiiiiiiiriBiia d WBtatui hy wei^t bi

76.995 per cent, of niirnflfiin aod 23.005 per cent, of

oxygen, what is the per cent, of each coQStitttait by
volume? Formula of nitrogen is Nj.

8. A litre of dry air at 0° and 760 mm. is passed

over heated copper. The copper increased in weight

tained -in thtt Mum^ifr^ mrf

9. What the difference in weight between 101. <rf

air at 15* C, and 101. of air at 775.62 mm. (22.41. c€

air at 0° C. and 760 mm. weigh 28.97 g.).



CHAPTER XIV.—NITROGEN AND ITS
COMPOUNDS

NITliOGBII.

It has been tbown tbat there is present in the air, be*
sides oxygen, another substance which constitutes the
greater part, both by weight and by volume. This sub-
stance is nitrogen. It is a colorless, odorless gas, onh-
slightly soluble in water. Its reacting weight, N,
14.04 g.; 22.4 litres at O* C. and 760iiim. we^ 28.08
grams. Its formula weight is, therefore, 28.08 as re-
presented by the formula N2. Nitrogen is distinguished
from oxygen and from most other gases by the fact that
it is neither comlmstible nor sapptnts combnirti<m, and
has little tendency to take part in chemical reactions.

In order to pre-

pare nitrogen, it is

only necessary to

remove theoxygen
iiom the air by a
substance that
forms a solid, or

liquid, soluble
oxide. This may
be done by means
of phosphorus, as

in experiment 1,

p. 155, or by l^mting a jet <tf hydrogen in a vessel over
water, as in Fig. 37. Hydrogen is senemted in the
flask, from sine and hydrochloric, or dilute snlphurk:

166
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acid. 4ftfr ail air Jku been expelied, ignxXs the hydro-
gen and brinsr down over the jot a flaw cylinder. As
Mxm as the hydrofifcn ceases to biiftt, disconnect ^
delivery tube. (Why ?)

The oxygen may also be removed by slowly passing
air overwrongly heated copper tnmings in a glass tube.

The teactioa is often represented by tiie eqnation—

2Cu + 0,-2CttO.

This is sn<>ther examids of the loose way in tHiich
equations are used chemists. The reaction takes
place between copper and a jraseous solution, giving
copper oxide and either nitrogen or a gaseous solution

ccmtaining a smaller proportion of oxygen than that

present in air. The eqnati<m. therefore, does not really

represent what takes place, but for reasons similar to
those given on page 145, it is often found caHM|^a^>
use chemical formulae in this way. ^^^^^^^

Nitrc^ien may be prepared atoo by heating ammooinm
nitrite, a substance whose composition is rejwsssaiiiilhy
the formula NH4NO2. When this is heated, a leaction
takes place expressed by the following eqw^oa

NH4N02 = 2HjO + Na.

Nitrogen is essential to the growth of plants, and is

absorbed by them, chiefly in the form of compounds
dissolved in the wat«r and taken in through the roots.

The roots many phmts bekmging to the ctover
family, such as peas, beans, clovers, vet<^es, ele., serve
as hosts for certain bacteria that have the power to form
nitrates from the nitrogen and oxygen of the air. These
nitrates dtss(4ve in thewater in the soil, and are absorbed
^sy tt>e. wots-flf'SBBBSSittBBt'ei^^pi.-
Nitrogen coinpoands. psrticnlarly nitrstos, are pieseiit
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HI hirno qtiamitics in all barnyard manure, and they
constitute s..inc of the most important ingredienU of all
fertilizers. During: thundcTstorms, the MKhU^imr, passing-
thronirh the moist air, causes the nitrogen to form com-
poondt with oxygen; these di»K>lve in the rain, are
earned to the earth and are there of service to phmt Hfc.

Quite recently, compounds of nitrogen, of value as
fertilizers, have been produced by the discharge of
electricity through air. The commercial application of
this process has been attempted at Niagam Palb.

COMPOUNDS OF NITROGEN.

Nitrous Oxide, Formula NjO.

Swmiw: Ammonium nitrate. Utkc teat tube, cork and delivery
tube htmus paper. qrfteUn of w«wd. bottk. for collecting gan,
sulphur, phosphorus, magnesium. » *

Ppeparatlon. Into a large test tube put ammonitmi
nitrate to the depth of two inches. Connect the test
tube, by means of a cork and delivery tube, u> the
moi^of a bottle fiHed with water and inverted in a
pneumatic trough. Heat the test tube and collect several
bottles of the gas that comes off.

The proportions of the substances involved aie repfe.
sented by the equation—

NH4NO,-2HjO + N80.

Experiments with Nitrous Oxide:

^Jyo one of the bottles filled with the gas thnist
a glowiiig splinter. If no reaction occurs, use a lighted

What properties of nitrotts oocMe are iBo^f^ted bv
this experiment?
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The cimibustion of other «iil>stanccs, such as sulphur.
phoiii>homs, or nuigiiethtiiiiBay alio be tried in jant uf
the goH.

2. Mix together some hydrogen sad ahrom oxide,
and ignitt- them.

Is there any evidence <>t the fonnation of water?

3. Place another bottle mouth downwards in a vessel
partly filled with water and shake it gently, being care-
ful to keep the mouth of the bottle bekm the surface of
the water. Test tbe water with blue Htmns pi^.
What properties of the gas are diown by these ex-

periments ? How may the gas be distinguished ftom
oxygen ? What happens to a iwrtion of the gas when
it is collected over water ? The >ras is sometimes col-
lected over warm water. Why ? (See p. 100.) If the
formula of the gas is N,0, what is tte ratio of lis
deiunty to that <d hydrogen?

The density of a gas is sometimes akpwsaed, not as
the weight of 22.4 litres atO'C. and 760mm., but as the
ratio of the weight of any volume of the gas to that of
an equal volume <rf hydrogen, or of air, at the same
teuipeiaUueand imsmre. An adNnmtagefrftMimethod
of representation is that the numbers do not vary with
the temperature and pressure.

Nitrous oxide is a gas containing two reacting weights
<rf nitrogen to <me <rf oxygen. It is colorless, has a faint
sweetish odor, and, at the temperature o£ thelabomtory,
is soluble in its own volume of water. When dissolved in
water, the solution is said to contain a weak acid, known
as hyponitrous acid, with the formuhi HNO. Note
th« U^-^m^mm^i^mm. TWs substance has
recently been tMrepMed and is very explosive ; afew of.
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Its sulu hu vc been knuwu for a lunir time. Even before
tl preparation of hyixjnitrous acid, hoWwer, the fiame
and formula were used. (See p. 149.)

Nitooni oxide decomposes, on being heated, into
nitrogen and oxygM, and if too modi heat be applied in
Its preparation from ammonitiai nitrate, the gas effected
will contain free nitrogen and oxj iren. Many substance*
that will burn in air will also bum in nitrous oxide.

Nitrous <»tde, when inhaled, forms a compound with
the blood and prodnoes imconiclotisaeM and insensi-
bility to pain. It is therefore used as an anaesthetic
and was formerly known as " laughinjr ffas," becanaeof
the peculiar effect on persons inhaling it. The gas can-
not be decomposed in the body in such a way that its
oxygen becomes avaO^le to snpport life, thetefore,
when It is to be inhaled for a lengtliened period, OKygen
must be mixed with it, in the same imifiortioa as the
former is found in air.

Nitric Oxide, Formula NO
StPPLlEt: Copper turnings, nitric acid, fla.sk, orlaree test tube,

cork and delhrwy tab., botlk. fer collectinjr gns, «>lution of ferniu-
sulphate, apitntem ofwood, piMwpiMnn, «tiiil«ji«li% peon.

Preparation. Place some copper cHppings in a iladc
ot- large test tube and pour on these some nitric acid.
Fit the flask with a cork and delivery tube, heat gently
and collect the gas over water.

'

Note the color ofthei^tttethefladcMdintbe
bottles.

£xperime$Ut with Niirie Oxide :

1. Raise one of the bottles filled with^ gasoot of
water, and after leaving it unoomd foraalKirt^
replace it mouth downwards.
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What was observed when the gas was in ctmlact with
«ir, and when the bottle was reptaoed hi water?

2. Introduce into a bottle flOed wHh the gas, («) a
},'lowin«: si)linter. (fi) a ' iiminjr splmter, (r) a smaQ
piece of briyrhtly burninK- phosphorus.

3. Place a lK)ttIe filled with the gas, mouth down-
wards in a vessel partly filled with a solution of ferrous
sulphi^.

Nitfie OKida is a cotorieBs gas whi^ is insohible in
water. 1 liuc of the gas weighs 1.341 grams at O'C.
and 760mm., therefore, 22.41. of the jras would weijfh
30.04 grams, which is the formula weight represented
by NO.
When nitric oxide is wposed to air. ^ combines with

oxysren md forms the compcv; .1 nitrf)gen peroxide,
NOj, whi h is a brown .iras. it put oxygen be passed
into nitric oxide standing over w ' .•. . . t volume will
decf«ase instead of tecraeslag, as tne CMiitpaaoA formed
is readily solnble in water. By careful addMon of
xygen all tlie gat in the bottle may be n»de to diii>

appear.

Nitric oadte readily dissolves in a solutkm of any
ferrous salt, i^vuig the liqnsia dnlc bco wr. color. Thik,
together with the formation of t»own iumes whai it

cscaiies into air, forms a convenient /«/ for the gas.
If heated sufficiently, nitric oxide may be decomposed

i«o aitPagCB imA oxygen. For this reason brightly
bumiag phosphorus conthittes to tanra when phieed in
the gas, while a burning splinter is extinguished.
The two oxides of nitrogen, nitrous oxide and nitric

oxide, give a good illustration of another convention
used ia rhamlcsl nouiem^fitnre. Wlm an element
oondUaea with ooqnea m mmm than am i»opQrtiett»
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the two oxides formed are distinK-iiislicd by addintr the
terminations -ohs and -/V to tlic rof>t of the name of the
element

; the first ending beinif used for the compound
coataininir the lesser inopoitioii of oxygen, and the
second for the one with the larger proportioii. Other
examples are ferrous oxide, FeO, and ferric oxide,
FesOj

; mercurous oxide, Hg./), and mercuric oxide,
HgO. Tte system is extended also to other compounds
besides the oxid^, for example :—

Ferrous chloride, PeCl,. and ferric chloride, PeO,.
Phosphorus chloride, PCI;,, and phosphoric chloride, PCI*.
Ferrous sulphate, FeSO^, and ferric sulphate, Fe,(S04)».

In the latter case it is the difference in the proportion
of the iron to the substance represented by the group
oi symbols, SO4, that is indicated by this nomenclature.

Mitrofsn Peroxide, Formulii NO.,

Nitrogen peroxide may be formed by heating lead
nitrate, whwfa decmnposes as follows :—

The peroxide is a brown gaswh^ dissolves ta water,
yielding an acid solution.

The density of the gas at ordinary temperature, taking
thatof hydrogen as 1 (see p. 169), is 44. This gives the
formuU weight as «9, whtch comqKmds ii^ximmlefy
to the formula N .O,. At about 100'C, tin denary m
compared with hydrogen, is 22.1

; therefore, at this
temperature the formula weight is 46, represented
^preximaUiy by the formula NO.,.

To express these iaets, dttferaat fona^ must be
assigned to the gas at these two temijeratures. Between
these two temperatures it is fotmd that the density varies
gradually between the two limits represented by the
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formulae NjO, and NO,.. All these facts may be ntis-
factorily accounted for by the assumption that, at the
intermediate temperatures, the gas is a solution of two
snbMMices, one havinsr the formuk NjO*. and the other
NOj, and that as the tempemtnre is nUmd. more mSi
more of the latter is fonued at the expense of tbe
former.

There is another oxide of nitrogen called nitrogen
IJentoxide, or nitric anhydride, formula whkh
dissolves in water, forming nitric acid.

A snbstance called nitrogen trioxidc has also been
described, but there is sow some ^bt as to its ex-
»te»ee as a c^bamiGal oompoood.

IIITRIC ACID, HNO;,.

SuppuBS I Glass retort, flask, retort stand, potassium or sodium
nitrate, copper tundoBs, rnnpomtiitg iJlirtmr, aoMoM ef
indigo and pot

cMHtk petaahu

Preparation. Arrange the ai^Muratus as siio«m in F%.
38. Introduce into the retort, by means of a ^ded
paper so as to keep the neck clean, about 30
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of potassium or so<lium nitrate, and \x)ur upon it

throuifh a funnel, about the same weight of concen-

trated sulphuric acid. Heat Hm xetort and allow coU
water from tiie tap to ponr gently over the flaalt.

Experiments with Nitric Acid:

Dilnte some of the liquid obtained w-tth fifteen or
twenty times its vohime <rf water, and with this solu-

tion make the followinjT experiments :-

1. Taste the liquid carefully, and test with litmus.

2. To some of the liquid add a little baking soda,

or any carbonate.

To what class of substances does the solution belong ?

Why?
3. Neutralize some of the acAttim with potaaahim

liydroxide and evaixjrate to dryness in a dish. Ta^e
a little of the solid obtained. Scrape as much as pos-

siWe <rf the substance from the dish and heat it in a
test tube over a flame. When meM and bnfaliHiv

freely, add a small piece of charcoal. After the reaction

has ceased, test the gaseous contents by inserting a
glass rod wet with lime water. What happ^ied to the

carbon ?

The solid olMained in e]q>erkMnt % was nibe, <»
potassium nitrate, as may be proved by a coroparisoo of
its properties with those of a si)ecimen of that substance.

Nitre, whose comjxjsition is represented by KNO3, is

(me of ft large class of substances including Chili

saltpetre, NaNO,, lead nitrate, PMN<^)t. etc., all of
which can be pr^red by the evaiwration of solutions

made by neutralizing various bases by nitric acid. They
are therefore salts, and are given the comnnm name
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As alnm&y exf>Uiteecl in a prevkms chapter, an acM
solution is often said to contain a chemical compound
with a definite formula, although no such chemical sub-
stance may be actually known. Now nitric acid may
be iBMcte hy dissoiving nitrogen pentoxide, NjOj, in
water, and we miffhtthereiare say that nitric acid solu-
tion contains N2O5, or NjOi+HgO, or NiO^ + ZHiO,
etc. The second of these, namely N2O5 + HgO, has been
selected as being the simplest of them, which contains
the H necessary to suggest the acid properties. (See

p. 149.) Another advurtaipe ot OiieiMmi^ (wMck is

also the probable historical reason for its use), is that it

represents very closely the composition of the strongest
acid obtained by the ordinary method of preparation.
The cot^^ittoB represented by the formula NgO; +
U.,0, is represented equally well by either lIsN^or
UNO;,, and as the latter is the simpler of the two, this
is now taken as the formula of the substance that nitric

acid is said to contain. In ordinary chemical ian|ptaj
f«.

it kote SiiM tobe tiw *' fbnmihi oC irittle IMlf.''

Valeocj of Radicals.

On looking at the ftmnulae of the nitrates recc^cted

abw^ wmm tfwt eombiiied irMi m» muMm
weight of the monovi^t meuls there M« aflMHOits erf

oxygen and nitrogen represented by the group ofsymbols
NOg, while with one reacting weight of the divalent

m^ttls, the raMwats represented by 2 (NO,), indicated in

fommlae tqr mn omnbi^. Thus we cm nrtead
the idea o^ valency, and say that the oxygts taiei w^UeO"

ij:en together, represented by NO«, are monovalent.
Consequently the number of H's in an acid formula ia-
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(licutes tlie valency of the rest of the formula, or, as it

isc^ten expressed, the valency of the " acid radical."

Thtts the H of MS acid formula may be replaced by the

symbol of a monovalent metal to give the formula <rf a
salt, for instance HNO;,, nitric acid, ami KNO3, potassium

nitrate. In the case of a divalent metal, like calcium,

the Icmnula of the salts win contain two mooovatent
add radicals, e.g'., Ca(NOs)s. The fonmtia H^CC^
(p. 149) was selected for the hypothetical hydrogen car-

bonate, spoken of as being contained in carbonic acid,

to correspond with the formulae of its salts, NagCOg,
KjCO,, etc. The acid radical COs is, therefore, divalent.

The terms monobusic add and dibasic acid are used for

acids containing a mcmovalent and divalent acid radical

respectively. A knowledge of the valency and basicity

is thus a great help in remembering the formulae of salts.

Supplies : Nitric acid, zinc, cof^r, roagneMum, iron, charcoal,

sulphar, airfutiom of incii{(o aiid«fernNi« mtphate.

Experiments n'ith Nitric Acid and Nitrates :

' 1. Into a test tube containing some strong nitric acid,

drop a small piece of zinc. Apply a lighted match to

the mouth (rf the test tube.

Is the gas evolved hydrc^ien ? Has it tlw aj^^earance

of hydrogen ?

2. Repeat experiment 1, using pieces of copper, mag-
nesium and iron instead of the zinc.

How does nitric ackl differ fxom. other acids that y<m
are familiar with ?

3, Fuse some nitre in a test tiilx; and drop in a small

piece of charcoal. Repeat, but drop iq a piec« of
sulphur.

What gas appears to be formed ?
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4. Heat some strong nitric acid in an wmponting
dish until it boils, then hold a piece (tf gkmiag duucoal
close to the surface of the liquid.

5. Drop some nitric acid on a piece of black cloth.

What property of nitric acid and nitrafcni is tUtirtxsted
by these experiments ?

Metals like zinc, magnesium, iron, etc., which react
with hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, forming chlorides
and snlpliates, and liberating hydrogen, also react with
nitric add, giving nitrates. But since nitric acid 3rte1da
its oxygen quite readily (or is an oxidizing agent), the
hydrogen replaced by the metal is oxidized by some of
the nitric acid, forming water and a mixture of various
oxides of nitrogen. Thi* accounts for the fact that a
mw^ greater quantity of hydrogen is liberated wiieiL
these metals react with hydnxihloric or sulphuric add,
than when nitric acid is used. Indeed, when strong
nitric acid is used, no hydrogen at all is liberated.

Tk» aaUs of nteic aeid are abo powerful oxidizing
agents, as is iHustrated by Exp. 3, where the laaed
nitre gave up oxygen to the carbon, changing it into
carbon dioxide, and to the sulphur, forming sulphur
dioxide. The gases evolved in experiments 1 and 2
contain varimts oxides of nitrogen-the " lednction pro-
ducts'* of nitric acid, '^ ^rnm fwimHm is iwed
for processes in which oxygen is removed from a sub-
stance

; and materials which have the property of de-
priving other substances of part or all of their oxygen
are called reAiai^ 9g*nt$. Thus, hck the above ex-
periments, tlw metals, and carbon and sulphur wera
reducing agents, since they ik-privetl the nitric add of
part of its oxygen, leaving other nitrogen compounds.
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It must be noted, however, that the terms oxidation

and reductimi are also used in a wider sense. Any pro-

cess involvingr the incr^ue in viUency of a metat is

spoiren oi as Qxiaauon, wniie tor a cnatige invoivinsr

a decrease in valency the term reduction is used. For
example, in the change of ferrous chloride (FeCl2) into

ferric chloride (FeClj), which may be brought about by
ddorine, nitric add, or potassium permanganate, the

valency of iron increases from 2 to 3, aad the salt is

said to be " oxidized," although it contains no oxygen

at all. Similarly, when mercuric chloride (HgClj) is

changed to mercurous chloride (HgCl) by chloride of

tin (stamions chlmride), the proc«M is called reduc-

tkm," and the chloride of tin is said to "reduce** the

mercuric salt. Thus ferrous chloride and stannous

chioride are "reducing agents," and nitric acid, chlo-

rine, and potassium permanganate are " oxidizing

Tittftr MMItfc To aboat 1 oe. of a sohition (rf ray
nitrate, add a amell qoantity of a solution of ferrous

sulphate, and pour gently down the side of the tube

some strong sulphuric acid. A brown ring or colora-

tion will be observed at the boundary between the two
liqttids. dome of the lerrora i^pbcte is " oxi^sed"
to ferric sulphate by the nitric acid, and the latter is

reduced to oxides of nitrogen, one of which gives the

l»own color with the remaining ferrous salt. (Sec p. 171.)

NalM oa Ifitok Acii tmk Wkalm

The most concentrated nitric acid is a colorless liquid,

with a sijecific jrravity of 1.53 and boiling iwint 86"^ C.

It does not keep well, for even under the influence

erf l^ifht it decomixwes into oxygen and compoitada of



nitrogen, chiefly the ozMes, whidt
of the acid, griving it a yellowish color. Add^ea of
water makes it more stable. The sp. gr. of the coni-
meeeiAl mnd is about 1.42, and it contains from 60 to
70 per cem. of^ atM repnmM by HUDg, the raat
being- water.

Large quantities of nitric acid are used in the mtmu-
fucture of nitrates, dyestuflfs, sulphuric acid, nitro-
glycerine, snaKotton. in the refining of gold and wlver
aad^r • •

Itttfnslrtel nmuMi, «f
nitric acid is now made by heating
(Chili saltpetae) with «i^>h«nG moA mm

Fig. 39.

Fig. 39 shows one form of plant, although there are
many modifications of the process, principally snpEoved
meOods of oondenriaflr ^ dialled ackl vapm . Tbe
retort A is entirely surrounded by the flames frrwa the
j^rate. The acid vaix)r is condensed in the series of
large glass or earthenware bottles (B B). The last bottle
in the series teads into a tower filled with coke, over
which wstnr trldties to condense eKt^tnif f^M8»
The first two or three bottles contain the most conce».
trated acid, but it is contaminated with oxides ^ i^m-
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geaand sulphuric acid. Owing to the decomposition
<rf some of the nitric acid by heat, the condensed acid
has a yellow or red color, due to the presence of other
oK^ofnitrogeB. Tlieaddis"bieadied" bybeatlaff
it to boiling: point and blowing- in warm air (Tlunp's
"Outlines of Industrial Chemistry ").

The salts of nitric acid, particularly potassium nitrate
(saltpetre) and sodium nitrate (Chili saltpetre), occur
in laive quantities in variovts countries. Wherever
decompoaiticm of organic matter, particntariy mfnud
excrements, takes place in a soil containing basic sub-
stances, and subject to the action of the oxygen of the
air, nitrates are formed. This process is of the greatest
&npc»t«we to the human race, as thnmgh it tiie uselem
nitrogenous substances of dead plants and anfamfg are
converted back into the nitratM which are tamtt^ to
the growth of living plants.

Nitrates are also formed from the basic constituents
of the sdl together with the oxygen and nitrogen of the
.atmosphere. This reaction is brought about the lfi>

fluence of "nitrifying bacteria " in the roots of certain
plants referred to on p. 167, and by electrical discharge
in the atmosphere, the products of which are washed
down by the rata.

All nitrates are soluble in water and decom|ioie on
h^ng heated, usually in the same way aslead i^te.

2 Pb(NO,),-2 PhO+4NO,+0,.

The exceptions to this method of decompoeitioQ are
ammonium nitrate and potassium nitrate.

Ammonium nitrate, when heated gently, decomposes
into water vapor and nitrous oxide, as described on
page 168.



VnAMMiom tiitfMe»oii beinsr hei^. decompowis into
iiutawtium nitrite and oacygen, as mpttmatied by the
equation—

2 KN03 = 2 KNOj + Oa.

The snbMance, potassium nitrite, obtained by tliis

la«l reaction, ig one of a aeries of spite called nitrites,

correi^Hmdinfir to nitrous acid, HNO,. (For nomen-
clature, see chlorates and chlorites, p. 150.) Nitrites
are srenerally prepared by the reduction of nitrates.

Nltriles are atoo Irarmed when <»vanic matter decom>
poses, and as decomposrtim is caused Ijy bacteria, the
presence of nitrites in water usually indicates tlw iwe-
sence of bacteria, some of which cause disease.

All nitrites may be oxidized and converted into ni-
trates. For a similar rauMm nitrons acid cannot be
kept for a lengrth of time, at U absoftie oacyyen and &
ccmverted into nitric acid

.

AMMONIA, NH»
Simnmi Liquor iimM o iiiii (—liitieo ofawwaoirfa fa iwrter). flask,

or large test tube, cork and glass botUn, Status fmpor, byAo>
chloric acid, evaporating dish.

Preparation. Pour a small quantity of ammonia
sohttion into a flask, or test tube, fit with a cork
and srlass tube. Heat the fMk and hold a bottle,

mouth downward, over the open gim tube
(Fig. 40).

What common property of solutions of gases in
liquids w inastnted 1^ tlHs experiment ?

Experimtnts with the gas obtained

:

' Csleitilly smell the 1^ wafting it gently towards

. rhn tst a lighted splinter iaif>a jar filled withtiie gas.
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V I 'luce a thoroughly dried bottle, filled wHk tbe gHs,
mouth dowiiw»Rb in water.

4. Bring: near tlie end of tilt ddiverjr tithe (m) a pitce
of moistened red Htmus paper, (i) agiaas md moialened
with hydrochloric acid.

5. Place two evaporating: dishes, one ootttaininff
ammotiia solution, and the other hydrochloric acid,
under a bell jar, and allow them to stand until next
day.

Make a list of all tlie properties of the gas ap shown
by the above experiments.

The gas nsed above, obtained by heating tlw solu-
tion in water, is called ammonia. Analysis shows that
it contains 17.75% of hydrogen and 82.25% of nitrogen.
To find the proportions in terms of reacting weights
these amounts must be divided by the reacting weights
of hydrogen and nitfogen respectively, tints :^

17.75 gtaxoB of liydrogen to 82.25 grams of nitrogen
represent the 8an» proportion as ' .

<>»•. 17.58 H to 5.860 N.

By the law of reacting weights, these numbers must
be m the proportion of smaU rottnd numbers ; and by
dividing through by the smaller, we get

3 H to 1 N.

The formula of ammonia must therefore be NH,, or
NoHe, or NJIg, etc. But since at 0° C. ami JOOvr.n.,
22A litres of the gas are found to weigh 17.07 g.. tto
formula is NHs.
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Ammonia Solutioa

SuppuRs i LitmiM paper, Unae«d oil. or sweet oil, ammoniiiai 1^
dreiiM*. eotatioiM at piiniiiiw, eoiiiMii, or odeiiun hj rtrnwkki

Uxperinunts

:

Make the {ollowtng tests wkh a tohitkm of am*
monia :

—

1. Test with litmus.

2. Dilute .the solution, and taste cantkmsly.

3. Moisten the l^mb and fepefiager iMx tiha aula-
tion, ai^ rub tiMOt together.

4. Shake seoa of tha sototka with sweet oil* or
linseed oil.

5. Repeat all these experimants, usinsr (a) potassium
hydroxide solution, (b) sodium hydroxite stdatkaa, ir)

lime water (calcium hydroxide solution).

It will be seen from the above experiments that all

these ao^ftioos Iwva aaMM^ oomnton propartiea. Vbey
are therefore put in one class, and called basesoralkalies.
(The terms base and alkali are also used commonly for

chemical substances which, when dissolved in water,

£rive sohitioas wliidi are bssas. Compare this with
the use of "carbonic add" £cMr caitai ^Kmide. ele.)

Ttia formulae of the compounds, sedations of a^idl
were used in the above experiments, are as follows

:

Potassium hydroxide, KOH, sodium hydroxide. NaOH,
caleittm hydroxide, Ca <OH)». ft wM be aatioed that

there is a simihtfity inthi fnrmrtaii. sW nf HiBiii nanati
ing OK. Now when ammoaia, KH«, is disscAaad la
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water, an alkaline solmion is formed, and it will there-
fore be convenient to look upon such a solutioa as if it
" contained " a compound with a formula analojrous to
those of potassium hydroxide and the other hydroxides.
This can be done by saying that the sohition ofammonia
in water contains (NH,+ H,0), which may be written
NH40H, thus sugrgesting the basic properties of the
solution. It will be remembered that a very similar
convration was used in writing the formulae of acids
(p. 149).

It is convenient also to have a name for the compound
NH40H, although no such compound has ever been
made. It is called ammonium hydroxide, the word
"hydroxide" indicating the similarity to the other
basM, while the word ammonium " (used for the
set of symbols NH4) suggests its preparation from
ammonia. As will be seen later, this term is very
convenient in naming the salts which can be formed
by neutralizing the solution of ammonium hx-droxide
by acids. The set <rf symbols OH, which occurs in
the formulae of all hydroxides, has likewise received a
name, viz.

,

'

' hydroxyl.
'

' No substance
'

' ammonium '

'

with the formula NH4 has ever been pr pared, and
the same is true of "hydroxyl." It is, neverthe-
less, customary to speak of bases as "containing"
hydroxyl, and of ammonium compounds as " ccm-
taining" ammonium. The formulae of compounds
both of hydroxyl and of ammonium may be remem-
bered if we assign the ctinstaat valency one to both
radicals.

The chief ammonium salts are amaKminm chloride,
ammonium sulphate, ftaanoniuiii nilnite» aiid«iiiBioenn&
carbonate.
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twwiBtiiiii CMwidt» or Sid ^mwanfaiB, HE/a.

Expfrimenis

:

1
.

Fill two dry bottles, one with hydroffen chloride
and the other with ammonia gas. Cover with glass
plates, invert the hydrogen chloride bottle over the
other and slip out the phites. (Compare Exps. 4 (^)
and 5, p, 182.)

2. In the bottom of a test tube, heat strongly a small
crystal of dry ammonium choride, keeping the upper
part of the test tube as cool as possible. Compare the
taste of the snbstaace ccmdensed on the side of the test
tube with that <tf the original material.

In experiment 1 the two gases reacted to form a solid
substance with a composition represented by NH4CI.
It is ammonium chloride and is identical with the salt
that might be obtained by iMntnttiniv a s^^it xA
ammonia with hydrochloric «pi^tn^nrs^^ tt»
vrater. The equation for the reaction is

NHs + HCl = NH4Cl.

The second experiment is an example of sublimation,
a term applied to the change of a solid to a gas and
bade asaia without melt^. Ice and many other adids
evaporate slowly below their melting points, imd may
be sublimed if proper precautions be taken, but in the
case of ammonium chloride, the pressure with which
the gas b given off becooMM greater than atmospheric
pressure before the melting point is readied, and sob-
limation can be, therefore, easily effected. Iodine
afforded another example of the same phenomenon in
experiment 7, p. 11. The process of sublimation may
bevm&mmm0m muik wmt^ 'fmmmgimsJafm is
used for pnrifyiag water. ,
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The densiity of the gfas obtained by subliminjr am-
monium chli^ride does not correspond to the formula
NH4CI, but is close to that calculated for a gaseous
solution of equal volumes of ammonia and hydrogen
chloride. We consequently say that ammonium chloride
decomposes, when heated, jsto these two gases aceocd-
ing to the equatkm

NH^Cl-NHt+HCl,
and that the reviprse talces jdace on oooting.

Animonium Sul^liate (NHJySO«.

Experiment

:

Mix a little ammonium sulphate and slaked lime,
place it ki a large test tube and heat. Smell the gas
that comes off. Test k-with litans. W^ ls itr
Ammonium chloride may be substituted for the sul-

phate in this experiment.

Ammonium sulphate is a salt produced in large quan-
tities as a by-product of the gM works. It is extensively
used as a fotffiaer on account erf tiie nitrogen which it
ccmtaiwt. ItisalsousedfertheinnpazatioBef ammoiiia,
the teaction taking l*fcce being reivesmted by ^
equation

(NHJ,S04+Ca(OH),-CaSO«+2 NH,+a H|0.

Tests for Ammonia and Ammonia Solnttoa. Since even
the weakest solutions of ammonia grive off ammonia gas,
the solution may be recognized by the characteristic
odor, by the formation of white clouds of solid am-
moninm chloride with hydrogen chloride, or by the
change in color of moalMisd red fitsHis pqier held
above it.
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1. " Nessler's reagent " fur solutions of ammonia
may be made as follow*

To a solution of floercnrie clik«^ «id m sohitioB of

potassium iodide, until the precipitate formed just

ceases to be redissolved ; then add an equal volume

of a strong solution of caustic potash. The solution

so prepared gives a red^sh precipkste with even slight

trac' s of anummia.

2. Ttat for ammoi^gai salts : To a small quantity of

any ammonium salt in a test tube add a solution of

potassium or sodium hydroxide, and heat. Smell the

gas that comes of

Notes on Ammonia.

Ammonia is a colorless gas having a very pungent

odor. Its density as compared with hydrogen is 8.45.

At the temperature of the laboratory, one litre of water

will dinotve a^xmt 800 litres ijt the gas. Ttiis solution

is known commercially as liquor ammoniac, or spirits of

hartshorn, a name due to the fact that ammonia was
formerly prepared by the dtstillatioa <d hm«s, hoois,

luAtt cle. Vbs gas cmi be oooq^Btdy removed from
the solutkm by boiling.

On account of its alkaline properties, ammonia solu-

tion is used as a cleaning agent, especially for the re-

moval of grease. It is also used in dyeing, in calico

printing, in the manufscture <rf dyettnffs, soda, etc.,

asiA m » restorative in cases of fainting.

Ammonia may readily be converted to a liquid by
pressure or cold. When the pressure is released the

liquid vaporizes, and in doing so uses up a great

quantity of beat, thus kmerinr the tmpenrtttre of the

sarroai^UtVS. These {ku sre takm mSmiMt^ of ki
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the artificial manufiacture of ice, and in rcfriKuatintf
plants in factories, meat packing hoaseii, stoi^bouies
ships, hotels, etc.

*

Fitf. 41 is a diagrammatic representation of an am-immw refrigerator, such as is almost exclusively used
at present. P is a pump
which exhausts the gas
from the pipe (i, and forces
it thi ough C into the con-
denser K. The gas, under
pressure in the coils of the
condenser, becomes lique-
fied, and is cooled by a
St ream of cold water enter-
ing at A and escaping at
B. The liqnM ammcmia
escapes through the regu-
lating valve R, into the
evaporating vessel V,

Fic. 41.

where it is gasified, becanse of fhe low pressure caused
by the exhaust action of the pump th ough the pipe G.
The salt solution that circulates through the pipes,

with which the apartment to be cooled is fitted enters
the evaporating vessel at E and passes out at F ' Heat
IS absorbed from the salt solution as it passes through
this vessel, by the vaporizing ammonia, and it is cooled
to any required temperature by regulating the flow of
the bnne and the liquid ammonia by means of the regu-
lating tralve R. (Ostwald's " Principles of Chemistry. •

•

)

latfaitrtel PnpaiwtiOB. Ammonia is prepared from
ammonium salts, which are obtained in lai^ quantities
as by-pro('ucts in the manufacture of illuminating gas
from the distillation of soft coal (see pa^ in) Thffc
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salts are heated with a base, usually slaked lime ; the
aimnoiria gm genentted is passed into water. The
aqueous M^ution thus obtained is sold as liquor ani-
monim.



CHAPTER XV.—SULPHUR AND ITS
COMPOUNDS

SULPHUR
Si ppLiKs

: Roll !Hit|rfiur, flowers of Mul^ur, carbM diniifiliide,

liossian crucible, or evl^NMratiny dish, test tube, mtrvary, mortmr
and pestle.

lixperiments with Sulphur

:

1. Examine a piece of sulphur and describe its pro-
perties. Find its specific gravity. (See Exp. 2, p. 8.)

2. Place a small piece of roll sulphur in a test tube,
add distilled water and shake. Heat the water.
Does water dissolve sulphur ?

Evaporate a drop of the liqMtd to dryness on a watch
jilass. Is there a residue ?

3. Pour off the water, and to the sulphur add carbon
disulphide, and shake. Does the sulphur dissolve ?

Pour the liquid contents of the test tube into an
evaporating dish and set it away until next day.
Examine carefully what is Mt.

4. Repeat the above experimmt, nsia^ flowers of
sulphur.

5. Fill a Hessian crucible, or evaporating- dish, with
flowers of sulphur, supix»rt it on the ring of a retort
stand and heat until it melts. Allow it to cool, and
when a crust has formed, break two holes in it, pour
out the liquid sulphur and set the vesKl away to cool.

190
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Wlttt k seen projectingr from the sides of the vessel ?

Are these crystals the same sh^ as those formed in
ejqwrimeittl?

6. About half fill a test tube with flowers of sttl|dtw
and heat until the sulphur bes-ins to boil. Note care-
fully all changes that take place in the sulphur. What
coHeets on tiie upper portimi of the tube, or escapes
from the iik>^?
When the sulphur begins to boil, pour the liquid into

cold water. Describe the mass of sulphur obtained in
this way. Keep a portion of it for several days and
note any changes.

7. Place a small piece of this plastic sulphur in a test
tube, add carbon disal|diide and tiuJu. Is it sohtUe f

8. Place some soil sulphur, floDrers of sulphur or
plastic sulphur, in a deflai^tng qpoon; igi^ and
lower it into a bottle oonlnxrag aur. C»^lly wbmM
the fumes.

Add som . place the hand tightly over the
nK>uth ct^ r M and shake. Test with litmus.

9. Rub a piece of sulphuron a bright silver or copper
odn.

10. Put a cfcop or two of nMrcury and a little flowers
of sulphur inn mortar and rub for sometteie wifh^
pestle.

11. Powder some iron pyrites, FeSt; patU in a lMl^
glass tube and heat strongly.

What collects on the cool sides of the tube ?

If free access oi air had been allowed, what would
probably have been fammi f Try tiw eai^efimrat tea
tube open at both ends.
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Moft of the mtlphur iiied in the industries is derived
from the native sulphur which is found in volcanic
reiftuns, mixed with clay, finely divided rock, and other
matter thnrnn out by the volcano.

By farthe UtrgestiMirtof theworid's supply of sulphur
comes from Sicily, but some is obtained in Italy, Greece,
Japan, and the United States. The annual output of
Sicily is about 500,000 tons ; and on account of the
fsvomble position of this island as a shipping point, the
abttiMlaflt supply ctf cheap kbmr, ami tiie SKteuive de-
ix)sits, this will probably continue to be the principal
source of supply.

The sulphur left after the evaporation of a carbon bi-
sulphide sohition is in the form of orthorkomHc crystals,
see Fig. 42, while that obtained by meltingr sttli^ur ai^
allowing it to cool, is in long needle shaped, monoclinic,
crystals, see Fig. 43. Since the monoclinic crystalsmay

ft* 4*
be converted weight for weight into the rhombic ; in
other words, since the monoclinic crystals may be con-
verted into the rhombic, without the addition of any
<rther substance, and without any other material being
formed, the two kimls of crystals: must have the same
comiwsition. Sulphur being- an element, these are
therefore called allotropk modifications of sulphur, (See
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pp. 73 and 91.) Both of thtm fonai of Mt^lmr
combine with oxygen, giving the same gas—sulphur
dioxide ; but this fact alone is not sufficient to show that

the two kinds of crystals are allotropic modificattcms of
the ttme ^eoaent, since htm pyritet and noaay other
substances also combine with oxygen, giving soliAur
dioxide. In order to show the existence of allotropic

modifications by this method, it would be necessary to

show that Mr uume weifia^ tlu tvw suisimnut in qutstum

Several other modifications of sulphur are kaovm,
for instance, the plastic sulphur obtained in exiieriment

6, and the sulphur suspended in what is known as
"milk of sulphur," produced by adding an acid to a
iotatioa of ndittm tUowli^iAe (hyporalpiiite of sodaK

When sulphur is heated to ahottt 120*C. ft to ft

thin amber colored liquid. As the temperature is raned
the liquid darkens and becomes viscous, until at about
250° C. it is almoet black and too thick to pour. On
beiBg^liei^ stffl mora, the vncous maat teeomas thin
and pours readily, and at about 450* C. it boils. The
yellowish vapor arising tmy be ooDdened, fccning
*' flowers of sulphur."

Hntm different liquids also might be called allo-

tropic modifoatkms c€ anli^r ; hi lict, the aoiid and
molten form of every element might be caflad tikh
tropic modifications of that element, but it is not custom-
ar' to use the term for forms of substances which
cbaag» om aaoAwr as readily as these do.

Sulphur is used in vast quantities in making gun-
powder, matches and fireworks, in vulcanizing rubber,
ami in the manufacture d sulf^mrie mid mad o^ta
sulphur compounds.
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COMPOUNM OF SULraUlt

When sulphur is burned in oxygen a gaseous compound
18 formed, called sulphur dioxide.* Determinations of
its composition and density show its formula to be

water, giving an acid as shown
py «periment 4. p. 31. This is called sttlplniroita
acid, and the formula H,S(>;,. (SOj + H^O) is assigned
to It to correspond with a series of salts called sulphites
which may be formed from it. Examples are sodium
eulphke, Na.S<V. end poUm^m sulphite, K,SO».
There are other salts known called 6isu^kUe$ or mtid
SHlpkites, such as potassium bisulphite, KHSOj. This
iQastrates a very common property of dibasic acids,
a«Be]y, their ability to form two kinds of salts with
the same ipetal, in which either one or both reacting
weights of hydrofiren are replaced by the metal. In
the case of the other dibasic acid that has been de-
scribed, namely, carbonic acid, there are also two series
of salts, carbonates and btcarbonates. Sodium carbon-
ate, Na^Os (a hydrate of which, Na,COb 10HA is
the common washing soda), and sodium bicarbonate ot
baking soda, NaHCOa, are important examples.

PreparaUon of Sulphur Dioxide. Although, commer-
cially, sulphur dioxide is prepared by burning sulphur,
or certain of its compounds, a convenient laboratory
process may be based on the decomposMon of any
sulphite by sulphuric acid.

; Another example af thte mm of th.
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^^^^*JjM»^^8odhini Milpbite, nulplHiric »cid, tflOatur, Loloni

lixperiments

:

1. Put •ome sodium Hulpbite in the bottom c^f a jar or
bottle and add slowly dUat« nilphuriG acid. Smell the
gM that k ev<dvad.

2. Hold a borniav q^iiitar la the bottle oontainiiiff
the sras.

3. Prepare a fresh bottle full of the gas, ibd whea
cflFervfcscence has ceased, suspend a colored flower, e.s.,
a head of red clover, or a piece of moist colored calico in
the bottfe aad eover ft wiOi a glaae plate.

4. Pour aome <rf the gas, prepared in the above
manner, into an empty jar, beiay cuefnl not to poor
any of the sulphuric acid with it, add a little water,
place the hand ovc the mouth of the jar and shake.
Leave the aolution in the jar exposed to the atmosphere
for aeveral days, witi] the ebapter on aalplraric add has
been read.

Sulphur dioxide is a colorless gas having . juflfocating
odor. It does not bum or support combustion, and is

about 2.2 times heavier than air. One volume of water
atoRKnary Mptpevatiiie wffl dbsolve abont fifty volumes
of the gas.

Sulphur dioxide is extensively used as a ^fmtkiitg
agent. It bleaches by deoxidation (reduction), and there-
fore bleaches those coloring matters rich in oxygen
which part with all or a portion of their oxygen. Silk,
hair, straw, wool and an^ sidiiiteiiee% wUch
wonld be &i|ttred 1^ i^IoHne, are whitened by sa^r
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dioxide. Objects bleached by sulphur dioxide umtally
become yellow with age, as the substances formed by
reduction slowly become oxidized again by the action of
the oxygen in ttw air.

The gas is also used as a iisin/«eUmi, as it destroys
vegetable organisms. Its destructive effect on plant
life may be noticed in the neighborhood of smelters
and chemical works in which sulphur dioxide is gen-
erated, and for miles around our nickel mines, where
the ore containing si lphur is piled in heaps and roasted.

It is used to fumigate houses and clothing, in the
"curing" of meats, wines and beer, for puriaose of
destroying mould and other organisms, in the manu-
facture of paper, in tanning, in refining sugar, and in
the manufacture of sulphuric acid (see pp. 197 and
201). Liquid sulphur dioxide is now on the market
in metal cylinders.

The bleaching action of sulphur dioxide is a process
which takes place only in tl^e presence <rf moisture.
This action water as a attafyser for reai^ioas involving
gases, is by no means an uncommon phenomenon. Per-
fectly dry ammonia and hydrogen chloride, for instance,

have 1K> acti<Hi cm cme another, while the merest trace

water vapor is suffipieat to cause tfie immediate
formation of the white fumes of amnxmium chkHr^e
seen in experiment 5, p, 182. These gases prepared in

the laboratory generally cctntain sufficient moisture to
cause reaction, unless special precautions are taken to
dry them.

Solutions of salts of sulphurous acid, both sttlphhra
and bisulphites, are also reducing agents, and on
acctnmt f)f tliis proiierly have an extensive use in
pictography.
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Sulphur Trioxide.

Although sulphur diuxide is a powerful reducinjf agent,
it reacts, under ordtnftry ocmditions, only very slowly
with the oxygen of the atmosphere. Certain catalysers,

however, cause the oxidation of sulphur dioxide by
oxygen or air to take place rapidly, a product being
fonned with a ocmipoBition represented by SO3, and
consequently called snlphur trioxide. One oi the most
effective catalysers for this purpose is finely divided
platinum, used in the form of "platinized asbestos."

If some platinum asbestos can be obtained* this pro-
cess may be iUnstrated as fellows :—

Fig. 44.

Preparation of Sulphur Trioxide. Arrange apparatus
as in Fig. 44. A is a flask for generating sulphur
dkncicle fixnn copper clippings and strong sulphuric
acid. The delivery tube leada to a three-iMciEed WottHf
bottle B, into which air ia being forced by means ol
an aspirator bulb C. From there the mixed gases are
forced over heated platinized asbestos in the hard glass

n * "SKji* by mo{fit«nin« Mbestoa with a mintion of pl«.

miriiiM tMartfaf
'^^ "olutton of m.
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The Woiilff lK>ttle serves us a d):iinlK.M- in wliicli the
sulphur dioxide and air are mixed, and the platinized

asbestos acts as a catalyser, promoting the union be-

tween the sulphur dioxide and oxygen of the air.

Dense white fumes of sulphur trioxide are seen to fill

the beaker; after these have been shown, the fumes
should be led into water, and the solution tested for

sulphuric acid by barium chloride.

Like the dioxide, sulphur trioxide dissolves in water,
forming an acid called sulphuric acid ; for this reascm it

is often called sulphuric anhydride. When first formed
it is a colorless, mobile liquid which solidifies at 15" C.
and boils at 46 C, but this, in time, changes to a white,
fibrous, crystalline mass. When expooei to moist air
it forms dense fumes consisting of minute drops <rf sul-

phuric acid. Its reaction with water is accompanied
with great evolution of heat and a hissing sound.

SULPHURIC ACID, H.SO^.

Si PPLiES : Test tube, litmus paper, wood shavings, white sugar,
starch, sweet oil, strong stttphurie acid; sc^tkMis of lead aceUte,
sodnnn cartwnate, barhrai cMoride and soom mtj^wte i copper and
zinc.

Jixf>eriments :

1. Add a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid to
a little water in a test tube. Note the change of tem-
perature.

Neariy fill the tube with water and taste the solution.
Test with litmus. To a portion add a piece of zinc. To
another portion add a small quantity of sodium car-
bonate.
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2. Place a drop of concentrated sulphuric acid on a
wood shaviiur, a piece of paper, some white susar, or
starch. What element is present in each of these sub-
stances ?

3. Shake some concentn ted sulphuric acid and sweet
oil tojrcther in a test tube. What element is piesent in
the oil?

4. To a solution of a lead salt add a drop or two of
dilute sttlphnric add.

5. Repeat ^periment 4, using barium chloride instetid
of the lead salt.

The precipitate formed in this experiment Is insolnble
in hydrochlr>ric acid, and its formation is good evidence
of the presence of sulphuric acid, or of a sulphate.

6. Test the solution left from exijeriment 4, p. 195, by
a few drops c£ barium chlonde. Does the solution a>n-
tain sulphuric add ?

7. Heat a little concentrated sulphuric add with a
piece of copper in a test tube. Smell the gas given off.
What is it ?

8. Repeat 7, using a piece of graaulatod siiic ia place
of the copper.

The difference between the action of the concentrated
and that of the dflute sulphuric add on sine (see p. 56)
s^ld be iioltd.

Experiment 1 illtistnites some of the pnqiertks whidi
sulphuric acid possesses in common with other acids.
It also shows the large amount of heat produced whe-
the section is diluted.

BxperimenU 2 and 3 affbi^ exam{^ of a property
potitspad by eoneeittnited sulpteiric add» of reacting
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with many sttbstancejicontatnmgroxjrgeii and hydrogen,
by which these elements are removed from the ccnn-
pound in the proix>rtion in which they are present in

water, thus forming a more dilute acid and leaving the
other oonstitnents the omnpmiiid. In the above cases
a re«dtie ci carbon was found.

The result of experiment 6 shows that the sulphurous
acid has been oxidized to sulphuric acid by the air.

This change corresponds to the oxidation of sulphur
dioxide to sulphur trioxide. The process shown in

experiments 7 and 8, in which the sulphuric acid was
reduced by the metal to sulphur dioxide, is the reverse
of this. It is analogous to the reduction of nitric acid
by copper, Exp, 2, p. 176.

This reaction between copner and concentrated sul-

phurfe add grires a convenies^ UOwratDry method for*

preparing sulphur dioxide, and will be made use of in
the experiment described below.

The rate of evolution of the gas may be controlled by
regulating the temperature of the flask, the rate of
reaction increasing with rise <^ temperature, in accord-
ance with a general principle, numerous illustratkmsd
which have already been met with.

In the older commercial process for the manufacture
of sulphuric acid, the oxidation of the sulphur dioxide
by the oxygen of the air is effected by the use of oxides
of nitrogen, which hasten the combination <tf the oxygen
and the sulphur dioxide, much in the same way as the
platinized asbestos did in the experiment described
above. The sulphur dioxide is generally produced by
burning a compound of iron and sulphur, known as
iron pyrites. The gas is led into large leaden chambers
along with air and the oxides of nitn^n. Steam »
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also admitted to the chamber, and reacts with the sul-

phur trioxide, forminsr mlphuric acid whicli collects at

the bottom ci the chamber, and is afterwaf& ofnoeii>

trated by evaporation.*

Thia process may be illustrated very imperfectly in

the laboratory as follows :—

Experiment

:

Arrange apparatus as riiown in Fisr. 45.

A is a flask from wfakh steam is generated.

B is a fladc eotrtainii^r cof^per clippings and. 9a^•

phuric acid for generating sulphur dioxide.

C is a flask containing copper and nitric acid for

generating nitric oxide.

* »lfi i tgfctlwiM iinlhitMt«lwl»liM«B «gitte<tiwgiw>w l«|iw
ttMMi wrnxs nil iiiwti nlil p»iiottoii»«f ch—lilry, Vbm datofla afthto or
MOM ottm tntioalVMM dM>aM b«Rivm tbe pvyllii. ill ocdar to ihew
iiflteaoM Ixtwewi % Istati^MT f—ffi— and tlw taotinical a^toitloii
of tlwMM WfttoB. Tbofr aMmtlaii dkooM to ovwMlr drawn to tiie

importaaoe of twoducimr the Bolphtir diozido t'vax the cheapest aoarcea. In
some itiaoea, for Imitance, Iron pyrites is the cheapest source of this ca!«,

while in others Rulphur or sulphur oompoiinds nuvy be at hand as wa8t« •

products from some other manufaotnre. The ingenuity exerclxed in the
recovery of the oxides of nitrogen shouh! be pointisd oat and the necessity of

w«Mrldi)« up, as tar as poasihte, all by-^odacts sborld to enphiMiaed. For
aBswiliilataniltoliiinlMtwiil fili>l»siinrtiii*ii ttmltaaainihaiBlitif.

Ro. 45.
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Dis a txi\yc through whidi air is Wowm ittto the
threc-nccked Woulff lx)ttle, F.
E is an escape tube for waste gases
Pass the steam, nitric oxido. sulphur dioxide and air

"ito the UoulflF bottle, which act. as* coiHie«isin^ch«n.
ber. bulphuric acid collects at the bottom of the bottle.
The reactions are complex and variable. The foK

towing explanation of the action of the oxides of nitit»en
has been given
The nitric oxide may be supposed to act as a
carrier of oxygen. It combines with the oxygen

of the air, forming nitrogen peroxide, NO^, which gas
acts as an oxidizing agent, converting the sulphurous
acid into sulphuric acid, or the sulphur dioxide into
sulphur trioxide.

Since the nitric oxide is found at the beginning andend of the process in the same condition, and is not
tised up, the action may be called a caia/j /U one.

It should be noted that this experiment does „o/
Illustrate the manufacture of sulphuric add, but merely
th reaction between sulphur dioxide, air, nitric
oxide, and steam. In the first place, we have usedup m the preparation of the sulphur dioxide the very
material that we were ma!:ing-n«nely, sulphuric acid.
Secondly, the oxides of nitrogen have been produced by
a method that would cost more than the value of sul-phunc acid obtained, and finally, no attempt was made
to recover the wa^e products.

Another commercial method for the manufacture of
sulphuric acid which was introduced a few years agoand IS rapidly gaining ground, is based on the catalytic
action of platinum mentioned above (see p. 197). It iaknown as " ti» ccmtact process. '

'
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Heat of Reaction.

It will have been noticed that reactions are almost in-

variably accompanied by the production or using up of

hett, -'vhicli when tlie reactkm takes place quickly is in-

dicated by a change of temperature. The large amoont
of heat produced when water was added to concentrated

sulphuric acid was shown in Exp. 1, p. 198. The
following modification of this experiment will illustrate:

a very important general law which has been found to

govern the amount ai hart nsed np or poduced in

reactions.

Experiment :

Into a beaker measure out accurately 20 cc. of strong

ammonia solution, and add 50 cc. of water. Into .n-

other beaker measure out 10 cc. of concentrated sul-

phuric ; to this 1^ 50cc. water, pcmring it in

quickly, to prevent the acid spurting, and note the

temperature immediately with a thermometer. With-

out further delay pour this liquid into the other beaker

cmitaining the ammonia
; stir, and again note the tem-

perature.

We have thus prepared a solution of ammonium sul-

phate in two stages. In the first place, sulphuric acid

was diluted, and in the secon.l place, this diluted solu-

\.«m was allowed to r«ict with the amnxmia solution.

Each of these stages was accompanied by tfae|MX)duction

of heat, the total amount of heat beinsr proportional to

the total rise in temperature multiplied by the number
of grams of liquid heated.

Now we can urive at the same final result in a
different way. Measure out again 20 cc. of strong

anmumia, but this time add t> it 100 cc. of water. To
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this ;uUl tarefully KKr. of cuiKcnlialcd sulphuric acid,
IKJurintr it slowly down the stem of the thermometer
with which the liquid is being stirred. Note the tem-
perature to which the liquid rites, and compare with
the final temperature of the fim experiment.

It will be noticed that in both exix;riments the same
volume of the same product was obtained, but that in
the second experiment the intermediate stage of diluting
the sulphuric acid was omitted. The final temperature
was the same in both cases, which shows that tlie same
total quantity of heat was produced, irrespective of the
method employ ed for obtaining the final product from
the original substance.

This illttstnites a general law. The total amount of
heat produced or used up in any reaction depend only
on the original substances and the final product, and is

independent of the method employed for effecting the
change. If the process can be reversed, the same
amount <rf heat that was produced in the original change
will now be used up, and vke vers; if heat has been
used up in the first cas. , the same amount will be
produced in the reverse process.

In speaking of slow combustion (p. 40), it has already
been pointed out that the total evolution of heat is

independent of the rate of the reaction. The total heat
produced by the combustion of a ton of coal is the same
whether the fire bums quickly or slowly, although,
when the fire bums brightly, higher temperatures are
obtained for a shorter tin».

In stating this law it is assumed that nothing else is
produced during the process that may take the place of
heat, or if there is, that the corresponding amount of
heat must be allowed for. As is well known, heat may
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be converted into mechanical work, as in tiM Hmu
engine, or into electrical energy, as in the power house.
Consequently if mechanical work, or electricity, is pro-
dttesd datiag a nwtion, ihe amount of heat will be
corretpwicBngly itm.

Snlphnric acid is an oily liquid, colorless when
pure, but sometimes darkened by m^Kaaic matter.
Frequently the bottom of bottles containing sulphuric
add is covered with a white precipitate of lead sulphate,
due to the slight action ol the acid on the lead lined
chamber in which it is mamiiMtined. When suli^nrie
acid is added to water, a reaction takes place and heat
is produced. The concentrated acid abstracts the ele-
ments <d water fnmi any organic matter, such as wood,
paper, cloth, sugar, stnvh, flei^ etc., kavfa^ tiiecar^
bon. Concentrated sulphuric acid is also nsed for "dry-
in^ '

' gases which contain water vapor.
Sulphuric acid is extensively used in the manufacture

of other acids, as nitric, hydrochloric, etc. It is used
in the manufacture of washing soda, NasCO« 10 H,0,
baking soda, NaHCOs, alum, glucose, nittoglycerinel
dyestuffs and fertilizers ; it is also used in processes
of dyeing, bleaching, electroplating, and in refining
mis.

Sulphates.

Sulphuric acid forms numerous and important salts.
Among these may be mentioned sodium sulphate,
NasS04, potasshun sulphate, KSO4, anraiontmn sul-
phate, (NH4),,S04, calcium sulphate, CaSO^, barium
sulphate, BaSO^, and copper sulphate, CuSO^. Many
of these siilts crystal!^ from their aqueous solutions
with "water <rf crystallisation" (see p. 75), giving
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salts with the followinjr formulae : -Glauber's salt,

NajSO* lOHjiO, bluestone, CuSO* 5 H/), etc. These
hydnted salts are chemical individuals, as stated on
l»gc 84, btcatiMtbe crystals ofateiiMd from a satumtcd
solution at the ordinary temperature are klentical in
composition with those obtained from the saturated solu-

tion at a hiifher or a lower temperature, although the
concentrations of these solutions may be very different.

Often, however, if the temperature is altered sufficiently,

crystals of a different cmnposition are obtained, but these
again have constant composition over a wide range of
various solutions and are also chemical individuals,

thottiih different from the htwt. (Compare the two com-
pounds of carbon and tncygen, carboa nMMKndde and
carbon dioxide.)

As is characteristic of all chemioil individnahi, the
proportions of the constituents are simple multiples of
the reacting weights. For example, bluestone contains
199.66 g. of anhydrcms copijef sulphate to 90.1 g. of
water, or one reacting weight of copper tnlphate to five
reacting weights <rf water. If a few grams of blue-
stone be 'powdered finely, weij^hed, and heated for
some time on a watch glass to a temperature of about
110' C (or less, depending on the amount of moisture
in the atmosphere), it will be found to have lort weight,
owing to water vapor having been given off. The
substance remaining has the composition represented
by the formula CuSO^HiO, four reacting weights of
wat«r havmg been given off by one reacting weight of
bluestone. The substance, CuSO^HgO, or copper sul-
phate monohydrate, on heating to a still higher tcni-

perature (about 200 ), decreases -further in weight, the
ios& correspceding to the change of the substance to one
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with the composition CitSO«, or **u^y^w eo^pm
sulphate . '

' This case 's mentioned m«rely |«framff it it
typical of the behavior of hydrated ^Its. and furnishM
a good illustration of the law of reacting weights.
There is aUm a aeriet of biaolphatM analogonfl to the

bisulphites and bicarbonatM (aee p. 194), nch as potas-
sium bitulphate KHSO«.

Test fbr Snlphurie Aeid and fabMons of Solphatw: 1^
solutions of sodium sulphate, ammonium sulphate, potas-
sium sulphate and copper sulphate, add a few drops of
a soititton of barhtni chloride and a little hydrochloric
acid.*

Compare the precipitate with that formed in Exp. 5
with sulphuric acid. The substance formed is an
inaoluUe salt of sulphuric acid, namely, barium sul-
phate, lit lorauitkn Mrvw m aa indication that a
sohttioii cootaina either snlfdraric add or a Kilphate.

Hydroffen Snlphide, H^.t
Svppuis t Apparatus m in Fig. 33, femniii aulpbide, hydrochloric

or Hilphiiric add. HtaMspMpw. CMton dbolphU*, gkMS tab* dmwa
to a fine point

Preparation. Arrange appanttus as shown in Fig. 33.
Place in the test tube some ferrous sulphide, cover it

with water and add a little hydrochloric or sulphuric
acid. Collect a bottle of the gas by displacement of air,
and then dip the delivery tube in a bottle filled with
water, so as to prepare a solittion o( the gas.

•8^l0«« of manr t^er wihitancw, such ax mditiiu carbonate give
a praei|>itat« with taarian chloride mhition. but not when hydroehtelL
add U prcMnt.

f Hyilragon milpbide htm a very offensive odor and k |wifciiiiimM wkan
breathed tii quantity, therefore the preparation of thi« pm aM enerl-
uientawithitahoaldbeperfaraMMlinafiiiBeeitplxiaid.
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Experiments with Hydrogen Sulphide

:

1. (a) Ciiutiously smell the ^as collected in the buttle

;

Kh) test it with moistened litmus pai)er ; (i) bring a

liifhted match to the mouth of the bottle

What collecto on tiie tidM of the bottle? Cerefnlly

smell the gas that is left in tfie bottle. What it it?

2. Rci)eat the preparation of hydrogen sulphide, but

replace the delivery tube by a sflass tube drawn to a

l)oint. After assuring yourself that all the air is out

the apfNUWtnt <Me Hydrogen, p. 56), ligM the gaa

as it issues from the tube and bring into the flame a
cold object, such as an evaporating dish.

What substances are deposited on the cold surface ?

What elements are shown to be present in the gas by

thete eiqierimente?

Hydrogen sulphide is a comixjund of hydrogen and

suliihur, represented by th formula HjS. it bums in

the air, givmg sul])hur dioxide and water vapor, but

when supply <^ air it limited sulphur is produced.

Sulph s also form^ if the temperature of the com-

bustion . kept km, as when a cold obgect it iiuerted in

the flume.

The gas dissolves in water, forming a solution with

wei^ acid pnqmties and merited reducing power.

Hydrogen Sn^phidc Water, or Hydroeolpiiiiric Add.

Si'PrUBS : Litmus, magrneHium, sine, solution of potaaaiun per-

manj^anate, nitric acid ; .solutions of any salt of lead, silver, copper,

iron (ferrous), arsenic, antimony, zinc and magnesium ; silver or

copper c<rfn.

lixperiments :

With the solutkm <rf hydrogen ralt^He, make the

fidknring exp^m^s ;-



m
1. Twt wkii litBMM ptpcr.

2. Add > fipwhly ckwurt itr^ erf i

3. Add a piece of zinc.

Is any hydrogen evolv«d ? Are Um ackl propirtiM
strongly marked ?

4. Add a little very dilute solution of potasaium per-

manganate. (The diaappeaiaanc* of color indicatM* that
tte tett«r atttetMKt hM bMB raduoad.)

5. Add a little strong nitric acid and warm.
What do the Iwown fames iadicftts? What ki ^

precipitate ?

On acooimt of Ht acid propertiea the solution is some-
times called hydroanli^ttrie add. It. Ibnna a munbar
of salts, called sulphides, most of which are only vafy
slightly soluble in water, and many of which have
characteristic colors which are useful in separating and
kbntifyiiiir^ metals.

6. To a aoliitioii of aay salt ol(a) lead, (i) sUver,
(c) copper, (rf) iron (ferrous), (it) uaeak, (/) aa^mcmyt
(g) zinc, (A) magnesium, add some hydrosnlphuric
acid, or bubble hydrogen sulphide gas thnmgh tha
solution.

In which oues are precipitates fonned ?

7. Place a drop of hy^ttai^u acid <m a eleaa
silver or copper coin. Compare iie actkn on mag-
nesium in experiment 2.

The formulae of many of the sulphides, PbS, CuS,
etc., may be remembered by noting that hydrosulphuric
add is a dibasic add, with the fbrmnla H,S. There
are, however, other compounds of sulphur with metals
which cannot be derived from this formula.

Some sulphides, such as ferrous sulphide, used in
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the preparation of the gas, react with acids, such as
hydrochloric or sulphuric, g-iving- off hydrogen sulphide
and forming the chloride or sulphate of the metal,
as represented by the equations

FeS + 2HH - FeCl,+ H,S,
FeS + H,S04« FeSO, + H,S.

Notts OB Hydrogen Sulphide

Hydrogen sulphide, also known as sulphuretted hydro-
gen, is a colorless gas having a very unpleasant odor.
The odor of rotten eggs is due to the presence of this
gas, which is formed during the putrefaction of organic
matter omtaining sulphur. For this reason liydrogen
sulphide is also present in gases given off from sewers
and cesspools. It occurs in volcanic gases and in the
water of some mineral springs. As seen from experi-
ment 7, hydrosulphuric acid (or, what amounts to the
same thing, hydrogen sulphide in the presence of
moisture), rapidly tarnishes certain metals, owing to
.he formatitm of sulphides. For this reason, brass
apparatus should not be exposed to the action of this
gM in the laboratory.



CHAPTER XVI.—STRENGTH OF ACIDS
AND BASES

Some acids, even in concentrated lohltion, do not
possess the characteristic acid properties to the same
extent as hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric ac^, etc.,

whU± are called " strengr " acids. Carbonic add, for
instance, reacts but slowly with a piece of magnesinm

;

its taste is very faintly sour, and its action on litmus
is not so marked as is that of the three strong acids
iiienti<med. Acids, such as carbonic, sulphurous, and
hydrosulphuric, whose acM ^xipertiea are tiit» wmkly
marked, are called "weak *

' acids. A similar distiiieticm

is made between strong and weak bases, sodium, potas-
sium and calcium hydroxides being examples of strong
ba«es.* la both cases the differeme is only one of
degree, however, and acMs and bases of intenmdkte
strengths are known.

An important respect in which the difference in
" strength " is shown, is in the properties of solutions
of salts. A salt like sodium carbonate, formed from a
weak acid, carbmic aeM and a strcmsr base, sodium
hydroxide, when dissolved in water, gives a soluticm
with dasic properties, while the solution of a salt cor-
responding to a weak base and a strong acid shows acid
ptt^rties.

•Th« kydnoldwor copper. Iron, and lUuntiniuni are Hpoken of ax bsMMk
riOwgh UmrMM atewt liwaiiiMe In vwttor.

211
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Experiments

:

Test solutions of the following- salts with litmus paper

:

Sodium carboi ate, potassium carbonate, sodium sulphite,

sodium acetate, copper sulphate, ferrous sulphate, and
alttm.

Point out the weak acid, or wtak bcise, correspoodinsr
to each salt.

That hydrogen chloride, nitric acid and hydrogen
sulphide can be prepared by treati^^ chlorides, nitrates

and salphuka with concentrated sulphuric acid, must
not be taken to mean that sulphuric acid is stronger

than hydrochloric, nitric or hydrosulphuric acid, in the
sense in which the word is used above. The fact that

the substances in question may be prepared in this way
is due diiefly to their volatility.

The Properties of Dilute Aqueous Solutions.

It has been pointed out that gaseous solutions differed

frran other solutions in that their properties might be
calculated frrati the >roper*tes of the cmtstitaents

a very simple rule.

Dilute aqueous solutions of certain substances (strong

acids and bases and salts) also differ from all other solu-

tions in a somewhat shnilar way. We shall illustrate

this by reference to the acids and bases alrfiedy met
with.

The dilute solutions of hydrochloric, suiphur j and
nitric acids have a set of common properties rei^eatedly

referred to as "acid properties.'* Bes^ this, how-
ever, each acid has other properties which are diHerent
in the different acids, but which are common to all the

salts of that acid. For example, hydrochloric acid will

give a precipitate <rf silver chloride with a solution of
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silver nitrate, and this property, as shown on p. 147, is

common to all soluble chlorides of the metals.

We express these facts by saying- that the solutions of

all acids contain the hypothetical substance "hydro-
genion," with the constant properties of sourness, color-

lei^ness, atrility to turn bine litmns red, etc., andanotlwr
substance with the properties characteristic of the parti-

cular acid in question, e.g., in the case of hydrochloric

acid " chloridicii," which is colorless, has the property

ci precipitating silver nitrate soluticm, etc., and is

common to all solutions of chlorides. By tlie ftssnmp*

tion of two such constituents for each substance we can
express the characteristic properties of dilute aqueous
solutions of :.

The word " hsrdrogenion," representing the hydrog«i
of the acid, is better than "hydrogen," since it does
not imply that the properties expressed are those of

hydrogen gas, whose solutions are not scur and have
no effect on litmus. Similarly, the word "chloridion "

is employed to prevent con&sitm witti chkdne gas*

whose solutions are yellow^ and indeed faav« aooe of

the properties of chlorides.

In the same way the properties of the bases may be
conveniently expressed by saying that they contain

"hydroxidion," and another " ion," as these imaginary
substances are called. For example, sodium hydroxide
solution is said to contain sodiumion and hydroxidion,

the latter expressing all the characteristic basic pro-

perties, and tin fonror those common to sodiam aah».

It is thtis leen, that by knowing the properties of a
comparatively small number oi " ions," the properties

of the aqueous solutions of a great many acids, hMftOt

and salts may be easily remembered.
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This is illustrated by cxi)eriment 6 with hydrosiil-

phuric acid. It was there stated that any salt of lead,

ete., mi}>ht be used. The reason for this is, that all

salts of lead behave in the same way with hydrMol-
phuric acid, a fact which is expressed by saying that

they all contain " leadion."
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SUITABLE CONCENTRATIONS FOR LABORATORY
SOLUTtmiS.

Ftrmmia Gmmtfttrtiht
Dil. hydrochloric acid. HCl l.W
Dil. .sulphuric acid HgSOf SOU
Dil. nitric acid HN(^ M9
Potassium bichromate K^CrjOT 80
Ferric chlo. ;de FeCI| 10
Ferrous sulphate FeSO«7H/> flO

Potassium iodide KI ]5
Calcium hydrate. Ca(OH) Saturated solu-

tion.

Calcium chloride CaCI, » 75
Caldum aulfifaate CaSO* 8H^. . . . .Satiimtcd

solution.

Magrnesium chloride MgCl,6HjO 30
Ammonium oxalate (NH4)aCaO« HgO ... SO
Sodium phosphate Na,HP04l2H.p 60
Mercuric chlorkfe. HgCI, 60
Lead acetate PNCjHjO^tH^ 80
Silver nitrate AgNO, IS
Ammonium chloride NH^Cl..' 100
Ammonhna carbonate (NH^j^O^ . lOO
PoUMshim hydrmtide KOH lOO
So^^ bydnmide. Na<W 160
Barium chloride BaCl,2HgO 100
Sodium carbonate Na«CO, 10 100

sa^Awcyanate NH^CN...... IQD



APPENDIX

THE ATOMIC HYPOTHESIS
Whew new and strikinsr phenomena are first discovered, we often

try to connect them together in the form of a mental picture by

assuming^ some imag^uiary cause for the existence of the facta. For

esMqile, a roddy glow abov« tlie horiaon mmy at once m^geat the

imntal picture of a burning house, and this assumption would afTord

a poaaible explanation of the light in tlie sky. Having made auch an

ption, we are apt to think that we have "explained" the fiicts.

\V ' lay draw conclusions as to the location of the building from the

position of the light, and as to its size from the intensity of the glow.

AiMcnce of steain and simAe may be even takmn as "ptoof that

the fire brigade has not yet arrived on the scene. On hearing next

day that the same phenomenon had been observed all over the

cooHlry, wm five up our mental picture of tiie hmniktg hem» and
content ourselves by saying that we had seen a rather unusual tjrpe

of the Aurora Rorealis.

Such mental pictures have, from time to time, been made in

sdence. One of these, the atomic hypothesis, has had such a great

influence on the past history and present nomenclature of chemistry

that . '^ort account of it may not be out of place. In order to

"exX^-i. the facts expressed in this book by the " law of reactii^

W^. iv -<
" Oalton, in 1803, made the a»umption that mattereonsbted

of ...t^i visible particles—the atoms—which in compound ao^
atai.%.<:s were combined together in small groups to form compHmd
particles. By his further assumption flMt the atom ofeach substance

had a small but constant weight, proportional to the combining

weight, the facts of the law <^ reacting weights were thus

"expteiiwd." Accordiiv to this bypotliesia carbon dioxide, for

example, was assumed to consist of atoms, each containing one

atom of carbon and two atoms of oxygen, while the atoms of carbon

monoxide were supposed to contain one atom of caibon and one
atom of oxygen each. Soon after this, chemical symlH>ls were intro-

duced i the symbol C, for example, stood for an atom of carbon, the

- 817
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synilH.I O for nn Mtom of oxygen, etc. Thus, a j,, nibol that is now
•wH*^e<i to represMit « dcrfintt* number of Krams of a particular
substaiu e, without reference to any h> pothesis, was originally intnv
duced to indicate the hypothetical atom of tbat nubstance.

From time to time, as new fiicts were discovered, attempts were
made to " explain " these also by modifying and extendii^ the
atomic h> pothcsis. The relation between the volumes and reacthf
wi i^hts of gases led to the {ntroduction of the hypothetical ••mole-
cule' and Avogadro s hypothesis; and the pressure and temperature
laws of gases were accounted for by the idea that these molecules
were flying about with great rapidity, ^in, just as theassomp.
tion of the burning house necessitated further a>sumptions as to its
locality and size, so also the development of the molecular hypothesis
led to a determination of the site of the molecules.

Later still, certain phenomena observed in connection with
aqueous sohitions necessitated an even more complicated modifica-
tion, namely the assumption that some molecules bix>ak up into parts
endowed with electrical charges and called ions ; while quite recently,
owing to new discoveries in radioactivity which do not appear to
fit in with the idea of the indivisibility of the atom, it has been
assumed that the atoms themselves are capable of subdivision into a
f urge number of smaller particles, to Which the n me electrons has
been given.

At the present day, now that the laws governing the fundamental
fects are found to be so shnple and general, there is a tendency
among chemists to abandon these cumbrous hypotheses, not only on
account of the greater simplicity of the facts themselves, but also
because it is now recognised that such hypotiieses, ahhough of great
service in the past, have often led to unclear expression of the facts
and one-sided development of the science. Just as, for instance, the
burning bouse hypothesis may have prevented some people from
«tudyii^ a rare specimen of the Aurora, so also the atomic hypo-
thesis is responsible for the imperfect study or total neglect of
certain classes of pbenemma which did not m bi wdt with this
expbuiation.
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Acetylene, 100; preiNtratinn of, UDI;

iiotes oa, 110; burner, 110.

Addfi, Itt; pi-opertiex of. IM; mltx
formed from, Ui ; formnlM of. I tu

:

Htronv mud weak aoidii. fXL
Acid« and baaen, 31-2, a&
Acld-fonnlng olomenta,K
Acid radkalH, 17ft,

Air, lUj and phosphorui*, 1&^: ami
iron flitnn, I'M: and ferruni n--
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186-7.
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Benzene, lOB.

Bicarbonates. IW, 307.
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Bleaclting powder, 117.
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phur dioxide, li&

Bluestone, 11, 18, 23.

BoUing point of water, U, 7%
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Calcium chloride and air. ISO.

C/'arbon. 8B.

Carbon dioxide, ML 96; in air. 07;

caitoMitiMi »m.
Carbonate*and bicarbonate^ IM,2B7.
GariMO diraliAlde. 8. so. 77.
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CarbwettiBC. IIL
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156. 163.
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mination of, 121L

Chemical harmonioum, fll

Chili saltpetre, 179, 18a
Chlorine. 134; preparation of. Ult
notes on. 139 ; bleaching. IIU.

Chlorine water. 74. 138.

Chlorides, 110 ; test for, 147.

Chloridion, 21S.

Choke damp. 108.

Clatwiflcation of reactions, VS.

Cnal gas, 108, UL
CiNiIoil,m
C«ko, tOL
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(VmibiiNiiuii, 31, II,
( 'nnibuMt ion cnp. It, M>
< 'uinbiiMl ioiM ill oxfteti, 30.

CoiiibiiNtinn of oxymn in ttliwliul
vapor, 37 ; 111 UlnmliMttnfCiM,K

CombiiMt ibieanndMHMtanaf earn-
bustinii, 37.

ConipouiidH of chlorine, IIH.m
Compounds of HUlphtir, 1!M, 198. atW.

Concentrated ralutions, 81, lOa
(.'oriKcrvHtioh of nia>«, «L Wi tow oT,

!>. Ii : cxpcriinentH, «l,Ut
Contact procexM.

"f"ontain." 38.7.1

Cork factories, la

D.

Deflagrating apoon, 31. 32.

Deh]rdrat«d sodium acetate, MT.
Deliquescence, M, St, ISC
Density, 4&
Deodoriier, 141.

Diamond, aS; driDs, Bl
TXhario aotd, 17a>WH

Oitoktoff water,n
]}qrta«acent8.a^7B.K

.ML
Eleotrades, 731

lOMMDtB. S&, 71 ; table of, n&
£psom salts, laoi

lEquilibrium, iM ; temperature of, 24.

Eudiometer, 82.

Kxplosivefi. 18; exploHions, 19.

W.

fWrum r utiini, 30^ ML
Fire damp, 108.

Flour mills, W
Formnlae, 122.

Formulae wetshtH. 121, 128; of
elements. 128; of inuieouii com-

Wmmint potnt of water. 81, 71

fllMMUflNM.ll,
(>a« laws, ML
Oaallchter.Ml
Oasolina. ma
Olaw, ao.

aUubar'nsalt.7fi,76b

Orairalated sine. fi&

Oraphite, Ki.

Onnpowder. 11&

m
Heat of reaction, 203.

HomogencouH HubHtancea, 72, 81.

Hydrated xnlts, 71, 2U&
Hydrochloric acid. 143; preparation,
113; note«on IM; test for, 117.

Hfdrojiren, 98 ; prepamtion. M, ft7. 83.
M, 88; flame. M, «; MMnttor. «.
88; noteson, 87; oooui

~
HVdragvn chloride. 141 ; i

ill : notes on, 142.

HydroRen peroxide, 88.

Hydrogen sulphide, 207 ; preparat ion.
307; properties. a08«: not«8on,2ia

Hydrogen HulphidswMw.ML SHl
Hydrogenion, 2131

Hydroxidion, 813.

Hydroxyi, 181.

I.

Igoiyon point, 4a
Ignition of oarbon disulp:;ide. ID: of

iron, 39; of ferrum reibtotum. 39.

Illuminating gas, 38, 94. UO;
coiniMMition (rf, Ul.

Ions, 213.

Iron, 33. Ufi, IM.
Iron pjrritM. ML

K.

Kipp aivaratna, S7.

Lampblack, 91, 139.

IjUvt of conservation of iria>w, 15. 17

;

apiiUcation of, 47.

Law of reaeting weights, 118 ; appii-
cattoaofLUt

LawsQ(gwi«hia
Langhing gan, 170.

Lead pencllx, flfi.

Leadion, 21 (.

Lime water, 97, ISO,
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WM, m. 111.Mechanical
IW, 163L

MeUl8,38.
Methane, 106;
not«8 on, 1(18.

Mineral water, 88.

Molecular weight, UB.
MtKiobaaic acid, 178L

Mor*ar " aata," HI

N.

Naphthalene, lOBi

Natural giw, u;:.

Nemler'8 reaffent, 187.

Neutraliaatlon, 145, 174, 185.

>'ltntfefi. M7. 174.178; notmon,178^):
deccinpmitioB a<, Mtt tM( lor, 178.

Nitr«, 174, 17&
Nitrio acid. 173, 178; preparation.
173; fonnula of. 17S; indutitriul
^Iiaratioii. ITH; UMM, IT!); tettlH

Nitric oxide, i;0-l, 801-2; prepar-
ation, 170.

Xitrifyine bacteria. 187. 180.

Nitrogen, 34, 186; preparation, 18»-l.

Nitrogen peroxide, 172; pentoxidi.-.
ITS; trioxide, 173.

Nitre .18 oxide, !(i8-lT0; preparation
of, 18&

Nomenclature. .15. 150, 178.

Non-«xplo(iive ruactimt»S»
Non-metaU, 3&

a
Oppoiite chaagM.A
O^BMrfe BluiwKij. IW,

oxid*ttoii.aB,m-&
CMdUng agents «, m, 1781

Ox3«en,9B: |iR!pmljM.aii |m|iur-
ttejJO rtttf.} teat fsr, 30; notc-H

Oxygen and pyrogallio

iron. 33^.
—— niagneainm, tt>—

• pboephorus. 88.
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aodiuja. H.
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wood.Sa

Osy«M In alcohol vapor, ff.

ParaAotMa
PiMMplMma. at tfi Mkl aftr, ]

Plattnum bladt«M>
Plambago, aSi

Potaseiam. 31
Printer's ink, 94, 13!l.

PrublcniH, 49, M, m, 154, ]

PyrogalUc acid, 30^ SIL

Quantitative del
».47.

KadicalH, 175.
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iSi ««P»«'«ve, 18. 24-5; heat of.

weight during. 44; km of w^ght
during, 43. 46; non.ex|daiiire, 71

;
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Reactions of water With other sub-
Htauccs, 74.

Reacting weightt*. 128. 815; laws of
US; B^ection of. 123; of elements,
IM; ta fMeona componnda, 184;
review or. m.

RodncikMi, 9»,trt,tnk
RodoetioB hr hrdragm. «.
BMloetBC asenta. m, tS. 177. ITK
Rel:i«HStar plant,m
Keven^ mwtioM, 18, 82, 87, 74. 7*,
KM.
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HhI ninioniiw-. II.

MhydnniH, 71. 73, 81.

—— fmmMcidmlM.— hydraUfi, 71.— with acid proiivri lits Sit,

with biiMic proiicTtlcH, Sfll.

BMltpotre. V. IWi.

( hill. 171. in, iga,

RAWduitt, II.

St-M water, 82, M.
Slow combUMtliHi, 94.

Hlow oxidation. »,
Hasp babbim, n.
HodawatOT.as, IM.
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